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Guest Editorial 
by Carleen Madigan Perkins : Editor, Storey Publishing  

Giving Up the Garden  
    

One of my first gardens was in the urban front yard of a 
three-family house in a scruffy neighborhood outside of 
Boston. Any experienced gardener wandering by would 
have thought I had lost it completely. (Fortunately, the 
garden-society ladies didn’t stroll the avenues of our 
humble town with any frequency. “Oh, dear,” they 
might whisper to each other from behind gloved hands. 
“Can you imagine putting a garden in such a sorry 
spot?”) The house was in rough shape, and the yard was 
even rougher. But to me that was exactly the point. The 
yard had been sorely neglected and if I were going to 
walk by it everyday, it needed to be improved.  

It was a challenge. Every round with a spade into the 
compacted, dusty soil brought up shards of glass, Mexican candy wrappers, cigarette butts, and bits 
of plastic drinking straws. The roots of a nearby Norway maple (Acer platanoides, a notoriously 
shallow-rooted weed tree) permeated the surface of the soil, and monopolized any available water. A 
fierce stand of Oriental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus) had staked a claim at the edge of the yard, 
and needed to be whacked back at least twice a year. But I saw myself as the savior of this particular 
plot of ground. I would valiantly garden on! I ordered a load of compost and dug it in. I watered (and 
watered) and mulched and weeded. There would be a garden in that front yard. 

The unbelievable thing was that the plants I forced into that poor, 
pathetic soil actually grew… kind of. They were much-diminished 
versions of their ideal selves, but in the spring, there were green 
leaves and blooming flowers where before there had been only tufts 
of grass and a thick crop of bindweed seedlings. My time in the front 
yard also gave me an opportunity to meet the gardener next door (a 
friendly old Italian man who grew vegetables in his back yard and 
peonies out front), and sometimes to bump into our downstairs 
neighbor’s girlfriend, who could be seen sneaking out the bedroom 
window early in the morning. 

A few gardens later, I moved to the Hilltowns of western 
Massachusetts, a largely forgotten rural area in the Berkshire 
Mountains. “Flatlanders,” as we call them, have told me that this part 
of the state looks like most folks’ notion of Vermont—old farms, 
maple sugaring operations: a Rockwellesque New England feel 

  

Trillium erectum thrives in undisturbed 
woodlands, as it reportedly takes seven years to
bloom from seed.  
Photo by Jim Stasz, courtesy USDA-NRCS 
PLANTS Database.  

   

 
The fruits of cranberrybush 
viburnum offer a feast for birds in 
late winter.  
Photo by Carleen Madigan Perkins.
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(Norman Rockwell lived not far from here, so the designation is not entirely inaccurate). Certainly 
there are gardeners here, but one has the sense that much of the land is either too rocky to be 
gardened easily, and perhaps better used for grazing 
sheep or dairy cows.  

I lived in a broken-down farmhouse on a dirt road lined 
with majestic but decrepit 200-year-old sugar maples. 
There were still working farms on our hill, mixed with 
vacation homes and more sugar shacks than seemed 
economically viable for such a sparsely populated area. 
Throughout that first winter, I walked along the back 
roads of the Hilltowns, admiring the persistent, papery 
leaves of the beech trees as they rustled in the cold 
wind, and wondered what kind of gardens I would see 
when the ground thawed in April.  

When spring finally came, I began to realize that I had 
been walking among resting jewels all winter. The edge 
of the woodlands was lit up by the creamy white 
blossoms of hobblebush (Viburnum lantanoides). 
Growing along the roadsides, in gravel and not much else, were bluets (Houstonia caerulea) and 
yellow trout lilies (Erythronium americanum). In gullies and other spots of wet ground were Jack-in-
the-pulpits (Arisaema triphyllum). Later in the spring, the local pond would be encircled by the rose-
pink blossoms of mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia). What struck me most, though, were the dark 
blossoms of purple trillium (T. erectum)—three-petaled ephemeral plants that bloom in April and 
May, then go dormant for the summer. I had only read about them, and thought they were very rare. 
Trilliums need seven years to bloom from seed—something the severely manicured landscapes of 
the Boston suburbs were unlikely to offer. In the Hilltowns, though, trilliums were everywhere—
along the road, at the woodland edge of a sugarbush, in the meadows and old farmyards of 
abandoned houses. When I searched the streambanks for fiddleheads and hunted for mushrooms in 
the spring-leaved forest, I began to watch carefully where I stepped, for fear of leaving a trail of 
smashed trillium stalks behind me. 

  
Goldenrod provides reliable color in gardens and
natural areas in late summer and early autumn. 
Photo by Al Schneider, courtesy USDA-NRCS 
PLANTS Database.  
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When my husband and I bought our own house in the Hilltowns the 
following spring, I was so busy painting, unpacking, and learning 
about the inner workings of a septic system, I had very little time to 
garden. The plants I had brought with me (some of them remnants 
from that ill-fated urban yard, repeatedly dug up and schlepped 
from one garden to the next) were hastily heeled into the ground 
around the house. “I’ll fix up a better spot for them later,” I 
thought. I unintentionally did what every garden planner says you 
should and most people never do: spend an entire season observing 
the land around you.  

White birches at Bear Swamp Reservation, Ashfield, Mass.  
Photo by Carleen Madigan Perkins.  

 

What I saw almost made me bury my trowel for good. 

In the spring, there were trillium seedlings everywhere. We couldn’t decide where to put the 
compost heap, because it seemed like wherever we turned, there were those eager young plants, just 
waiting for a chance to bloom. Lining the shoulder of the road in front of our house, there were 
packs of trout lilies. By late summer, goldenrod (Solidago canadensis) and Joe-pye weed 
(Eupatorium fistulosum) filled the edge of the wetlands, and asters (A. novae-angliae) took on the 
role of embellishing the roadsides.  

Autumn brought the famous New England fall foliage, a slow 
progression of turning leaves, an elegy of death among the trees. 
What the leaf-peepers miss, in their eagerness to get all their kicks 
in one snapshot, is that the progression continues beyond the 
length of an afternoon bus ride and deeper into the forest. Slick 
dying leaves of false Solomon’s seal (Smilacina racemosa) press 
themselves against granite after a fall rain. Cranberrybush 
viburnum (Viburnum trilobum) and black tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica) 
produce shiny drupes that hang from their branches long after the 
last leaf has fallen, a waiting feast for birds, and a bright spot of 
color in a deprived landscape. 

How could a manmade garden even approach the kind of beauty I 
saw all around me? My garden could certainly never measure up, I 
thought. Never mind the fact that the so-called ornamental plants I 
had brought with me from Boston looked hideously out of place 
here. As a child, I was always taught that I should leave a place better than I found it. But what if 
planting a garden actually destroyed the landscape I was admiring? I suddenly felt jealous of 
gardeners who inherit a tabula rasa of manicured lawn and clipped yews. They could garden without 
fear. 

 

  
Houstonia caerulea. 
Photo by Thomas G. Barnes, 
courtesy USDA-NRCS PLANTS 
Database.  
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And that made me snap out of it. Maybe the imaginary 
garden-society ladies were right—I was insane! Jealous 
of blank yards because I could dig them up without 
feeling guilty? Instead of bemoaning the fact that I 
couldn’t just dig in perennials wherever I wanted, and 
instead of giving up gardening entirely (which just 
wasn’t an option), I began the search for a peaceable 
way to garden in this land of gentle beauty. 

For now, I’ve decided that the easiest way to get my 
spade in the ground without guilt is to start by only 
gardening in disturbed areas, and not to carve out new 
spots to cultivate. This will not only avoid disrupting the 
natural landscape, but also serve the purpose of clearing 

out some potentially invasive plants that have taken over in cleared 
but unkempt areas.  

In addition to letting the wildflowers be, I’ve decided that the plants 
I choose to place in the ground should not stand out like carnival 
performers on the main street of a small town. A garden of overbred, 
ever-blooming, freakishly double-flowered, tissue-cultured clones 
would not do. This winter, I’m researching native plants for the 
different conditions around our yard, and in addition to starting 
seeds, I’ll be making a trip to our local native-plant nursery. I’d like 
to say that I’ll plant only natives this May, but I know the lure of the 
spring plant sale only too well. The least I can do is choose plants 
that look like they belong in the same garden as their native cousins.  

At a recent gardening conference, I met William Cullina, the head 
propagator for the New England Wild Flower Society and the author 
of several books about gardening with native plants. When I told him 
about my situation, he said, “I know what you mean. I felt the same 
way when my wife and I moved into our house—it didn’t seem like 
there was much I could do to improve on what was already there. So, 
I don’t really garden much. I just prune and weed selectively, and try 
to help the plants that are already established grow better.”  

And maybe, in my own yard, that’s really the best I can do.  

    

 
Carleen Madigan Perkins is an editor for Storey Publishing in North Adams, Massachusetts. Although she lives in USDA 
Zone 4 and admires Northeast native plants, she also maintains a small collection of potted agaves, which overwinter in 
her south-facing window. 

 
200-year-old sugar maples near the William 
Cullen Bryant Homestead, Cummington, Mass.  
Photo by Carleen Madigan Perkins.  

  

   

  
Erythronium americanum. 
Photo by Thomas G. Barnes, 
courtesy USDA-NRCS PLANTS 
Database.  
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Column: The Literal Landscape  
by Simmons B. Buntin, Editor/Publisher, Terrain.org 
 
Spirit, Fallen  
    

The year 1940 was significant for many reasons: France surrenders to 
Hitler’s Germany after relentless attacks, Winston Churchill becomes the 
British prime minister, and the Tripartite pact is signed by Germany, 
Italy, and Japan. 

The year holds significance for the Davis-Monthan Air Field near the 
small Sonoran city of Tucson, Arizona, as well. The field expands in 
preparation for the coming war: B-18 Bolos and B-24 Liberators roar 
into the warm desert air as training grows into a frenzy. The surrounding 
desert—its creosote-nestled scarps and ironwood-lined arroyos—crackles 
with the resultant energy.  

On the dry bajadas of the cindered mountains west of the base, however, any idea of war in far-off 
places is drowned out not by the hum of low-flying bombers, but rather by the buzz of searching 
tarantula hawks or the quick scuttle of desert hares. And in one nameless and shallow ravine: a stand 
of saguaros—some towering over thirty feet, more than two-hundred years old—their white and 
waxy blossoms dropped weeks ago. In their place: the deep fuchsia fruit, its aroma calling Mexican 
bats and white-winged doves; then falling, splayed, to the rocky desert floor. Game now for 
javalinas, coyotes, kangaroo rats—and glistening with a thousand minute seeds—the fruit’s 
brilliance beckons, undeniable in its allure. 

After its fill of the delicious fruit, a pack rat darts from saguaro’s long shadow to the sprawling mass 
of twigs beneath prickly pear. Nearly there, a blurred black shadow eclipses the sun and the rat is 
snatched, quick-dead, in the bright yellow talons of a Harris’ hawk. The hawk lifts—copper 
shoulders shining in the sharp morning light—and finds its nest among the highest of the sentinels. 
There, three soft chicks, gray and gasping for their mother’s catch, wait. Without hesitation the hawk 
tears her catch into pieces, feeding the chicks in turn. The last bit she saves for herself, then launches 
into the bright azure sky as the chicks tuck back into the nest, back into the wait. 

Days later, as clouds mount the eastern sky, a nautical scarlet light reduces the cliffs across the 
ravine to a scene of fire, passion. Here, the hawk drops tight pellets that hit the uneven ground and 
roll into thorny scrub, settling near the base of a palo verde nearly indigo in the coming night. 

Some weeks later now, the monsoon rains sweep in from the southeast, their torrents washing the 
landscape in violent waves. Beneath the palo verde, the pellet dissolves and, overnight, a single tiny 
saguaro seed takes root—is a spirit born. 

Beside the elegantly winding path near our community’s center, a fat, four-foot saguaro grows 
beneath the filtered shade of a large velvet mesquite. The tree is the saguaro’s “nurse plant,”  
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protecting the young cactus from hot summer days and cold 
winter nights, as well as the occasional gnawing jackrabbit. I 
admire these plants—their symbiotic relationship—every 
time I walk here, which is often. 

Today, however, the site saddens me; not because of this 
particular cactus, but rather because the lone saguaro in our 
yard, the single sentinel we transplanted over five years ago, 
has fallen. 

It looks like the object of a sudden military attack, but is not. Last night—a windy night when I was 
restless for no apparent reason—after battling for months with an incurable disease, its interior 
rotting long before its browning foot showed the slow coming of death, the regal saguaro fell. 

Only six months ago it bloomed profusely. Now it seems as if it knew—as if, like agaves that send 
stalks franticly overloaded with flowers before finding a dry, brown death—it would die. Dozens of 
thick, cream-colored flowers with their rich yellow centers bloomed last May, each for just one day. 
My family and I were blessed, we knew, but thought the blessing would return every May, and then 
follow with the spectacular red fruit of June, the desert’s hottest month. 

The task before me this morning is gruesome: weeks now since the eight-foot saguaro fell, it needs 
to be removed. In a more natural setting, the saguaro would slowly decompose, the remaining green 
skin wilting to brown and then falling between the wooden ribs that grow vertically within. Though 
it would no longer host cardinals and hawks, doves and sparrows, the desert’s ground-dwellers 
would move in: centipedes, millipedes, scorpions, snakes, pack rats, even coatis or ringtails. 

In our front yard, however, it is time to sever my own symbiotic relationship with the cactus and 
start anew—perhaps with another saguaro, but more likely with a palo blanco, a spindly, white-
barked acacia with little risk of death by the over-watering that may have, inadvertently, seeded the 
disease. 

The fallen spirit, some sixty-five years old—just a seedling in 1940—is too bulky to move manually, 
at least in the one remaining piece. So with heavy garden saw in hand, I must slice through the years 
of its growth so it can be divided. I must slice through the years, starting at the top, at the newest 
growth. 

Sixty-five years is not much in the geologic sense of time, but significant in our still-young 
American history; significant compared, especially, to the short lives of the plants around it. 
Saguaros can live to be over two-hundred fifty years old. Dying at sixty-five years is dying young, 
and that makes me think about my own mortality—about my own life, the short thirty-seven years of 
it. 

I recall them as I sing the many-toothed saw back and forth: back and forth: back and forth through 
the years of the cactus, to its beginning as a single, black seed shining in the nurturing womb of the 
scarlet fruit. 
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The first cut bites past row upon row of inch-long thorns: gray against the saguaro’s green and 
pleated skin. Last year—2005—the saguaro grew nearly ten inches higher, even with the wonderful 
May bloom. Ten inches when, in the wild, saguaros may grow only an inch a year. Our daughters 
grew too, more in wonder and inventiveness, perhaps, than in inches. Astonished by the summer 
flowers, they are just as mournful about the cactus’s winter collapse. 

As the saw sinks into tough flesh and through the softer tissue of the column’s center, we are in 2004 
and down to 2003. That year, a single bloom appears, as if a random act, as if the saguaro isn’t sure 
it wants to share this treasure. Later that summer, a pair of cactus wrens tries with all its comical 
might to construct a nest at the very crown of the armless cactus. The windy stretch of summer 
doesn’t at first perturb them; they simply regather the twigs and grass sheaths and begin twisting 
them around the top once again. After the fourth attempt is blown away, however, the wrens give up, 
finding another, less vulnerable base. 

It is more and more work to keep the saw’s rhythm, lobbing off the saguaro’s top as we cut into 
2002, 2001, and 2000. The turn of the millennium was a big turn in its own life, as well as ours. 
Salvaged from a sprawling development near the foot of the Tucson Mountains, the cactus is marked 
with fluorescent paint on its north side as earth-moving machines groan all around. It is fall, dry, and 
the five-and-a-half-foot saguaro trembles as the spades close around it. Suddenly it is lifted, its roots 
severed and wrapped in burlap. For days it leans upright against other saguaros, until it is moved and 
replanted, robed in old carpet to protect thin-gloved Mexican workers.  

It is the masterpiece of our new yard, a gift to ourselves we hope to pass onto next generations. 
Saved, we tell ourselves, from a development in the west, we bring it to Tucson’s southeast, the 
spirit of our yard, the wise sage garnering our highest respects. It shall grow, we think, to be 
venerable, to host countless desert creatures. And when it falls, some two-hundred years from now, 
we all hope to be more enlightened—those of us still here. 

That same year, we too were transplanted—from Colorado to Arizona, with a new career and a 
daughter on the way. For months we leaned upright, it seems, waiting for our house to be built, for 
the energy-efficient shelter and the indigenous architecture that called us—along with the landscape 
itself, the rigid cacti and curving Sonoran ridges—to the desert. 

Deeper digs the saw, ever closer to the base, and I have to move, step over the fallen body, to gain 
leverage. Dryness gives way to moisture, for the first time revealing the saguaro’s rotten core, the 
terminus of the disease. In 1999, Easter Sunday brings over an inch of snow, a white and deceptively 
insulating cap, as the shallow slope adjacent to the ravine in which the saguaro stands sparkles in the 
afternoon light finally breaking through the clouds. A thousand miles north, the ground thick with 
snow, my wife and I contemplate a change, a rebirth of sorts. 

From 1993 to 1997, monsoon rains are late and intermittent, the summers scorching—over 115 
degrees on the saguaro’s slopes. By 1992 the palo verde shielding the saguaro is lifeless, no longer 
offering protection. At over fifty years old, the saguaro well tolerates the harsh desert seasons, even 
as diamondback rattlesnakes find slight shelter in its slim shadow.  

In the clear Colorado autumn of 1997, we also welcome the seasons with expected tolerance, and too 
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welcome our first daughter into the world. Unknowing but still vibrant, she 
finds shelter in our shadows as we find solace in her new life. 

Back and forth: back and forth now and into a new section: through 
1993—when my wife and I were married—through 1991—when I 
graduated from college—through 1987—when I graduated from high 
school and moved away from the subtropical forests of central Florida—
through 1982—when my Swedish mother moved my sister and I once 
again back to Florida—through 1977—when I first saw the foothills and 
stunningly steep canyons of the Santa Catalina Mountains north of Tucson, 
where we had just moved. 

And through these many years the slow and steady cancer of concrete, 
glass, stucco, and tile creep toward the bajada on which this saguaro grows. Creeping too are 
invasive non-native plant species: buffelgrass and tamarisk. Along the saguaro’s shallow ravine, 
disturbed areas caused by foot trails and, farther to the south, a snaking road unwittingly invite the 
mounding and feathery clumps of buffelgrass. Native to Africa and the Middle East, it is a greedy 
visitor with no intentions of leaving—out-drinking native shrubs like brittlebush and desert senna. 
And at the bottom of the ravine, dense tamarisk slowly choke out cottonwood and even mesquite, 
leaving fewer and fewer bean pods cached so ravenously by kangaroo rats and curved-bill thrashers 
alike. 

The white eye of the sun nears its zenith as I withdraw the heated saw and move again toward the 
saguaro’s base. Moving backward in time is hard work, recounting the years as I avoid the spines, 
thin and drying like my own bones on these long days. I push the silver saw once again, though, as it 
is easier to continue this sad work than to watch the too-slow dismantling and even sadder body, 
broken and angled awkwardly in the yard. 

With each sweep of the toothy blade I peel back a year: 1973—the driest year on recent record, only 
two inches of rain during the summer monsoon, and the two-foot saguaro becomes so pleated and 
waterless that it is like a barely living vacuum, sucking in any possible moisture from ground or air. 
1970—the year my wife is born: ninety miles north, in Phoenix. 1969—the year I am born: twenty-
two-hundred miles east in Miami. 1967—to the east in downtown Tucson, bulldozers raze the city’s 
core: its irregularly shaped street network and entire neighborhoods of historic adobe homes. 
Administrators defend their heinous actions in the name of urban renewal, though displace more 
than a thousand native Tucsonans. The ramifications are felt miles west, on the slope of this very 
ravine, as land speculators eagerly eye vermillion vistas, delight in new suburbs still decades away. 
1964—the wettest year on record, when the ravine brims with flash floods and lightning scars many 
of the taller saguaros. 1960—when wide swaths of desert in the Catalina foothills are shaved clean 
and planted green, smooth, and low for new golf courses and a certain boost in Tucson tourism. 

Another segment drops from the saguaro. Most of the green, moist cactus is now divided, ready to 
remove. As we approach 1956, however, the handsaw chinks off the dry and diseased scab of the 
plant’s base. This was our only indication that the cactus was sick, and it was only a few short  
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months from when we noticed the brown stain inking its way up—in September—until the saguaro 
succumbed, falling, at the end of December. 

At fifteen years old the saguaro is only a foot tall, clothed in the brambly, hanging branches of the 
palo verde, whose flowers this 1954 spring are golden-yellow and buzzing with pollinating bees. 
This year the cactus shares the nurse tree with a pack of javelinas, their musk intense and—for a 
mountain lion trekking the ravine—provocative. They hunch together, stamp and grunt fiercely as 
they sense their danger. The largest male lowers his large, brown head to reveal sharp and crooked 
tusks, ready. But the lion is too hungry to fear this display, and rushes madly in, sliding around the 
three-pronged trunk and swiping wildly at a piglet’s rump. He scores and the young javelina screams 
as his father hurls himself at the beast. But it is too late, the cougar is too quick: the small javelina is 
gone, leaving only a lick of blood fanned indecently across the scene. 

Half-sawing, half-chopping now through the hardened mass—cracked like washrock, like granite—
it is 1950, the year a massive and many-armed saguaro collapses nearby, exploding with sparrows 
and sphinx moths as it lands with a sudden crash. It is 1947, and the faraway hum of airplanes from 
the air field has lessened. It is 1943, and the saguaro is but an inch tall, desert ants crawling around 
and atop in their ever-search for nutrients.  

It is 1940, after the monsoon, as September sets in and the nights are longer and cooler. Great hawks 
ride the currents of the autumn sky, unaware of distant wars. Buzzards drop beneath the scarp, then 
sail on high once again, safe from raids in the utter darkness of the night. Gila woodpeckers oar 
sleek-feathered wings through the forest of cacti and trees, nests hidden from spies. And beneath the 
detritus of shed palo verde leaves, the bleached and empty husks of bean pods: a saguaro seedling 
waits and grows: is a desert spirit—not yet fallen. 

     

 
Simmons B. Buntin is the founding editor of Terrain.org: A Journal of the Built & Natural Environments. With a master's 
degree in urban and regional planning, he is—logically—a web program manager for the University of Arizona. His first 
book of poetry, Riverfall, was pubilshed in May 2005 by Ireland's Salmon Publishing. He has also published in Southern 
Humanities Review, Sou'wester, Bulletin of Science, Technology, and Society, and others, and is a recipient of the 
Colorado Artist's Fellowship for Poetry. 
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Column: What a Fool Believes... 
by Todd Ziebarth, Terrain.org Editor 
 
The Constant Anti-Gardener  
    

There are those who have a green thumb, who have the ability to, say, grow a prodigious supply of 
plump, juicy tomatoes in their garden. These folks take great pleasure in tending the various 
vegetables sprouting up from their private patches. Some of them even move beyond gardening, 
going so far as to completely landscape their backyards themselves.  

There are others, though, who possess a brown thumb. These poor souls may harvest a handful of 
tomatoes, half of which will be inedible, with the other half less than plump and juicy but still worth 
cutting up and putting on a salad. They try their hand, God bless ‘em, at some major backyard 
project involving a mound of dirt or a pile of wood, but are never quite able to bring the effort to 
fruition. 

Then, there are folks like myself who are without thumbs. We don’t garden. In fact, we don’t do 
anything remotely related to yard work, and are mystified by those who do. 

Perhaps it was all of those lawns we had to mow as kids—our parents’, our grandparents’, and our 
neighbors’. All of that time spent cutting the grass just so that it could grow back in order for us to 
return the following week to do it all over again. It seemed like a colossal waste of energy—
especially in the stultifying heat and humidity of a typical summer day in the Midwest. Probably one 
of the happiest times of my life was the five years that my wife and I lived in a second-floor 
condominium. Not only was our front yard small (we didn’t have a backyard!), but someone else 
mowed our patch of grass every week. 

 

But those days are over. For the past two years, we’ve lived in a house with a front and backyard that 
by the typical American’s standards isn’t much. By my tastes, though, they are more than enough—
particularly because I have to mow them. These days, my episodes of grass-cutting are especially 
painful because my vision of the ideal landscape is within sight of our front yard. In this oasis in the 
city, the homeowner has decided to go with the natural look. The front lawn has been taken over by 
weeds, the bushes are overgrown, and the tree branches lurch onto the sidewalk so that you have to 
lean below them when you walk by this house. I love it. 

In a typical summer here, I thankfully don’t have to mow the yard that much. One of the many 
advantages of living in Denver, where we’ve been for the past 13 years, is that it rains a lot less than 
in other parts of the country. While that means slower growing yards and fewer turns around the 
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lawn like some rat in a maze at my house, that’s not the case at most residences. To keep that grass 
green, people actually water their lawns. If they do it in the deserts of Phoenix, I guess the thinking 
is that we can do it in the high, arid plains of Denver. It is a part of what mystifies us thumbless 
wonders. 

Another advantage of living in Denver is our access to the truly great outdoors. You name the 
activity—hiking, skiing, and snow shoeing, for instance—and Colorado offers it up in a first-class 
way, not to mention what’s available in surrounding states like New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah, and 
Arizona. Heading into the weekend during the summer months, my thoughts are focused on which 
mountain lake to make my hiking destination, not which plants to include in the xeriscaping project 
in the backyard. 

 

Perhaps if I lived in the heart of a major metropolitan area without ready access to the great 
outdoors, I’d garden and landscape just to get outside. After all, a friend of mine resided in the 
Washington, D.C. area for several years, where he was an avid gardener and landscaper. A couple of 
years ago, he moved to Denver, bought a townhouse in the city, and purchased a condominium in the 
mountains. His green thumb days are behind him, and he now spends much of his free time skiing 
and hiking. 

Still, many folks enjoy toiling in their yards—even in Colorado. They love to get their hands dirty in 
the soil. They love building things, like patios and decks. They love to spend time outdoors without 
having to log several miles up and down mountains. I don’t get it. Call me lazy (and many do), but 
I’ll be up in the hills on the weekends, and I’ll get my organic vegetables from the nearest market 
when I get back.  

    

 
Todd Ziebarth is a policy analyst at the National Alliance for Public Charter Schools. He is also a founding editor of 
Terrian.org. In addition to his regular Terrain.org column, Ziebarth sometimes reviews books and CDs for the journal. 
He has a masters degree in public administration and a masters degree in urban and regional planning. 
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Column: Bull Hill 
by David Rothenberg, Terra Nova Editor 

Professor Naess's Alpine Garden  

   
Arne Naess, ninety-four years old, may very well be the last surviving member of the Vienna Circle, 
that erstwhile group of grave philosophers who set the previous century on the steel road to logic and 
reason. Naess is the only one left to poke his nose into the twenty-first century. Back in 1930, sent to 
Vienna to become a concert pianist but soon stuck in the roundtable with analytic thinkers like 
Carnap and Quine, the eighteen-year old Norwegian pipsqueak raised his hand to complain, "I think 
you are spending too much time quoting Wittgenstein. Why can't I be quoted a bit more?" He has 
been causing trouble like this his whole life. 

A few years later, when his analytic buddies were talking on and 
on about a philosophy based on "common sense," without 
metaphysical flights of fantasy and other forms of continental 
mush, Naess wrote up a questionnaire, and passed it out on the 
street. There was only one question, "How do you decide what is 
true?" If there really was such a thing as a common sense notion 
of truth, everyone would presumably give a similar answer. 
However, they all gave a range of answers, similar to the various 
positions held by philosophers throughout history. So much for 
that theory. What did they expect? The other theorists never 
thought of going out to ask people what they thought. 

Naess has spent a lifetime in many areas of the philosophic 
enterprise, from working in the wartime Resistance against the 
Nazis to defining democracy for UNESCO to systematizing the 
principles of Gandhian nonviolence as a coherent philosophy. 
What he is most known for today, however, is for coining the 
phrase "deep ecology" to describe a brand of environmentalism 
that believes that we must fundamentally change our ideas about how humanity fits into the natural 
world before we can dig our way out of the environmental crisis that befalls humankind and the 
planet. We need to cultivate an identification with the natural world, where all living things have an 
equal right to live and flourish. We need a sense of human humility, where we never disturb too 
much. Will we succeed? "I am optimistic," Naess now muses after a lifetime trying, "but for the 
twenty-second century, not for this one." 

Deep ecology has often been taken as the guiding philosophy of the worldwide wilderness 
movement, which believes that pure, wild nature far from human influence is the most important 
part of the planet to preserve. Advocates of this view are often criticized by another kind of 
ecologist, those that care most about tending the Earth like a garden, sticking close to our backyards, 
tilling and shaping the land rather than sealing it off like a pristine temple. These gardening 
environmentalists sometimes find Naess to be too extreme, not realistic, misguided by sequestering 

  
Arne Naess at Nasjonalfjell, Norway. 
Photo by Frode Jenssen, courtesy 
www.stetind.nu. 
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nature away from the reality of human culture. 

Now Naess responds by pointing out that there is no schism 
between those who want to save the garden and those who love 
wild places. His favorite place in the world, where he feels most at 
home, is at his mountain hut far above the timberline beneath the 
whale-shaped mountain Hallingskarvet in central Norway, a three-
hour walk uphill through the tundra from the train station at 
Ustaoset. He built this place in 1936, and it still feels "six 
thousand feet above men and time," as Nietszche once said. The 
cabin is called "Tvergastein," which means "crossing the stones."  

Inside the cabin is an intellectual world brightened by humor and 
curiosity. The library, inside a room the size of a large closet, is 
impressive. The complete works of Aristotle and Plato, handbooks 
of chemistry and physics, novels of Dostoyevsky. Teach-yourself 
manuals for Rumanian, Icelandic, and Chinese. The most 
extensive Sanskrit-English dictionaries available. Buddhist logic, 
Marxist rhetoric, formerly the complete edition of Auguste Comte 

in French, until it was burned for fuel on a particularly cold winter night. Generations of rock 
climbing equipment, from heavy leather boots and steel pitons to light carabiners and high-tech 
nylon shoes. There are personal contraptions only the master understands: kerosene lamps that heat 
tea and soup at the same time, solar-powered reading lights that work even if the sun doesn't shine 
for weeks. 

And just outside the door is a tiny grassy space, ringed with a small stone wall. "Watch out," he 
warns all visitors. "Don't step there, stay on the rocks. That's my garden." 
Here is how he describes life in this garden in my 1992 book of interviews with him, Is It Painful to 
Think? Conversations with Arne Naess (University of Minnesota Press): 

AN: If a flower in a botany text is described as being from ten to thirty centimeters tall, you might 
find the same flower here at Tvergastein, elevation six thousand feet, and it's only five centimeters 
tall, or even less. But the flower is complete. In a dry summertime like this one you have this Arctic 
gentian and it's only one centimeter high, but still a fantastic flower.... I have sat here in the eight-
meter square garden and just tried to count all the thousands of plants that blossom there. The task is 
endless, and there is no need to wish to finish it. 

DR: A microcosm of the country. 

AN: A microcosmos, and it is fantastic to see the changes. I have learned an admiration for the 
minute, to say very simply: Where others see adversity, a harsh and tough climate, I see the Self-
realization of tiny beings in nature.  

DR: How did this move over into a philosophical focus on ecology and environmental problems? 
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AN: That should be quite clear. There is a kind of equal status of 
organisms at extremely different levels of devleopment. You get 
to appreciate this one small ecosystem, and you see youself as 
part of this ecosystem. I found a kind of rational basis for this 
feeling of belonging to this rich world of animals and plants and 
rocks. Humans do not depend on nature by minding it, trying to 
dominate more and more and be less dependent; you see the 
dependende as a plus, because it means an interrelation, whereby 
you yourself get to be tremendously greater, reaching from 
macroworld to microworld and back again. Feeling extremely 
small in the dimensions of the cosmos, you yourself get somehow 
widened and deeper, and you accept with joy this thing that others 
might perceive as a duty: to take care of the planet.... 

DR: But concern for nature does not preclude concern for people. 

AN: Get rid of that dualism! The term 'environmentalism' is 
meaningless because it implies a very artificial kind of cleavage between humans and everything 
else. From our individual selves we look out toward the Self of the world. 

How does one care best for a tiny garden of miniscule plants and grasses peaking through sheltered 
spaces between stones? Easy. Just be sure to piss in the right direction as you kick open the door on 
a bright summer night and hope that the wind is with you. 

In this tiny garden in the wilderness we have a clear image of how to break down the conceptual 
duality between humanity and the more-than-human world. Care for the nature in your midst and 
you will endeavor to live in a way that does not damage your own place in the scheme of things. 
Deep ecology is not the search for the pure, empty wildness far from your home. It's knowing how to 
tend the grounds of your home place, to trust the land that holds you up, to learn all the beings that 
share your place, and honestly find the right way to live. 

   

 
David Rothenberg is the author of Sudden Music: Improvisation, Sound, Nature, Hand's End: Technology and the 
Limits of Nature, and Always the Mountains. His latest book, Why Birds Sing, will be published in five languages. The 
paperback, which includes a CD of his own music, is now available. 
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Column: View from the Summit 
by Catherine Cunningham, Terrain.org Editor 

The Labor of Our Fruits  
    

The 1965 Buick LeSabre raised a stream of dust as it rolled cautiously up the driveway that summer 
of 1976. With summer conditions this dry, it took little to provoke particulates to go airborne. The 
wind, persistent as a toddler in a toy store, promptly blew the mess into the next county. I watched as 
I hung laundry on the clothesline. Despite the wet weight of the thick denim, it flapped spiritedly as 
the wind carried on. 

I had a giddy sense of anticipation to see the driver, my grandmother. Her nature was always calm 
and caring. She had driven the five miles from town, where she lived in a house the color of banana 
cream pie. Tulips and petunias grew in the front flowerbed; peonies along the side, while thick-
leafed, potted plants grew in the sunny livingroom. The plants, similar to jade, were freckled with 
half moon-shaped gouges on the leaves. They were shiny and looked so artificial it was impossible 
for us not to sink our fingernails into their flesh to establish authenticity.  

 

The house was located just across the street from our church and school—a Catholic grade and high 
school. Each Sunday after church, my family of seven loaded into the Ford LTD, ambled down the 
church hill and up the next to visit her. Once at her house, the adults discussed pressing matters such 
as who moved into the house next to the Hanson’s, how Phyllis ended up in the hospital, and when 
the funeral services would be for our second cousin, once removed, who had just passed after a long 
struggle with Alzheimer’s. Meanwhile, each of us kids busied ourselves playing in the basement 
with the stacks of egg cartons, cardboard boxes, or other simple, old-fashioned toys; reading the 
“funnies” and ads in the Sunday Leader, vandalizing innocent houseplants, or waiting patiently for 
the grand finale.  

When sensing the visit was about to close, we migrated to the corner cabinet next to the sink. On 
parting ways, we were each allowed one piece of candy. Careful to never move too quickly, or 
otherwise appear overly anxious, we feared that the sugar gift would be withdrawn. At last, the 
container came out and we poured, painstakingly, over the assortment. Sometimes, the choice was 
limited to a stick of Wrigley’s spearmint gum. Sometimes, the choices were downright decadent 
with York’s peppermint patties or a Little Debbie’s nutty bar. 
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My grandmother eased the Buick to a halt in the shade of a tree behind our house. The car had only 
the basics, like an AM radio. But with no air conditioning, it was especially vulnerable to the intense 
South Dakota summer heat. It was also taupe in color, the same as the dust and coincidentally the 
same as the Wrigley’s pulled out of her purse and offered me as I escorted her to the house. 

She entered, equipped with her own paring knife. Most of the paring knives I had seen in my short 
life were of simple “Pioneer” steel blades embedded into smooth, cream-colored plastic handles. 
These were gifts from the seed corn company. Even today, I am very protective of my one Pioneer 
knife.  

Everything was ready for the day’s work. My mother and I had gathered and washed the windfall 
apples. There was plenty of flour and Crisco on hand. In addition to paring knives, Pioneer rewarded 
farmers—and their wives—with thick, plastic food storage bags, perfect for freezing. And there were 
plenty of large freezer bags when these run out. Space was cleared in one of the two upright freezers 
in the basement to take on the sixty or so seasonal pies that would eventually occupy them. 

For the most part, only the southernmost of our four apple trees produced a significant crop. The 
others produce apples that, while splendidly sour, were small, requiring a dozen or more to make a 
medium-sized pie. The windfalls alone from our best tree yielded a couple laundry basketfuls. These 
apples were beautiful, despite the bruises from falling to the grassed ground below: as big as 
grapefruits and deliciously, sweetly tart. 

My father constructed a device for picking apples from the high branches. It looked like Captain 
Hook’s metal arm, though extremely long. The hook was really a pair of hooks, designed to straddle 
an apple’s stem. Welded to the hook appendage was a metal ring and a long post, like the extension 
of a paint roller. Around the ring was sewn a fabric tube, down which a picked apple would fall. I 
thought my dad was a genius. I could scarcely resist using the apple picker despite strict rules 
prohibiting access of any live apple if any were available on the ground. 

Apples picked and cleaned, we formed the assembly line. My mom prepared the dough—a recipe 
known to a select few in my hometown. It resulted in a delicious, flaky crust. Each batch was to 
yield six crusts; enough for three fruit pies. My grandma put her Pioneer to work—peeling, coring, 
and slicing apples for the filling. I had the task of rolling the dough into crusts without overworking 
it, which would otherwise result in a cardboard-like texture. The bottom crust lined the pie plate and 
the top crust covered the pie filling. A smear of water between the two crusts sealed the pie and a 
simple, decorative edge created a dam of sorts that kept the filling from overflowing during baking. 
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In recent years, I’ve grown admittedly sentimental about pies. Fruit pies are my favorite dessert, and 
make wonderful breakfasts, too They also bring back those days of pie-making with my mother and 
my grandmother. Even more, the pies—a product of our land—provided the centerpiece for family 
and friends in a place and time where there is always room for dessert. 

And now I share these recipes, the warm summer labor of our windfallen fruit, with you. Enjoy. 

Never-Fail Pie Crust 

1-1/2 cups Crisco 
3 cups flour 
1 egg 
1 tablespoon vinegar 
5 tablespoons cold water 
½ teaspoon salt 
Blend Crisco and flour together with pastry cutter until crumbly. In separate bowl, beat egg, 
vinegar, water, and salt; then add to flour mixture. Cut mixture together. Separate into 6 
portions. Roll out on floured pastry cloth. 

Apple Pie Filling 

After positioning crust into bottom of 9-inch pie plate, add 2 heaping tablespoons of flour and 
approximately 1/3 cup sugar (vary according to apple sweetness) on bottom crust and stir with 
fingertips. Next, add 5 cups of pealed, cored, and thinly sliced apples, and sprinkle an additional 
1/3 cup sugar and cinnamon to taste. Dot 4 or 5 pieces of approximately 1 tablespoon of butter on 
top. Cover with top crust. 
 
Freeze. 
 
Or bake: Preheat oven to 425 degrees. Cut several vents into top crust. Paint with milk or cream 
and sprinkle with sugar. Bake for 12-15 minutes, until golden brown. Reduce heat to 325 degrees 
and bake an additional 45 minutes. 

   

 
Catherine Cunningham is an environmental specialist with the U.S. Department of Energy's Western Area Power 
Administration, a federal agency responsible for marketing hydroelectricity produced at large dams throughout the 
West. She is also a planning commissioner for her mountain town. 
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Interview 
 

 

 
    

About Bruce Babbitt 

Bruce Babbitt served as U.S. Secretary of the Interior from 1993 to 
2001, as Governor of Arizona from 1978 to 1987, and as Attorney 
General of Arizona from 1975 to 1978. 
 
He is the son of a northern Arizona ranching family and was 
exposed to Arizona’s cultural and natural heritage from an early 
age. His father had helped to found the Arizona Wildlife Federation 
and the Arizona Game Protective Association.  
 
With degrees in geology, geophysics, and law, Bruce Babbitt was 
elected to statewide office on his first foray into elective politics in 
Arizona at the age of 36. In 1978 he became governor, was twice 
reelected to that office and served nine years in all. In 1988, Babbitt 
was a candidate for the presidency of the United States and from 
1988-1993 he practiced law and served as head of the League of 

Conservation Voters. 
 
As Secretary of the Interior from 1993-2001, Babbitt was perhaps the best-qualified person ever to 
hold that position. He combined experience and enthusiasm with a deep commitment to 
environmental protection and restoration. He tackled some of the most complex and controversial 
issues in public land management, resulting in long overdue reforms to mining, grazing, and 
endangered species law, and the protection of millions of acres of federal land from development 
through the designation of several national monuments. He used his skills as an effective public 
advocate and teacher to counter the inevitable criticism from political opponents, and he was 
instrumental in defeating the environmental rollback propositions of the Republican’s 1994 
manifesto, Contract with America. 
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Among the highlights of his tenure are: 

• Bringing peace to California’s water wars with the historic 
CalFed Bay Delta Accord  

• Shaping the old growth forest plan in the Pacific Northwest  
• Drafting interagency plans to restore the ecosystem of South 

Florida, the Everglades and Florida Bay, creating the largest 
environmental restoration project in history  

• Helping to enact the massive California Desert Protection Act, the 
largest land protection bill ever enacted in the lower 48 states  

• Forging new legislation for protection of national wildlife refuges  
• Returning entrance fees and concessions back into the national 

parks that generated them  
• Helping to preserve the incomparable old-growth Headwaters 

Forest  
• Negotiating the largest state-federal land swap in the history of the lower 48 states in order to 

create the two-million-acre Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and other parks in 
Utah  

Babbitt’s other restoration actions include being the first Interior Secretary to restore fire to its 
natural role in the wild and to tear down dams, restoring rivers flowing into the Atlantic and the 
Pacific. He was personally involved in demonstrating catch and release programs for endangered 
trout and salmon to highlight how restoring native fish habitat restores economies. 

At the end of his term, he provided recommendations to President Clinton which led to the creation 
of 21 new monuments protected under the Antiquities Act, resulting in several million acres of 
spectacular resources on federal land coming under new conservation management. 
Babbitt is the author of Cities in the Wilderness: A New Vision of Land Use in America, published 
by Island Press in 2005, upon which most of this interview is based.  

Interview 

Terrain.org: What exactly do you mean by a “city in the wilderness”?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: The boundaries that once separated our cities from the surrounding forests, 
farmlands, and natural landscapes are beginning to blur and disappear. Sprawl is erasing the 
distinction between the built environment and the natural environment. And both the quality of 
urban life and the integrity of our natural ecosystems are declining. Cities and natural landscapes (or 
wilderness) function best with a fair degree of separation, which is made possible by good land use 
planning.  
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Terrain.org: Is “good land use planning” 
something we have already, or can aspire to? 
  
Bruce Babbitt: We have only a few examples on 
a large scale designed to preserve open space. 
Some examples can be found in Oregon, in the 
New Jersey Pinelands, and in Ventura County, 
California—places where laws require 
development within existing urban centers and the 
preservation of surrounding open spaces. One 
reason that we have so few examples is that 
federal laws encourage sprawl. These laws should 
be changed to encourage the preservation of open 
space through large scale land use planning.  
 

Terrain.org: The book title refers to “cities,” yet is mostly about big conservation projects in rural 
spaces. What’s the relationship between them?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: The book examples demonstrate how large scale land conservation projects can 
operate to create urban boundaries and expansion limits. The Everglades restoration project has 
created a de facto urban boundary along the Atlantic coast of Florida. The habitat conservation plans 
implemented under the Endangered Species Act have created large open spaces in and around urban 
areas including San Diego, Orange County, Las Vegas, Tucson and Austin. 
 
Terrain.org: What did and did not work in restoring the Florida Everglades?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: The keys to the Everglades success were 1) widespread public support translated 
into Congressional funding and 2) the positive role played by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, an 
agency not noted for environmental good deeds. The Corps of Engineers is increasingly responsive 
to public opinion, providing new opportunities for all communities to plan for restoration programs.  
The Everglades success, however, has yet to be translated into an effective land use plan for those 
areas of central and north Florida that lie outside the Everglades ecosystem. 
 
Terrain.org: If land use planning is always a local issue, how do we get to national policy?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: The notion that land use is exclusively a local issue does not square with American 
history. The federal government has always, from the time of George Washington, shaped land use 
through the Homestead Act, flood control, reclamation, the interstate highway program system, and 
myriad other policies that promote development. What we lack in this history are parallel and 
complementary policies and incentives for states to engage in land use planning for the protection of 
our rivers and landscapes. 

 
Batsto River in New Jersey Pinelands National Reserve. 
Photo by M. Wanner, courtesy Wikimedia Commons.    
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Terrain.org: What’s your favorite example of 
where the Endangered Species Act has helped in 
land conservation?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: Tucson is my favorite example. 
The process began with a development 
moratorium on lands occupied by the spotted owl. 
Then the County Supervisors decided to go 
beyond owl protection to enact a county-wide 
general plan for the protection of riparian areas, 
sensitive species, and core biological areas 
throughout the county. In effect, they created an 
ecosystem protection plan for the entire county: 
the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. 
 
Terrain.org: What do you mean by “getting the science right” for conservation projects?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: One problem with the Endangered Species Act is that it takes hold at the 11th hour, 
when a species has already declined to the brink of extinction, making it very difficult to recover the 
species or to protect enough habitat. If we could identify the problems early on, before the 
downward spiral sets in, we would have more flexibility to design land use plans that accommodate 
both development and protection. Ecosystems are complex, and understanding them requires a 
stronger commitment to fund and carry out the necessary research. 
 
Terrain.org: What can America learn from Las Vegas in terms of growth and development?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: There are two important lessons from Las Vegas. First, drawing sensible urban 
boundaries does not choke off growth—Nevada (read: Las Vegas) is the fastest growing state in the 
nation. Second, establishing urban boundaries is as much an art as a science, requiring a good 
understanding of local conditions and always allowing some time and space for the cities to grow 
into their ultimate boundaries. 
 
Terrain.org: You write that “Open space proposals that can be stigmatized as limiting growth are 
not likely to succeed.” Why is that?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: If it’s an either/or proposition, where you can only have one or the other, then voters 
will say, “I’d like open space, but jobs and income are more important, so we will sacrifice open 
space.” That’s why the phrase “growth boundaries” is so unhelpful; it sounds like limiting growth, 
rather than providing open space. The smart growth movement is about persuading voters that open 
space can actually encourage growth by providing for better quality of life. 

  
The Santa Catalina Mountains in Pima County border 
Tucson's northern edge.  
Photo by Fred Hood, courtesy Metropolitan Tucson 
Convention and Visitors Bureau. 
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Terrain.org: What limitations did you feel as 
Secretary of the Interior, in terms of assembling 
significant open space projects?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: Political opposition from the 
“property rights” groups who oppose planning 
and most zoning, arguing that individuals have 
near absolute rights to use their property as they 
please, irrespective of the impact on public values 
such as endangered species, rivers, and overall 
quality of life in a given community. 
 
Terrain.org: Can the desire for energy 
independence coexist with the urge to preserve 
open space?  

 
Bruce Babbitt: There is no such thing as “energy independence,” at least when it comes to oil and 
gas. The prospect of a relatively small increment in oil and gas production from public lands should 
be weighed against the potential for irreversible environmental damage such as would occur in the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. The damage from drilling on other public lands could, in many 
instances, be minimized by strong regulation, such as slant drilling, no roads, helicopter access, etc. 
This administration has relaxed or abolished nearly all environmental protections relating to energy 
production. 
 
Terrain.org: You’ve titled one chapter of Cities in the Wilderness “What’s the matter with Iowa?” 
What is the matter with Iowa?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: Iowa is an example of agricultural sprawl. Here, as in the Everglades and elsewhere, 
agriculture has been expanded to the near complete destruction of natural landscapes and river 
systems. federal farm subsidies and protective tariffs account for much of this unnecessary 
overextension and destruction of natural landscapes. The federal subsidies should be modified to 
encourage the restoration of tall grass prairie and natural river bottoms. 
 
Terrain.org: Similarly, what’s wrong with the Mississippi River? 
 
Bruce Babbitt: The Mississippi has been transformed into a barge channel bordered by huge levees, 
with running water full of pesticides, dissolved nitrogen, and fertilizers, its floodplain and 
bottomland forests destroyed and replaced by corn and soybeans. In the book I describe how most of 
this pollution and river destruction, which is occurring on many other rivers, can be reversed. 

 
Autumn approaches in the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge. 
Photo courtesy Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, U.S. 
Department of Interior. 
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Terrain.org: Which president do you most admire in 
terms of conservation policy, and why? 
  
Bruce Babbitt: Theodore Roosevelt was the first and 
greatest conservation president. But here is a surprise— 
Richard Nixon was the first and so far only President to 
advocate national land use planning legislation. 
 
Terrain.org: Should we be tearing down dams all 
across America?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: There are more than 75,000 dams in our 
country, many of them small, obsolete structures that 
have outlived their usefulness, and now serve only to 
block fish passage. We should undertake a careful 
assessment of every river in the land, and I am confident 
that we will find many structures that can no longer be 
justified on either economic or environmental grounds.  
 
Terrain.org: How can local and state governments be 
motivated to act progressively, when it comes to 
protecting large-scale ecosystems?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: It can be done with federal leadership. The history of our environmental progress, 
from Theodore Roosevelt through the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the Endangered Species 
Act, national parks—virtually all of that progress has come about through national leadership and 
legislation that sets standards and invites and gives incentives to the states to participate. 
 
Terrain.org: Where is the federal leadership in the rebuilding of New Orleans, and what solution do 
you favor for rebuilding the Louisiana Delta—especially considering the similarities with post-
hurricane reconstruction and Everglades restoration following Hurricane Andrew? 
 
Bruce Babbitt: The lack of federal leadership in rebuilding the Golf Coast is a national disgrace. 
The president says it's a local issue. It's not just a local issue. It's a national issue that involves the 
management of the Mississippi River, which the federal government has been doing for fifty years, 
which involves the management of offshore oil and gas, which has undermined the integrity of the 
wetlands. Those issues cannot be dealt with by the mayor of New Orleans alone. It's going to take 
national leadership to say: "What are we going to do about the infrastructure issues? What are we 
going to do about sea level rise?" Of Louisiana's five million people, half live in the delta country, 
less than three feet above sea level. The consensus for sea-level rise from global warming is now 
between two and three feet. Restoration of the city and the delta has to be a national effort, and it 
should be guided by a national plan. Congress should charge a commission of our best scientists, 
engineers, and planners to assess the alternatives, draw up a regional plan, and recommend a realist 
course of action. 
 
  

  
The Mississippi River heading west, with 
Missouri on left and Illinois on right.  
Photo by Allen Matheson, © Photohome.com. 
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Terrain.org: Are big conservation projects more likely to succeed in the western U.S. rather than 
the East?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: There is still plenty to do in all parts of the country. The Everglades is but one 
example, for there are urgent conservation and open space issues in every region. Another case is the 
region surrounding Washington, D.C., where sprawl is spreading along Chesapeake Bay, into the 
Shenandoah Valley, and northward into Pennsylvania. 
 

Terrain.org: What can we learn from New Jersey’s Pine 
Barrens preservation and land use management efforts?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: The Pine Barrens is one of the best 
examples of land use planning in this country. The New 
Jersey Pinelands Comprehensive Management Plan 
preserves agriculture and forests and open space, it allows 
for development in existing communities, and it provides 
economic development benefits to the rural landowners 
through transferable development rights. And it all came 
about through a federal-state partnership that could be 
replicated in other parts of the country. 
 
Terrain.org: Do you have one project that you feel is 
your legacy?  
 
Bruce Babbitt: The Florida Everglades restoration 
project: it was achieved in a hostile Congressional 
climate, demonstrating that public support and demand 
can produce results. The project simultaneously created 
defensible boundaries for the benefit of the coastal cities, 
cut back sugar agriculture, restored the national park, and 
reformed the Corps of Engineers, all through a large scale 
land use planning process. That project has now spawned 

similar beginning efforts in other regions, including the Louisiana Delta, California, the Great Lakes, 
and Chesapeake Bay.  
 

 
Immature cattle egrets in Everglades National 
Park.  
Photo courtesy South Florida Water 
Management District.  
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UnSprawl Case Study 

 

 
by Ken Pirie 
    

The state of Oregon has received national 
attention for its progressive approach to land use 
planning, which, with the help of an engaged 
citizenry, has contributed to some uniquely 
liveable and compact cities and towns, with 
bustling streets and walkable neighborhoods 
interwoven with restored natural areas. Even in 
fast-growing suburban areas, places like Orenco 
Station are much-studied and admired for their 
contributions to a new model of residential 
development that aims to diminish the influence 
of the private automobile by creating complete, 
walkable, and connected new communities with a 
mix of uses, housing types, parks, and schools. 

While the personal commitment of many 
Oregonians to environmental protection has 
played an important role in the flourishing of this 
state’s sensible urban planning, many would claim 
that the state government has also contributed to influencing this kind of development across 
Oregon. Statewide land use and transportation regulations and urban growth boundaries are an 
official attempt to encourage higher densities close to revitalized urban centers to reduce traffic and 
thus state roadway budgets, and protect the valuable agricultural land and wild landscapes that make  

  

  The central Oregon landscape, near Bend.  
Photo courtesy Brooks Resources.  
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the state so distinctive.  

Some private developers struggle with these mandates, while others embrace citizen and state goals 
and the tenets of New Urbanism to create unique new communities worthy of greater national 
attention. One such community is NorthWest Crossing, on the west side of Bend, in central Oregon. 

Local History 

Bend is a rapidly growing former mill town of almost 
70,000 on the Deschutes River, attracting outdoor 
enthusiasts and retirees from across the country to its mild 
climate—little rain and frequent sunshine—and nearby 
mountain and desert landscapes with a range of top-quality 
skiing, hiking, golfing and fly-fishing. Its booming 
population has led to a healthy real estate market for both 
vacation homes and traditional single-family 
neighborhoods. The developers of NorthWest Crossing, 
Brooks Resources Corporation and Tennant Family LP, set 
out under the banner of a new company, West Bend 
Property Company, to accommodate some of the city’s 
surging growth in a carefully planned fashion by producing 
a seamless new neighborhood addition 1.5 miles from 
downtown Bend.  

Brooks Resources is an outgrowth of Brooks-Scanlon, Inc., 
a large timber company that once dominated the Bend 

landscape with five mills, the last of which closed in 1994. With significant timberland holdings in 
and around Bend, the company recognized the potential to diversify into real estate development and 
found early success with the retirement and vacation community of Black Butte Ranch and other 
resort developments such as Mount Bachelor Village. In possession of almost 500 acres of relatively 
flat tree farm directly adjacent to the western edge of Bend, but within the city’s state-mandated 
urban growth boundary, West Bend PC 
decided in 1999 to develop the site in an 
innovative, environmentally responsive 
way. 

Growth and Controversy 

Bend’s explosive growth was not without 
its share of detractors. Many residents, 
alarmed at the rapid pace of the city’s  

Conceptual aerial illustration of NorthWest Crossing.  
Graphic courtesy Martin Kyle Milward. Click image to 
see larger graphic. 

 
Downtown Bend, Oregon.  
Photo by Robert Speik, courtesy Traditional 
Mountaineering. 
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expansion and increasing traffic congestion, pushed city planners and politicians to consider a 
moratorium on growth. Sensing that such a moratorium would challenge plans for their property, 
West Bend Property Company partners Mike Hollern, Kirk Schueler, and Mike Tennant became 
moderate brokers of a rigorous public conversation and active proponents of good civic design, 
sponsoring charrettes for challenging public projects (such as a new bridge crossing the Deschutes 
River), hosting Building a Better Bend lectures featuring national smart growth personalities, 
assisting with the expansion of the High Desert Museum, and locating their offices close to the city’s 
historic downtown in a renovated convent.  

Forming an alliance or ‘consortium’ with other west-side developers, West Bend Property Company 
was able to ease residents’ and activists’ concerns with agreements to provide a coordinated network 
of well-landscaped streets and roundabouts, as well as schools, parks, and utility lines. Adding 
roundabouts, which were unprecedented in Bend (and Oregon, for that matter) avoided over-scaled 
five-lane, signalized intersections and associated right-of-way acquisition in mature city 
neighborhoods. 

The consultant team for this project, hired after an 
invitational design competition which attracted high-profile 
urban design firms, was led by Portland’s Walker Macy 
Landscape Architects, which had a long-standing 
relationship with Brooks Resources dating from their plan 
for Black Butte Ranch. Fletcher Farr Ayotte Architects 
assisted with building massing and commercial parking 
studies, while “smart codes” and design guidelines were 
drafted by Urbsworks and civil engineering was produced 
by W&H Pacific’s creative and capable Bend office. Much 
of the team had collaborated on the earlier Orenco Station 
west of Portland, and had thus already tested some of the 
New Urbanist design techniques that the client was 
envisioning for NorthWest Crossing. 

Design Principles 

NorthWest Crossing, like many similar developments 
across the U.S., employs design principles derived from 
some of Bend's beloved older neighborhoods. These 
include a grid of interconnected narrow streets, a mix of 
architectural styles, and shops, parks, and schools within 
walking distance of most homes. The consultant team was 
familiar with these elements but found that some education 

was needed to convince city planners and other regulators of the benefits of such new methods. The 
developers and design team believed that adhering to these ‘new’ design principles would result in 
safe, attractive, walkable tree-lined streets and neighborhoods that would likely encourage greater 
social interaction and—even more importantly—would prove to be a compelling marketing tool, 
attracting a range of residents, from young couples to retirees. 

 
NorthWest Crossing residential streetscape.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property 
Company. 
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A Design Rooted in Place 

With a landscape architect as prime master planner, NorthWest Crossing was designed to respect 
and embody the site's natural landscape and mountain views. Trees and rimrock topography were 
painstakingly preserved wherever possible. Steep slopes were mapped and left as open land or 
conserved in easements on deep lots. An old pumice mine on the site will be transformed into a pond 
and creek, creating a new central open space 
amenity from despoiled land.  

The urban form of the land plan was also 
influenced both by connections to existing 
adjacent streets and solar orientation. The plan, 
developed by Walker Macy’s Doug Macy, Mike 
Zilis, and David Aulwes, is organized around a 
large central circular park with mature pines 
ringed with higher-density homes, creating a 
distinctive heart to the community and a 
memorable identity. The plan begins with these 
placemaking elements, which contrasts with the 
conventional model of blanketing a parcel of land 
with lots then trying to carve out open space from 
the unbuildable remainder.  

A detailed survey of the mature second-growth 
ponderosa pines on the site—an old tree farm—
was integrated closely into the site planning 
process, with blocks, roads, and lot lines laid out 
to preserve as many large specimens as possible. 
As a result, mature trees throughout the 
community lend the impression of a much older, 
more established neighborhood. Many of the trees 
are on private lots where new homes have not 
only been designed to minimize grading and thus root disturbance in the well-drained volcanic soil, 
but also have often physically incorporated the trees into the design of eaves and porches.  

Landscape designers who worked on the plan say that, in retrospect, they would have attmepted 
much more preservation and restoration of native central Oregon high desert shrubs and grasses 
within the project, which perhaps would have better complemented the ponderosa pines than the 
grassy lawns and planter strips that now predominate.  

 

 
 
Attention to detail and natural materials help create a 
sense of regional architecture.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property Company.  
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A Grid of Streets, Alleys, and Trails 

NorthWest Crossing has enjoyed phenomenal 
success due in part to its pedestrian-friendly 
environment and unique infrastructure 
elements that calm vehicle speeds. For 
example, a grid street system provides the best 
possible connectivity, while narrowed street 
sections, curb extensions, on-street parking 
bays, and roundabouts slow vehicle speeds and 
accommodate pedestrians throughout the 
development. Unsightly but necessary 
infrastructure facilities, such as transformers 
and utility boxes, are installed in alleys. An 
extensive network of trails and separated 

sidewalks between schools, neighborhood parks, commercial facilities, and employment 
accommodates pedestrians and cyclists.  

Mt. Washington Drive, which links NorthWest Crossing with the rest of Bend’s west-side, was 
designed with a series of roundabouts and medians and was intended to be a parkway fronted with 
homes. The concept of serving these homes with parking on the boulevard met with significant 
resistance from City of Bend Public Works staff, however, which saw the route as a significant 
“collector” that, under conventional models of traffic engineering, is treated solely as a conduit for 
automobiles instead of an attractive, tree-lined and walkable slow-moving thoroughfare. Since then, 
city staff members have softened their position and are allowing ‘pockets’ for parking to be cut into 
the boulevard. 

The fact that there is no homeowners' association 
is significant. The community’s public spaces—
alleys, mid-block pedestrian walkways, streets, 
and parks—are all owned and maintained by the 
public. Consequently, there are no homeowner 
association dues (although the retail districts have 
small associations to maintain decorative 
lighting). As the president of Brooks Resources, 
Kirk Schueler states, “NorthWest Crossing makes 
the statement that a second form of government 
(i.e., homeowners association) does not have to be 
formed in order for residents to enjoy a higher 
standard of living.”  

A Connected Community 

NorthWest Crossing is intended to meet many of 
its residents' daily business, personal, and recreational needs without traveling outside of the  

 
Homes are tucked among mature trees—here located 
along a NorthWest Crossing school grounds.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property Company. 

  

   

 

 
 
Preserving trees onsite is a critical concern, and is done 
with the home's architecture in mind.  
Photo courtesy Walker Macy.  
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community. Commercial buildings, schools, and parks are designed to serve local residents, as well 
as users from the larger regional area. A high school site was sold at a deep discount and an 
elementary school site was donated to the local district to encourage their location within the 
community. The completed schools, while not perfectly integrated into the community and 
surrounding streetscape, are located so that children can walk from their homes and residents can 
utilize playfields after school hours. 

Wide, pedestrian-friendly sidewalks, park benches, and attractive landscaping define NorthWest 
Crossing’s neighborhood center, offering what will eventually be a blend of restaurants, retail, 
offices, and second-story housing designed by a number of different architects. The neighborhood 
center, which due to market realities will not be fully built until there are sufficient “rooftops” to 
support the businesses, is currently home to the Sage Café and the NorthWest Crossing Sales Center.  

The neighborhood center is designed to be an 
inviting place where residents can shop, take 
care of business, or meet friends at a sidewalk 
coffeehouse. A second, larger commercial 
area, located in the northeast corner of the 
project and adjacent to a major route into 
downtown Bend, will provide access to more 
regionally oriented retailers and services. A 
mixed-employment area is rapidly developing 
in a campus setting to serve research and 
development and environmentally sensitive 
light manufacturing businesses. It also 
provides employment opportunities for local 
residents. 

 With a range of public parks and an extensive 
trail system, one of the greatest benefits of living in NorthWest Crossing is its proximity to central 
Oregon's many outdoor recreational areas. Residents can bicycle or walk into downtown Bend and 
along the Deschutes River, on trails and dedicated lanes; or they can head west into the still-wild 
public fringe of the city. Just five minutes away is Shevlin Park, a 500-acre, city-managed forest 
with old-growth pines along clear Tumalo Creek, 
which tumbles from snow-capped volcanoes 
through the Deschutes National Forest.  

Form-Based Codes 

The Portland firm of Urbsworks, led by Marcy 
McInelly, was commissioned to draft a Prototype 
Handbook for NorthWest Crossing. Inspired by  

Single-family homes have rear-facing garages accessible 
by alleys such as this one.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property Company 

 
NorthWest Crossing's first park is the Lewis & Clark Park.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property Company.   
   

 

 .  
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the catalogs of house types produced in the early 1900s by companies like Sears Roebuck & Co., the 
Handbook is intended to provide a lasting “form-based” land use code and a basic architectural 
framework for the project. 

 An associated new Overlay Zone for the City of 
Bend code was crafted with the help of Catherine 
Morrow, hired as a consultant for NorthWest 
Crossing (while on leave from her job as a Deschutes 
County planner), to enshrine the Handbook’s vision 
in the public record. The most significant deviations 
from the City's existing code centered on street 
standards, auxiliary dwelling units, commercial 
parking standards, and specific overlay districts for 
mixed-use residential and live-work development. 
The changes made to the city code have been 
subsequently employed by other developments and 
enjoy broad acceptance in the community. 

A Homebuilders’ Lottery 

West Bend Property Company was established to 
develop a master-planned community, not strictly 
build homes, but it was also able to maintain strong 
control over the architectural feel of the project 
through a number of innovative mechanisms. The Prototype Handbook serves as the guiding 
document for all construction in the community. Homebuilders interested in purchasing lots were 
pre-qualified to ensure a high quality of prior experience and financial stability, as well as 
connections to the local economy. Then, small numbers of lots were allocated via lottery to each of 
the qualified builders (there were over twenty), and no builder had more than a couple of adjacent 
lots. 

The result is a fascinating range of customized home designs on each block, with builders competing 
with each other to produce better homes that preserve trees and offer views, to gain the attention of 
passing buyers. The streetscape is thus much more reminiscent of a traditional neighborhood than 
more homogeneous conventional subdivisions built by production merchant builders. The 
homebuilding jobs and profits have also, for the most part, stayed in central Oregon.  

NorthWest Crossing was designed to include a broad range of lots and housing types and sizes. 
Housing options include single-family homes, duplexes, accessory dwellings, townhomes and 
condominiums, multifamily apartments, cottages, and apartments above commercial/retail uses. This 
diversity was intended to lead to a community that better reflects the demographic composition of 
the area and would also allow people to continue to live in the neighborhood as their lifestyles and 
needs change. In terms of market absorption, NorthWest Crossing has been fortunate to mature in a 
period of unprecedented real estate demand in central Oregon, with higher prices helping to justify 
the decision to build what was once perhaps considered a higher-risk development venture. 

Quoting Gary Laursen 
Gary Laursen Construction 
 
We started with NorthWest Crossing and 
completed the first home in the development, 
as well as one of the first commercial buildings. 
This is our 41st year of building. One of my 
greatest concerns has been the architectural 
element of the garage facing the street. It has 
always been a challenge to make the garage 
aesthetically pleasing from the curb, especially 
on narrow interior lots. Of course, in NorthWest 
Crossing we have been fortunate to have alleys 
to provide rear-facing garages, which make 
even the corner lots shine. The CC&Rs, 
requiring a strict design review standard, has 
also increased the overall look and 
marketability of the development. There are 
good quality builders who pay strict attention to 
detail and there has been some great 
competition among the builders to also create 
new ideas and an eclectic neighborhood. All in 
all, we are pleased to be a part of the team of 
professionals involved with NorthWest Crossing. 
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But as West Bend PC President Kirk Schueler 
notes, “The builder pool format we used has 
resulted in a project that has an incredible 
diversity of residential architecture, but has 
failed to provide homes throughout a wide 
price range. Builders have not been restricted 
on how large a home they can build (except on 
lots less than 6,000 square feet), or limited to 
certain price points. This, in combination with 
the Bend real estate market, has created a 
much higher median price for homes than we 
imagined. Efforts to deliver affordable housing 

have not been successful.” 

To ensure that NorthWest Crossing 
continues to be developed and maintained 
to the highest practical aesthetic standards, 
certain additional Architectural Guidelines 
have been established, based on Urbsworks 
Prototype Handbook. The Declaration of 
Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions 
(CC&Rs) is intended to protect existing 
homeowners and guide the construction of 
new homes and other buildings within 
NorthWest Crossing. As previously 
mentioned, there is no homeowners 
association. However, an application and approval process directs new designs through the 
Architectural Review Committee.  

Higher Densities 

A large Oregon builder, Renaissance Homes is developing a unique live-work townhome project 
within the neighborhood. The 30 townhomes will consist of retail and commercial street-level 
spaces, with living space above. "These townhomes are modeled after a traditional type of space that 
you might normally find in a historic downtown area," said Robert Wood, vice president of 
Renaissance Homes.  

The project is located in what will be the neighborhood center of the community. The location of the 
live-work units provides a transition from strictly commercial buildings into full residential areas. 
Each two-story townhome unit will follow the NorthWest Crossing neighborhood design guidelines 
and will consist of 600 square feet of commercial space on the lower level, with 1,300-1,600 square 
feet of living space above. Use of the commercial space will be restricted to services, such as a  

 
Residential streetscape at NorthWest Crossing.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property Company.   
   

 

 
 
The Sage Cafe and a roundabout with contemporary Pacific 
Northwest public art.  
Photo courtesy Walker Macy.  
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beauty shop, law office, or a small 
neighborhood store. Higher densities have 
been inserted into the project in ot her, 
subtle ways, such as the duplex shown 
above.  

Sustainability 

The community of NorthWest Crossing is 
also designed to support sustainable 
development practices beyond the obvious 
benefits of a walkable community with 
plentiful open space. The cornerstone of 
NorthWest Crossing's environmentally 
sensitive objectives is participation in the 

Earth Advantage program, which addresses building issues such as energy efficiency, recycling, 
building materials, landscaping, water, and 
indoor air quality.  

"We see the Earth Advantage program as a 
critical component in fulfilling our 
commitment to sustainable building 
practices," said David Ford, General 
Manager of NorthWest Crossing. "While 
the majority of our existing homes are 
already Earth Advantage certified, we have 
now taken the next step by requiring 
adherence to these important standards." 

"By taking the next step and requiring that 
all its homes adhere to Earth Advantage 
standards, NorthWest Crossing has shown 
its commitment to community growth that 
has less impact on the environment and 
important benefits for homeowners," added Duane Woik, new construction consultant for Earth 
Advantage. "Being involved with this project and watching it grow has been a great experience. We 
are glad to see a development make these steps toward environmental sustainability, as well as 
healthier indoor air, increased comfort, and more value for home buyers." 

Homes will be asked to comply in the following areas: 

• Resource-efficient building materials from framing to finish work, including the 
incorporation of recycled materials  

 
A Craftsman-style duplex anchors an otherwise single-family 
residential street corner.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property Company. 

  

   

 

 
 
Tree preservation contributes to streetscape character at 
NorthWest Crossing.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property Company.  
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• Indoor air quality through the use of less toxic construction materials and floor coverings, 
plus air filtration systems  

• Environmentally responsible building practices with less toxic outdoor wood, water 
efficiency, and proper disposal of construction materials  

• Energy efficiency through improved duct sealing, high-efficiency windows and heating 
systems, efficient lighting and appliances and shade trees  

As an additional sign of its commitment to 
sustainable building practices, the 
development team installed photovoltaic 
panels on the roof of the NorthWest 
Crossing Information Center. 

A Smart Growth Model Matures 

NorthWest Crossing provides a new model 
for sustainable urban growth in a rapidly 
growing region. The community is 
strikingly rooted in its landscape and urban 
context. Its financial success and public 
popularity is already inspiring other 
builders and developers to mimic the New 

Urbanist design philosophy that had not previously found many advocates in a place known more for 
resource extraction than protection. City and regional planners are able to point to NorthWest 
Crossing as a concrete example of some of the smart growth design principles they espouse in their 
plans. 

Brooks Resources and partners have 
proceeded to pursue subsequent, larger 
central Oregon projects with the same 
design team:  

• The 900-acre IronHorse, on the site 
of an old ranch adjacent to the 
former mill town of Prineville, will 
protect over 30 percent of its site in 
parks and breathtaking ridgeline 
open space adjacent to a U.S. 
Bureau of Land Management 
district-managed butte, home to 
cougars, elk, and hawks.  

• A new, 900-acre eastward extension 
of the city of Madras (sixty miles north of Bend), with views of seven Cascade volcanoes, is 
currently in preliminary planning stages. Smart growth and New Urbanism have clearly 
found a home in central Oregon. 

 
In hindsight, designers would have used more native shrubs 
and groundcoverings on streetscapes such as this.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property Company. 

  

   

  
High Lakes Elementary School opened in 2000 in NorthWest 
Crossing.  
Photo courtesy West Bend Property Company.  
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For more information, visit NorthWest Crossing at www.NorthWestCrossing.com. 

NorthWest Crossing Sustainability Goals 

Among the elements of the sustainable development planning and implementation currently included 
at NorthWest Crossing are: 

• Create a memorable, attractive community with a pedestrian friendly character.  
• Create a mixed-use community that includes a variety of housing choices, lively pedestrian 

oriented commercial centers, business and employment opportunities and parks for recreation 
and open space.  

• Provide an interconnected network of sidewalks, bike lanes, trails and streets that are 
designed to be attractive and safe for pedestrians of all ages, bicycles, and motor vehicles.  

• Provide a variety of routes and transportation options.  
• Create opportunities for residents to live and work in close proximity.  
• Create an environment where residents can meet many of their daily business and personal 

needs without having to drive to areas outside the community.  
• Maintain a forested environment as much as possible through careful building location and 

design of streets, parks and open space.  
• Design to maintain mountain views as much as possible, especially from public spaces.  
• Encourage use of sustainable building practices, in cooperation with the Earth Advantage 

program.  
• Create a neighborhood environment that fosters community, civic and personal interaction... 

a place where you can get to know your neighbors.  
• Extend the character of old Bend neighborhoods without creating a Homeowners 

Association. 

  

Ken Pirie is an urban designer and planner with Walker Macy in Portland Oregon. The firm is currently master-planning 
two large new communities in Central Oregon with the developers of NorthWest Crossing. 
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ARTerrain Gallery 
 
Twelve photographs by Michael D. Weber  

 
Mike Weber learned to use a camera as a child, but it wasn’t until he was 
injured in an auto accident in his sophomore year in college that he started 
taking photography seriously. In a halo for three months, basketball was 
out of the question, and even fishing was difficult since he couldn’t drive. 
After reading an article about bird photography in Texas Parks and 
Wildlife magazine, he put some grain on an old picnic table and started 
photographing birds. 50 to 100 rolls of bad bird photographs later, he 
started concentrating on other subject matter. 

Macro photography has always interested Weber. 
Early in his career he had a macro photograph 
published on a Sierra Club note card, and much 
of his work this summer involved macro photographs of dragonflies. 
“Macro photography is much easier,” says Weber. “You only need a small 
area to be arranged right to take a good photograph.” 

Weber also takes scenic and abstract photographs. He has traveled 
extensively, but usually takes his best photos within five miles of home. 
Since he’s lived in Maine and California for short periods of time, he has 
quality photographs of these areas.  

He grew up in Jefferson, Texas, and has lived there most of his life. 

For more information, visit Michael D. Weber's website at www.MichaelDWeber.net.  
 
View full ARTerrain Gallery online at www.terrain.org/arterrain/18. 
    
   

 
Photographer  
Michael D. Weber    
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Poetry by Suzanne Frischkorn 
 
 
 

Zahiruddin Mohammed Babur’s Tomb, Afghanistan 
(A Found Poem) 

Sarcophagus of white, black and pink marble, the empire 
           builder beneath stones. Our guide reports: A favorite picnic 

spot for Kabulis, its sprawling banks of iris, hollyhocks, zinnia, 
           pansy, marigold and rose. Prewar. 

           (alluvium: Venetian beads, Greek coins, 
                      unearthed by farmers’ plow, looters’ shovel.) 

                                            § 

On the Silk Road oasis of Bamiyan, a peasant fingers 
           fragments of ancient Torah. We cross ourselves before 

minefields, warlords, militias, and embrace the blizzard 
           -lashed mountains. 
                      An afghan enshrouds a dead prince. 

                                            § 

Babur’s grave open to sky, rain, snow—his wish for wildflower 
           or sapling to penetrate his flesh and come forth. 

‘…this mosque of beauty, this temple of nobility…for the prayer 
           of saints, the epiphany of cherubs…this highway of archangels, 

theatre of heaven, the light garden of the godforgiven…’ 
           When they were here, the Taliban cut down the ancient 

trees, the gardener tells us. When we tried to keep the flowers 
           alive, they put us in prison. Next year it will all be beautiful again. 
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Paean 

I believe in the chimney swallow and its 
long black tail. I believe in the yarrow, the 
rose campion and the peonies bowing to 
earth. I believe I’m a pagan after discarding 
my garden gloves and plunging my hands in 
anthracite, rich, loamy soil. I believe in the 
house sparrow, the wren, nights without 
sodium lights, and a harvest moon. I believe 
in the porch step, the balcony, the stained 
glass window. I believe in lace, wood 
floors, antique plates, second-hand 
furniture, two-family homes and the wild 
iris. I believe one day no one will realize the 
yarrow is gone, or the frogs. I believe in 
worship of flower, worship of sun god, and 
light. I believe lacquer is a coat of lies, no 
one touches me like you do and when your 
hands are deep inside me you can feel earth 
itself. I believe in white drifts of petals on 
the driveway, fern, and that we all need a 
cool place on a humid day. I believe nothing 
good will come of this. Nothing. 
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The Tulip Thief, Mi Amor  

At first it was an ember; its glow I nursed  
like a welt after the open wound you left  
in the row. Anger, yes, but what is anger  
if not passion? Sparks, if not chemistry?  
A lab of mulch, calyx, and bitterroot. Your  
neat snips—kitchen shears?—selective: not  
the first in the row, yet the second and today  
the third. My pretty girls, my charming  
darlings. Oh, the hours I conjured their hue  
of red—for cheerful and its stain of glamour.  
Tulip, native of Asia, sister of Geisha— 
petals demure, dainty and closed  
each evening. I’ve contemplated a linger  
in the eaves with a shotgun. A friend suggests  
a garden hose. And like a misunderstood lover, 
I harbored plans—one with a black alder  
and epoxy—discarded for mercy. Your ache  
for beauty much like my own dogma. I know  
the gasp of a red petal on the asphyxiated  
heart—how it jumps! Perhaps, your wife  
has packed and paid for a ticket to the gas  
station where the attendant grows Iris— 
so violet—clearly, a man who knows  
how to tend. You saw my tulips and thought  
to dazzle her back with scarlet; it’s the true nature  
of violet, pure. I like to think my tulips save  
your marriage—you’re off to Niagara Falls  
for a wet second honeymoon and surprise  
baby. This, I understand. Sometimes we need  
lucid and reckless acts to see each other again.  

  
                                            Originally appeared in Churchyard. 

   

 
Suzanne Frischkorn is the author of Spring Tide, winner of the 2004 Aldrich Poetry Award. Her poems have appeared 
most recently or are forthcoming in Indiana Review, Margie, 88, Poet Lore, Mot Juste, and elsewhere. 
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Poetry by Brian Swann 
 
 

The Garden  

   But all this has thrust up again right in front 
of my eyes and all around, surprising me year 
   after year, as if some cheeky myth could sprout 
from dust and dung. And there is it, crawling with ants 
   and insects, sucked at by hummingbirds, dug up 
by vole and chipmunk, its bright fragrant flesh 
   unveiled each dawn as if it were waiting 
for someone, some godling who will love it like 
   self-love, turn it into him or herself for us to 
admire and draw from, a story of life without end. 
   But I’m getting old, and don’t believe such stories. 
Today I missed everyone and everything. 
   I missed too much to count, and it hurt. 
When I tried to count, things seemed to shake free 
   of me like leaves and blow away. Now there’s 
some dark figure down there, not too far off 
   at the bottom of the garden waving to me, 
beckoning me down. I won’t wave back, hoping 
   he’s mistaken me for someone else. 
I’ll turn away.  

   

 
Brian Swann is the poetry editor of OnEarth, the quarterly environmental magazine of the Natural Resources Defense 
Council. He won both the 2005 Ohio State University Press/The Journal Award for Autumn Road (Ohio State University 
Press) and the 2005 Lena-Miles Wever Todd Prize for Snow House (Pleiades Press/LSU Press). 
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Poetry by Melissa S. Stein 
 
 

Vultures at Cold Canyon  

And now that steady 
shhhhh, a knife-edged whistle 
announcing what vision can’t 
conceive: they are descending 
in a shape that is exactly your own 
fear, the actual feathers’ flip and mess 
and the body’s plummet through 
what-is-no-longer-air, but also 
body, and the sheer resist of weight— 
that sound, and the talons, 
and the red throat, the hooked beak 
that rips a slit in the sky 
and enters it. 

   
                               Originally appeared in Terra Nova: Nature & Culture.   

   

 
Melissa S. Stein's poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Southern Review, American Poetry Review, New England 
Review, Gulf Coast, Many Mountains Moving, Seneca Review, North American Review, and many other journals, and 
have been included in several anthologies. She is a freelance writer and editor in San Francisco. 
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Poetry by Simmons B. Buntin 
 
 

Shower 

Our house is full of ladybugs. My daughter has released the whole lot, the profit  
of an afternoon’s unwavering work: busy opals in red and black, black and  

gray, caught beneath palo verde shade and poppy sheath. In the insect box  
she lays silver leaves of guava, gentle shoots of yellow sage. As she  

gathers them one by one, cradled in the warm chalice of her hand,  
I read Irish poetry and observe the garden: the bluebells are  

fading, their indigo petals turn to glass and stain the desert  
floor. The agave sends a single martyred spike to the sky.  

Back on earth, she gathers more and more. The bug  
house is filling, buzzing like a midsummer hive.  

In my book: spring snow in Dublin and scarves  
of silver and green. In our garden: she is  

absolutely floating—forty! Glowing  
like a Chinese lantern, like the  

sudden hillside of Indian paint- 
brush, she races inside, opens  

the box, and showers  
the room with  

pure red  
joy. 
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Float 

At the wilder edge of our street, 
           across the street, a car:  
                      abandoned, windows down  

or gone completely. Every day I watch 
           its devolution: how the silent 
                      tendrils of lantana seduce the open 

rims and exhausted vents, 
           how a taillight-pink penstemon 
                      tumbles through the checkered trellis 

of the trunk and a curved-billed 
           thrasher steals the dashboard 
                      wires for its crazy backseat nest. 

Finally, neighbor Tom has had enough 
           and calls the salvage yard, where 
                      a pulsing crowd of well-wishers— 

red-headed flickers, blue buntings, 
           white evening primrose—yawps wildly 
                      as the parade’s latest entry glides on by. 

   

 
Great American Chicken 

I have seen more presentable birds— 
the mallard with its teal-streaked 
wing, or the indigo flash 
of bunting. But this courting, 
this long-grass dance with bellowed coo  
and craning head and I think it was fire  
on its chambered breast.  
Who knows how long that passion  
can light up the prairie sky? 
   

                     Originally appeared in the author's book, Riverfall. 
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Opuntia 

Abrajo: whose pads 
                     like daggers 
shine & ignite 
                     a holy procession— 
the roofless church 
                     of the desert  
& the bleeding hills 
                     that swallow the red 
eye of the sun. 
                     Some prefer: vela 
de coyote, the candle— 
                     the white grin 
of the moon— 
                     convinced (or else 
drunk) it 
                     itself  
is the sharpest tongue 
                     between the dark teeth 
of the dawn. 
                     The night, un- 
flattered, washes 
                     the world 
to its bluest corners. 
                     Opuntia: prickly 
pear, punctures 
                     the solid face of heaven,  
where stars ascend 
                     like silver moths, 
like the glowing  
                     souls of children. 

   

 
Simmons B. Buntin is the founding editor of Terrain.org: A Journal of the Built & Natural Environments. With a master's 
degree in urban and regional planning, he is—logically—a web program manager for the University of Arizona. His first 
book of poetry, Riverfall, was pubilshed in May 2005 by Ireland's Salmon Publishing. He has also published in Southern 
Humanities Review, Sou'wester, Bulletin of Science, Technology, and Society, and others, and is a recipient of the 
Colorado Artist's Fellowship for Poetry. 
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Poetry by Patricia Smith Ranzoni 
 
 

Say the Meadow was Our Mother  

Hadn’t I the day before written 
to withdraw “What Wealth Can Do” 
not wanting that poem to find print 
where it might hurt you, known to us only 
by what it takes to own ancestral homes, known 
to us only as they from away monied people 
buying up the coast out of reach to locals, lost 
to families but from afar? Now here you are 
at the co-op talking Grange and seeds and 
back to the land and oh my God when you ask 
where home is and we say upriver 
but our mother’s from the meadow not knowing 
it’s your meadow and your country-girl hair 
echoes your earnest eyes meeting ours 
saying your folks were the ones that makes us 
sisters you lean to an embrace you seem to want 
but I don’t dare, knowing our place, but 
when I let that same want closer 
saying what I would give to drink 
from my grandmother’s spring again 
there it wells in your eyes the same as mine. 

Loretta! Patricia! Victoria! 
Didn’t we all have a rich mother 
but if we are to walk together 
where generations have not, we must step free 
from dread, tread with care, feeling 
for overgrown fences barbed 
with summers worked or played, gates 
aged fast against going either way if 
we are to honor the womb where muskrats 
answer the same water we, and beaver 
weave our stories into baskets breathing with truth 
knowing better than we where to go from here. 

   
                           Originally appeared in the author's book, Claiming. 
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Patricia Smith Ranzoni writes from one of the subsistence farms of her youth in Bucksport, Maine. Her unschooled work, 
published across the country and abroad, has been collected by Puckerbrush Press in Claiming (1995) and Settling 
(2000); and by Sheltering Pines Press in Only Human: Poems From the Atlantic Flyway (2005). 
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Poetry by Donna J. Gelagotis Lee 
 
 

Question of Desire  

They grow like apples— 
fat, hard, pit  

at the core. They grow  
like peaches—juicy, soft 

fuzzy skins. Or are 
they pears?—I think 
they are plums—tart 

just the right texture 
for the lips and teeth 
and the tongue—plums 

in the garden you toil  
to bloom against the parched 
mountainside and pale sky  

that drops oranges and lemons 
onto us as we sleep, their 
hard rinds fragrant yet 

impenetrable by the lips 
alone, requiring teeth, a knife, 
the fingernail, and then 

we roll on them as we 
talk—how I long for 
something softer— 

something I can wrap my hand 
around to fit in my palm,  
skin against skin— 

closer and closer they hang 
toward my balcony beneath 
the chariot sky, drupe then blood,  
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pinker than our own flesh. 
If only they were apples, how 
simple the choice would be. 

   

The pines 

are fierce, 
their shades of red, human, 
like eyes inside heads, 
their spindly trunks long legs, 
barely visible branches 
like arms reaching upward 
in a field of dancers. 

In no way do they look 
like the umbrella pine 
in the garden, 
which breathes its scent 
into our bedroom 
at the end of a street 
swept to the bone 
by a black-kerchiefed woman 

who places tiny cups 
of bittersweet coffee 
and rings of sweets 
she has arranged on a silver tray 
onto a concrete bench that curves 
around the base of the tree. 

By fall, you’ll climb 
the wooden ladder  
into the depths 
of the pine. Brown 
cones will open, spill out 
their seeds. 

In winter, we’ll savor  
the smooth 
nuts, like the bareness  
of summer,  
surrounding this spot 
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unlike the airy space 
of Monet’s place, 
where the water beckons 
and the sky melts  
into the sea. 

   

    

 
Donna J. Gelagotis Lee's poems have appeared in The Bitter Oleander, CALYX: A Journal of Art and Literature by 
Women, The Cortland Review, Feminist Studies, The Massachusetts Review, the Seattle Review, and other journals. 
Donna is a freelance editor in New Jersey. 
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Poetry by Philip Fried 
 
 

Short Line Driver (in the Garden State)  

Not God but the lead-footed, combustible 
bus-driver steers our destinies— 
no appeals except to the wheel. 
So bouncing in potholes, no matter the wobble 
in the spin, the wandering poles, the rifting 
plates, we ply our cosmic commute, 

with her keen eye in the rear-view mirror 
to check out reckless comets, ensure 
we leave no litter, just a molecular 
flurry, little stuff, when we leave. 
Her uniform, custom designed by the Line, 
features gilded cuffs and crescent- 

moon-shaped epaulets like scythes 
at the shoulders; it’s a pleasure to wake 
each working morning to find her driving 
us to work, but what a temper: 
the chatter of billions, stuffed with banality’s 
weightless luggage, drives her crazy. 

Good thing there’s a fraternity 
of drivers, the jocular shock-absorbers, 
kidding on two-way radios 
about asteroid traffic, mocking the daily 
fool, some soul at the bus-stop 
confusing your local run with the time- 

warp express to the end of it all. 
She smirks, they all do, at this poor 
petitioner who appears at her soon- 
to-be-shut door, smirks from the official 
condescending height of her gritty 
weather-streaked vehicle and croons, 
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“Honey, it’s coming in twenty, just 
hang on.” Petty sadism, yes, but 
who else will speak for combustion, exhaust 
gases, thermal cycles, imperfect 
reactions, inevitable losses, 
residue? Who else will get us through? 

   

    

 
Philip Fried has published two volumes of poetry, Mutual Trespasses (Ion, 1988) and Quantum Genesis (Zohar, 1997). 
Big Men Speaking to Little Men, his third book, is forthcoming from Salmon Poetry in March 2006. 
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Poetry by Lois Beebe Hayna 
 
 

Eye of the Beholder  

Our last glimpse was all green— 
the trees, the gray-green slats of the gate, 
lively with foliage billowing through. 
My last glance back, I saw 
the green-gold flash of the serpent 
slithering down into dewy grass. 

I wouldn't go back through that gate 
if He suddenly forgave. Already 
the shifts of scene and possibility 
excite me, the day ahead 
dazzles like treasure. If He’s checking on 
our exile, if He’s starting to see for Himself 
the joys of the possible but unpredictable, 
He has to be green with envy. 

   

    

 
Lois Beebe Hayna views the world from her Colorado Springs herb garden with a mixture of joy and wry disbelief. Her 
latest collection is titled Keeping Still. 
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Poetry, with artwork by Andrew Rush, excepted from  
Voice of the Borderlands, by Drum Hadley 
 
 

Editor's Note: The following preface and twenty-one poems are excerpted from Drum Hadley's Voice of the 
Borderlands (Foreword by Gary Snyder, artwork by Andrew Rush) published in 2005 by Rio Nuevo Publishers of Tucson, 
Arizona. It is reprinted by permission of the publisher. 

 

Preface—The Oral Tradition 

In the early 1960s I left academia and got a job as a cowboy in the Southwestern Borderlands. I took 
these as given, as I do now: that we are created in the image of the Earth, and that we become what 
surrounds us. I wanted to explore the possibility that the language used by cowboys and vaqueros 
would reflect some essence of the rough mountains, mesas, and arroyos of the Sonoran and 
Chihuahuan Deserts in which they worked cattle and horses. I imagined that words might have an 
other-than-intellectual origin and understanding, that they might be rather of the body’s blood, the 
sweat and tears of loss and acceptance. 
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I was not interested in the definitions of academic folklorists, nor in the oral cowboy poetry tradition 
presently defined by rhyme schemes, but in the true poetic language, insight, and raw vitality that 
exist in the unself-conscious stories, sayings, songs, and humorous tales of rangeland cowboys. I was 
interested in the possibility of an imagery and sound not written primarily for other poets, fine as that 
carpentry may be, but written for anyone with eyes to see or the ear to listen. 

When I worked as a vaquero, and later as a rancher, I was forced to listen in a new way to hear what 
I needed to learn, to hear poetry wherever it was. Of course this way of listening and the poetry it 
found are not at all limited to the vaquero-cowboy culture. Each trade, each people have their own 
language and a poetry that naturally emerges. 

Listening to these Southwestern story traditions and oral frontier histories, trying to translate the 
trade of the cowboy with its particular use of language and imagery without losing the natural music 
and rhythmic flow of the words as they were spoken, has been a long bronc ride through a rocky but 
beautiful canyon. 

When I cowboyed in Mexico in the late 1960s, it was evident that the vaqueros were part of a 
cowboy tradition that had disappeared shortly after the turn of the century in this country except in a 
few of the most isolated rangelands. There are several difficulties a sophisticated reader might 
encounter in reading the language of the vaqueros and cowboys. Not only is it a dialect in sound, but 
also it transmits an archetypal, mythological sense that is in direct contrast to what has come to be 
the trend of mainstream thinking in America. The knowledge and existence that the cowboy culture 
contains are as strange as a foreign language to the minds of city people used to the verticalities of 
modern life: flashing lights, quick moving cars, and truncated language and thought. 

Among cowboys the prefix “old” is almost always used when referring to another person. It is a term 
of respect, usually adding presence to the person referred to. Of course, because it has to do with 
time, its use also involves an increased consciousness of beginning and end. 

I have not altered language cadences that might seem repetitive. They are repetitive, as a chant is, as 
the throbbing of the heart is, as the sun coming up and setting each day. They are knowingly 
repetitive as an old cowboy who sits on his wood porch, who watches the sun set, and the stars 
appear, and the moon move across the evening, who gets up, stretches, and says, “Well, guess it’s 
time to go to bed again.” 
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from Book One: Cowboys and Horses 
    

Preamble 

Now come hear these rough rhymes sing 
Like sunlight on the ridgelines of far mountain ranges, 
Range upon range of recognition in the dawn. 
This book documents the settling of the Borderlands. 
It is a weaving of humor and tears, 
Of men and women grounded in the earth, 
The livelihoods and folk knowledges, 
The wisdoms fast disappearing, 
The horses, the cowboys, the beautiful lands. 
It is heard across these howling distances,  
Of faraway mountain ranges, 
Voices echoing across cedar breaks, arroyos, and mesas. 
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As far as the eye can see, the distances cling to each spoken word 
As each word clings to the distances and tries to take them in. 
But if you listen, you can still hear them 
When you read these words slowly by the fire 
And your voice becomes the people, 
The lions, the wildlife, and the land. 

   

   

Vocation 

Avocation 

“Hey Buster Welch,” says one of the young cowboys 
Who is learning to ride a cutting horse, 
“Why do we have to get up at four o’clock in the mornin’? 
We never start work till six.” 
Says Buster, “That’s when I do my best thinkin’, 
Between four and six in the mornin’.” 
“Well, why do we have to get up with you?” 
Says the young cowboy. Says Buster, 
“I’m tryin’ to teach you how to think.” 

— Voice of Buster Welch 

   

   

From a High Mountain Range 

To Own the Land 

Roberto and Drum are riding together.  
They are on the highest mountain  
In the Guadalupe Range. 
They are looking way off into the distances  
On the furthest horizon towards the mountain range  
Called La Sierra de San José. 
Roberto gestures in the direction  
Of those faraway mountains. 
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“Para allá está mi tierra.  
Over there is my land,” he says. 
Roberto does not own the mountain range. 
He is of the mountain range. 
In that way he belongs to the mountains 
And the mountains belong to him. 
In the same way, vaqueros and cowboys 
Belong to the lands in which they ride and work, 
The big valleys and mountain ranges. 
And those big valleys and mountain ranges 
Belong to cowboys. 
And if those cowboys act a little wild  
Only once or twice  
In the stretched heartstrings of a great while, 
It is because they feel too much. 
The shrinking loss of their lands, 
The loss of their friends, the great loss  
Of their deserts and blue mountain ranges. 

   

   

A Primer for Cowboys 

What a Cow Knows 

Some fellers can ride through a rough country  
And come out with most everythin’  
That’s a-runnin’ there. Some fellers can’t.  
Now a cow, first thing she’ll do  
When she hears you a-comin’ is swing her head  
Towards the sound of your horse’s hooves.  
The next thing she’ll do is swing her head  
In the direction of her calf. 
She may hide that calf from you. 
Sometimes it’s pretty hard to find a calf  
With only a few scuff marks in the sands 
To help you to know if the calf is dead 
And maybe has been eaten on some. 
Look at that thin skin that’ll cover 
The calf’s little hooves, when the calf is first born. 
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If the skin is broken, it means that the calf walked  
Before some critter started eatin’ on it. 
If the skin isn’t broken,  
It means that the calf wasn’t killed by no predator,  
But was born dead.  
If the calf isn’t dead,  
And you finally get the cow together with her calf, 
Then keep watchin’ ’cause after a while, even in brushy country, 
Where you can’t see very far ahead of you,  
You can find the rest of her partners, 
Because the next thing that cow will do 
Is swing her head in the direction of her partners.  
And if you don’t push her too hard, 
She’ll lead you to where all of her partners are a-runnin’. 
She’s been in those mountains all Summer long. 
When there’s been no rain,  
She knows, and her partners know,  
Where the sideoats grama grasses will  
Stay green in the shade of an oak,  
Or near a cool cliff on the North side  
Of an East-West runnin’ canyon.  
In Wintertime, when the ice comes  
And the waters are froze, she knows the warm springs,  
Where she reckons she can still drink.  
In Springtime, she knows  
Where the grasses will green up first,  
In a corner of a rincón, 
On the South side of a mountain,  
Where two low ridges come together.  
Dry times, she knows the springs  
That’ll stay clear the longest,  
And when they muddy, she’ll go away  
And wait to drink till the water clears.  
If you let her, she’ll show you. 
An old cow, she knows where she’s come from  
And she knows where she’ll go. 

— Voice of Juan Bidegain 
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The Gate 

I stand here watching the light go by,  
Like an old grey horse who stands in front of a gate  
And watches the people go past, 
And doesn’t know a way to go through. 

You take trails men have been riding 
Through this border country for years. 
Somebody comes and puts a fence across ’em. 
I made my own gates, I did.  

— Voice of Walter Ramsey 

   

   

Rustlers 

Hell, it was so quiet,  
You could hear the moonlight a-shinin’, 
Burning calfhide in the dark. 
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from Book Two: The Mother Lode  
   

Preamble 

We are the last “first” people. 
                                           — Charles Olson 

The Borderlands was a time and a place 
When men and women still knew 
Where they came from and who they were, 
And that milk came from off a cow 
Instead of a supermarket, and meat 
From the butchering of an animal. 
They knew that under all the world’s paved places  
There was earth, even under the grasses and maple trees 
In Central Park in New York City. 
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They knew their cars and trucks 
And how to repair them with a pocket knife 
Or a piece of their belts, or with wire  
From a roadside fence, till 1970,  
When all parts, even of washing machines, 
Became plastic, televised, transistorized, 
And had to be fixed by the specialists in the big cities, 
With lost computerized souls, jailed within the walls 
Of all human creations around them. 

   

   

The Law 

Goin’ to Jail 

Well, I guess I’m a-goin’ to jail. 
They keep sendin’ me these government cattle census reports. 
They tell me it’s law number so and so. I got to fill ’em out. 
I guess I’m a-goin’ to jail, ’cause I just throw ’em into the wastebasket. 
There’s already been two phone calls while I was at the ranch. 
I don’t know how many while I wasn’t. 
A nice girl called to ask how I could keep on ranchin’ 
Without the information in those cattle census reports. 
I told her I didn’t know, 
But I’d been doin’ it somehow, for the past thirty years. 
I told her those cattle reports didn’t mean too much, 
’Cause nobody ever wrote down anythin’ that was true in ’em anyway. 
Why, if the cattle census taker, the banker, and the tax man 
Ever got together in the same room, 
We’d all be out of business. 
’Course those cattle census reports  
Never include the Summer nor Winter rains neither. 
She said then, “Just what do you base your business decisions on?” 
I told her, “What I got between my ears.” 
I told her it wasn’t much. 
I told her it was wrong about ninety percent of the time, 
But at least it was mine. 
She thanked me and hung up. 

— Voice of Bill Bryan 
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By the Maidenhair Fern Springs 

I. 

A spirit beside my body passing along a trail, 
Greasewood and ocotillo blowing in the wind, 
A fly buzzing, soft on the soft salt earth. 
Time after time, we tie the stays to the wire, 
The darkness of our shadows  
Falling to the pebbles and sand on the ground. 
Cows grazing on a grey ridge to the North, 
The stems of our darknesses open and close 
Like seeds lying on the ground before the rains. 

II. 

Golden webs spun across the trail, 
Riding East into the sun, 
A grasshopper, caught on the barbwire, 
And everywhere I look for them. 
The wind is blowing the seeds of black grama, 
And a cow bawling in the distance. 
The horse pulls his reins against my hand, 
And we move on across the flats. 

III. 

The sun floating like the moon behind grey clouds, 
Towns spread out along the arroyos, 
The arroyos washing through the land. 
The grass is green under the junipers, 
The calves are ready for shipping. 
When will she come home? 

IV. 

The years seem as though nothing were in them, 
Passing along the West side of Leslie Canyon, 
The road blasted into the rock and up across the divide, 
The wind blowing down towards Douglas. 
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Goat Ranchers 

By Yonder Ridgeline  

They’d come up the arroyo road to their old homestead, 
Where they lived when they were married those fifty years ago. 
“You sure been married a long time,” Drum says. 
“It’s like yesterday,” says Ishmael. “It goes by like nothin’. 
But Sunshine, she was wild then. 
She used to ride this dirt road a-horseback. 
She’d jump right over these cattle guards here.” 
They walked off, 
Went all over the canyons and ridgelines. 
Went where they’d herded goats when they were kids, 
Went where they were lovers, 
Went where they were married here, those fifty years ago. 
Traces of Ishmael’s ax on the scarred trunks of the cedar trees, 
Crossing the canyons and winding arroyos. 
One wheel of their daughter’s baby carriage 
Still lies in the leaves by their old homestead, 
A mound of adobe bricks melting onto the rocky ground. 
They ran a herd of five hundred angora goats all over the ridges. 
Sunshine and Ishmael slept with them at night, 
To keep the lions and the bobcats from carrying them away. 
Our paths cross again later in the day, by the edge of the shadows, 
Drifting along the canyon road, under the cottonwood leaves. 
“Sunshine found a coffee pot a hangin’ on the pasture fence post, 
Way off by yonder ridgeline,” says Ishmael. 
“She packed it all the way back here to the canyon.” 
“I’ll take it home to put a bird’s nest in it. 
I’ll hang it from the eaves of our roof,” says Sunshine. 
They disappear, walking along the dusty arroyo road, 
Old shadows drifting away between the patches of sunlight, 
Mixing with the light wind in the cottonwood leaves, 
Sunshine, and Ishmael, and a coffee pot. 

— Voices of Sunshine and Ishmael 
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Cutting Loose in the Springtime 

I. 

Billy Brown, being an old Texas cowboy, 
Was a hard and fast tie man. 
That means he tied his rope solid, 
Or fast, to the saddle horn, as against dallying. 
Dallying means to take turns of the rope around the saddle horn, 
To hold an animal you’ve got roped, 
So if something happens and you start to get into a wreck, 
You can let your rope slide around the saddle horn, 
Or take those dallies off the horn. 
Billy only dallied roping little calves in a corral, 
’Cause, he said, you had to learn it when you were young, 
Or you couldn’t do it well enough to keep from losing 
A finger, or a hand, or a thumb. 
Billy carried a knife strapped to his chaps right above his thigh bone,  
So if he had a cow brute, or some critter roped,  
And he was tied hard and fast,  
And was maybe riding a spinning, pitching colt, 
With the coils of that rope winding around him, 
He could pull his knife free, and start cutting loose. 

II. 

Sometimes, Spring comes whirling up these desert canyons 
From the South so strong, I’d cut loose and go a-prancing…  
With one of these light seeds that flies up towards the canyon rim. 
Sometimes, those sweet scents of the Springtime  
Come whirling up these draws from Mexico so strong, 
When the blood-weed starts greening up, 
And the mourning doves start calling long,  
Long into the beginning of the morning  

III. 

When the Spring winds come blowing down the ridge lines, 
And you feel them blowing along the creased lines of your skin, 
Who would tell Springtime to be still, 
Or to go away from the rims of these dry canyons and hills, 
Till all the honey and all the humming bees, 
And those light blue eyes are gone? 
Who would tell the Springtime to be still? 
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from Book Three: Changes  
   

Across the Stretch of These Desert Rangelands  

The people will come to be with the light mesquite leaves, 
Turning here in the Springtime they will come, 
To be with the mesas, the valleys of yellow flowers, 
Slashing flames of gold and red and green, 
The stretch of blue mountain ranges ringing the breaks. 
They will come to know 
The voices of the desert, its peoples. 
The horizons rising and falling again and again 
Into those fabled blue cradled lands. 
Out of the distances, valley upon fading valley, 
Blue breaking range upon range, 
Ringing forever, rising forever, again and again. 
Each lion, each bear, each antelope, each jaguar, 
Crossing the arroyo rock cuts of this land. 
The still tilting wings of the vulture, the black hawk, the eagle 
Crossing above the cliffs of the Cajón Bonito. 
With that desert stillness ringing in their ears they will come 
To know those shaded shapes of this fading old Earth. 
Hearts mixing, stretching outward 
In these healing flames of the desert rangelands. 
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The Tongue of the Lion 

I. Going Home 

Here, high on this mountain rim,  
Beneath these green rock lichen cliffs, 
I am an old grey lion, lying 
Along the thin, clawed bark of a twisted cedar limb. 
Slobber and saliva hang from my lips. 
My right ear is in tatters, 
My chest has white scars, 
My left leg has bite marks from the teeth of a jaguar. 
The howling black and tan hounds have bayed me. 
The canyons stretch away below, 
The arroyos, the yellow grass valleys, 
The mesas, the distant blue mountain ranges. 
I hear the sound of the hunters’ voices, 
They look for me among the lichen ledges, the piñon limbs. 
Their grey mules’ shod hooves  
Click towards me, over the arroyo rocks and the sands. 
Now the hunters are tying their mules 
Onto the low oak brush, below my limb. 
The curved tails of the black and tan hounds are wagging. 
Their howling echoes from the ledge-covered cliffs. 
Now they come to kill me. 
    

II. The Quick Knives 

The gun, a stick, is pointed towards me. 
I feel the quick bullet as the rush of a wind, 
Ruffling through the light grey hair of my fur. 
It drives past deepness, into the throbbing, 
The grey-muscled meat of my heart. 
I fall, I fall. The hounds’ teeth grab my skin, 
My eyes glaze, but I am gone. 
Then my lion spirit lifts from this rim rock ledge, 
From this last cedar limb, where I have been waiting. 
But then, with their quick knives, when they slit 
Into the soft fur above my heart and pull away the skin, 
They will see the lithe lines of the limbs, 
And the lines of each sinew will be clear, 
And the blue mountain ranges,  
And the long desert valleys, 
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The canyon deer, and the peaks,  
And the snows, within my skin. 
Where were they going, when they came to kill me? 

— Voice of the Lion 

   

   

Indian 

So Quick, He Could Catch a Javelina Boar  

We were horseback, a two-and-a-half-hour ride  
From the canyon of the Guadalupe Ranch headquarters. 
We met Don Josecito, coming up the country from Mexico. 
He was afoot. He was looking for work. 
We told him to come with us, that we had work for him to do. 
The country was very broken— 
Don Josecito chose to take a different trail than we did with our horses. 
He arrived at the ranch well before we did. 
I told this to Alfredo Bernal. 
He told me Don Josecito was very quick on his feet. 
“La gente, the people say he is tan ligero, 
He is so quick, that he can catch a javelina boar.” 
I told Don Josecito, thinking what Alfredo had said would please him. 
“Fíjate, imagine that,” said Don Josecito, 
“Imagine they say this about me, 
Me, who does not want to be called an Indian.” 
Then he told a story about a huge lion 
That had been stalking him in the dusk light, 
As he came up to his camp. 
In the morning light he looked and he saw 
The lion’s pad marks on top of his own footprints. 
During a snowstorm, Laddie Pendelton found 
Don Josecito huddled below a cutbank, 
Trying to build a little fire to keep warm.  
Laddie took Don Josecito home with him to the Cloverdale Ranch. 
Over the next few days that they were together, 
Don Josecito told Laddie of his life. 
Don Josecito was somewhere above seventy years old, 
As near as he could figure. 
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But of course, in those days, there were no records kept  
Of when an Indian was born or died. 
After telling the story of his life for a few days, 
Don Josecito became quiet. 
“Well, and then what happened?” Laddie asked.  
“Pues, well,” said Don Josecito,  
“Estuvimos civilizados, then we became civilized.” 

—Voices of Laddie Pendleton, Alfredo Bernal, and Don Josecito 

   

   

To the South  

A Trembling Wind 

The Backbone of the Sierra Madre  

Me and Blue Horse are prowling the country. 
We top out on a high ridgeline. 
I lift only the weight of the leather reins in my fingers. 
That’s all it takes, Blue Horse is glad to stop to rest. 
A light wind from the South eases along that ridge top. 
He perks his left ear, hearing the far sound of an engine. 
We look off to the South into Old Mexico. 
Two big, bobtail trucks move like red ants in the distances. 
They crawl towards us, towards that place  
Where there used to be a seep spring and a cottonwood tree,  
Where the old trail used to come into the Puerta Colorada. 
Now, there are bulldozed white rock slides.  
They spill down the green mountain sides 
To kill tall, stranded grasses left after the Summer rains. 
In some empty pit in my chest, I feel the hollow ache. 
Grey pavement through old mountain canyons and passes, 
Road cuts where there were only trails and gramma grasses. 
Vaqueros riding past soft adobe, lamp-lit houses. 
Now the knife of this new highway called Mexico Route 2  
Wounds the rock-rippled ranges of the high Sierra.  
It slashes through the limbs of the stretching Animas Valley, 
This new highway of jake brake roaring, diesel smoke choking loads. 
The skeletons of turned-up truck bodies litter these mountain ranges 
That red ants have ripped, blasted, bulldozed, and smashed. 
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Now, each fresh world of concrete, each new trophy housed high peak,  
Slashes through the Earth’s old arroyo runes singing in our blood. 
Each new subdivision clots the nerves and the cracks in our backs. 
Each new highway scars the fingers of our bloody hands, 
The wrapped sinews of our bodies, the ancient seashell sands.  
But at night, when a trembling wind from the South is just right, 
We can hear those last voices of these mesas and arroyos calling. 
They still echo through that cracked backbone of the high Sierra Madre.  
They still echo through those canyons of the Cajón Bonito. 
They still beat through our bloody hearts along Mexico Route 2. 

   
    

 
    

from Book Four: Eternity  
   

Song of the Earth  

Singings of the Earth, sing your songs into me, 
Crack my head, break my bones, 
Sing your songs at me. 
Fire, teach me how to live like you burn, 
Too much wood, and the flame goes out, 
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Too little wood, and we die away. 
Yesterday is ashes, tomorrow’s yet to come, 
Only today does the flame burn bright. 
White flowers, teach me how to listen in the Spring, 
Stems breaking up through the rocks and the earth. 
Blue skies, drop your blueness down into my eyes, 
Come, and I’ll hold you deep behind my eyes. 
Arroyo waters, teach me how to run like you run, 
Too much water, and your banks give way, 
Too little water, and the stream runs dry. 
Sunlight, teach me to live like you burn, 
Too much light, and my heart gives way, 
Too little light, and the flame is gone. 
Setting suns, sing your shadows deep into my eyes,  
Come, and I’ll hold you there deep behind my eyes. 
Mesquite tree limbs, sway your shadows softly on my life. 
Come, and I’ll hold you here deep inside my eyes. 
Rippling creeks, sing your songs down into my ears. 
Cut the earth, sing your stream beds  
Deep into my whirling head. 
Shining water, diamond water,  
Cut your mirrors into my head. 
Hide your mirrors behind my eyes,  
So I won’t know where I’ve been. 
Hide your eyes behind my eyes,  
So I won’t know where I go.  

   

   

Grand Canyon 

A Man and a Woman 

From this rimrock edge, two courting ravens 
Dive, twist, fall outward,  
Outward past white rock buttes, 
Past scattered shards of mesas, 
Shattered mountains beyond mountains, 
The drop and fall of red cut ledge beyond ledge, 
Sliding off towards the end of Earth. 
Blue sky, white cloud, the wind, and emptiness, 
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Deep, deep down the rapids’ sounds echo, 
Rim to rimrock roaring flows, of the old river, 
A wind beneath two ravens’ wings. 
A man and a woman stand together, watching,  
Grains of sand, wandering towards the sea. 
A trembling bridge to cross this emptiness, 
Piñon trees and sunlight … 
You and me. 

   

   

The First Summer Rains 

I am the soft wind blowing in through the open window. 
I am the sound of the chickens pecking,  
Peeping around the bottom of the screen door. 
I am the old hen cluck, cluck, cluck, cluck,  
Worrying about where the young chicks are going. 
I am the rooster crowing at four o’clock in the morning. 
I am the drops of water dripping off the tin roof to the honeysuckle leaves. 
A white-winged dove watching from the cottonwood tree 
Calling to another dove way off across the canyon.  
I am the sounds of the children playing, 
Doing the evening chores down by the corrals. 
Says Sadie, “No, no, Sethie, don’t throw me into the water trough.” 
I am the mourning doves strutting their tails, 
Walking along the length of a swaying limb, waiting to fly away. 
I am the momma doves heavy with eggs, 
Planing along to some nest through the air. 
I am old friends, gone, remembered. 
I am the rough flow of a horse’s shod hooves 
Running down some trail to nowhere.  
I am what the new world throws away,  
What the wind blows into the gulleys, 
That blows into the fences on the edges of the towns 
That sticks in the brush and the tumbleweeds and the leaves. 
I am this day when the first Summer rains 
Have come after all these months of dryness. 
Arroyos, rippling, grasses growing, birds … 
All the cow country singing a different song. 
I am all that stayed waiting … after all that you wanted was gone. 
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Drifting 

Cochise County 

“When I came here to Douglas, 
Thirty-five years ago,” Bill Bryan says, 
“They told me it was a-goin’ to rain. 
But I’m still here a-waitin’.” 
“Well, stick around,” says Old Man Ben Williams, 
Lookin’ into those blue distances away off to the East. 
“That’s a pretty good lookin’ cloud, 
Driftin’ across the South edge of that little peak. 
It just might come.” 

— Voices of Bill Bryan and Old Man Ben Williams 

   

   

A New Wind 

Emptiness 

Nothing but empty blue sky. 
Go gamble with the high rolling earth. 
Haul those yearling cattle 
To Sonny Shore’s Willcox Livestock Auction. 
Pale, rumbling twilight in Old Mexico has fooled you. 
Only heat lightning, and you,  
And the cattle, and the dry grasses, and no rain. 
Droughty cowboys, still looking towards that empty skyline, 
Listening to a blown range song, 
Cowboy hearts in the dust have always known. 
Waiting here for the rain. 
Then one day, you feel a new wind come,  
Blow cool on the sweat of your sun-baked neck. 
Smell that wetness sweeping past the blue mountain ranges, 
The lightning cracking. As old Walter Ramsey says, 
“Dry times are always thatta way. 
When you think what you’ve waited for never will come, 
That’s what it takes, to bring you the rain.” 

— Voice of Walter Ramsey  
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Drum Hadley has lived and worked for forty years along the Mexico-New Mexico-Arizona border, first as a cowboy, then 
as a rancher. He is the author of three previous books of poetry. He founded the Animas Foundation, which supports 
sustainable agriculture in harmony with the environment. He is also a founding member of the Malpai Borderlands 
Group, a community-based ecosystem management project (see essay this issue). Hadley lives in the Arizona-New 
Mexico borderlands. 
 
Andrew Rush is a printmaker and also works in watercolor and clay. He has illustrated many books, including Voice 
Crying in the Wilderness by Edward Abbey and The Rule of Two: Observations on Close Relationships by Ann Woodin. 
He has previously collaborated with Hadley on a series of broadsides. Rush lives in Oracle, Arizona. 
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Essay 
 

 

by Flora Cordis Johnson  
    

“Worms,” he said. “What you need is worms…. Bring a truckload in here and dump ‘em.” The burly 
arborist and I were standing in about an acre of mud. A few weeks earlier, this had been lawn. The 
site was a former orchard located in what had become a very upscale neighborhood near Seattle. For 
decades, a professional arborist had kept the fruit trees pruned to perfection while a groundskeeper 
mowed the lawn that set the trees apart.  

Then my colleagues and I showed up. We killed the grass by covering it with a layer of cardboard 
and, on top of that, two inches of compost. This being Seattle, rain happened. That converted the 
compost to muck—the slimy, shoe-sucking kind of muck that made even me wonder whether I was 
losing my mind along with my gardening clogs.  

But the big guy wasn’t worried. He gazed out over that acre of mud with evident satisfaction, all 
those worms dancing in his head. It turned out that he had been a worm-farmer in a previous life. He 
liked worms. Worms like muck. He figured that we needed worms. And, as a matter of fact, he was 
at least half-right. 

Thus begins one of many stories from my brief but colorful career as a Seattle-area garden designer. 
I learned many lessons during my seven or so years in this business. One is that what homeowners 
do with their property is important, both for the health of the neighborhood and for the future of the 
planet. Another lesson learned—an apparent paradox—is that homeowners, especially gardeners, 
really need to stop worrying so much.  

Let me backtrack a bit and tell you my story. Burned out after more than 20 years in Chicago as an 
editor and writer, in 1993 I moved to Seattle and veered into a 90-degree career change. I became a 
garden designer. Specifically, I began designing and sometimes installing natural landscapes. 
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As a natural landscaper, I tried to create a 
healthy ecosystem rather than just a 
collection of plants. To do this, I worked 
largely although not exclusively with native 
plants—that is, plants that might have been 
present on a site when European settlers 
arrived. Along with animals present on the 
site at that time, these plants would once 
have formed an ecological community 
ideally suited to the soil, water, and weather 
of the site. By reintroducing original plant 
species, I hoped to attract enough of the 
original animal species so that the 
community could begin to knit itself back 
into a whole again. 

The resulting landscape would never be an 
exact copy of what had been there hundreds of years before. But with any luck it would be teeming 
with species of plants and animals, mostly native to the area, that can’t survive in most human-made 
landscapes—and the landscape would, once again, be the one best suited to the site. It would also, at 
least in my opinion, be serene and beautiful—a lush space full of blooms and foliage changing with 
the seasons and forming a backdrop to visits from animals as varied as the red-and-black lady bug, 
the secretive but songful wren, and the boisterous Pacific treefrog. 

Natural landscapes are good for native plants and animals, for the environment generally, and for the 
homeowner who doesn’t want to have to do a lot of work. Natural landscapes rarely require 
fertilizers, herbicides, or pesticides, all potential pollutants. Natural landscapes rarely have to be 
mowed, raked, or pruned, which not only means less work for owners but also helps to prevent air, 
water, and noise pollution. Once they’re established, natural landscapes generally don’t need 
supplemental water, which is a huge benefit in areas subject to drought. When water does fall from 
the sky, natural landscapes soak it up, which prevents flooding; natural landscapes filter pollutants 
from air, soil, and water; they hold soil in place, preventing erosion and mudslides; they can help to 
offset the release of climate-changing gasses. 

For all these reasons, regional and local governments often promote natural landscaping in order to 
mitigate the adverse impact of development. When I was living in the Seattle area, several levels of 
government encouraged natural landscaping. I got a couple of my biggest jobs because of a county 
program that promised a substantial reduction in property taxes to certain property owners who 
agreed to protect or create landscapes full of native plants.  

With all this in their favor, you might think homeowners would be jumping like salmon at the 
chance to install natural landscapes. I certainly expected as much. But if you thought that, you would 
be wrong, as I was. Homeowners who were willing to “go native” were a minority. 

  
Path through area planted with native camas and other 
wildflowers. In 1806, camas were so common that Meriwether 
Lewis described fields of them resembling "lakes of fine clear 
water."  
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A surprisingly large number of homeowners 
seem to think that nature wants them dead. 
This is reflected in a large number of 
questions that a natural landscaper must 
learn to answer cheerfully and with a show 
of sympathy for the anxiety that lurks 
beneath. 

Will a natural landscape cause allergic 
reactions, make the home vulnerable to 
forest fires, or attract criminals who will 
lurk in the shrubbery and mug/rape/murder 
anybody who walks by? Will children or 
pets be scratched by thorns or poisoned by 
delicious-looking (but deadly) berries? How 
about venomous yellow-and-black insects 
(referred to almost universally as ‘bees,’ 

although only some of them are)? Won’t they sting and, as day follows night, bring on respiratory 
failure followed by cardiac arrest? How about snakes? Bats? (Snakes and bats don’t have to do 
anything; their mere existence causes fright.) How about rodents? What’s the name of that disease 
you can get from mice? Avian influenza hadn’t hit the headlines when I was doing this kind of work 
but I’m sure that birds have now joined the list of potential assassins. 

Now, the hazards these homeowners fear are mostly real, and a well-behaved natural landscaper is 
quick to say so. But they are unlikely. Except in rare circumstances, you are about as likely to be 
killed by a natural landscape as by any other environment in which you find yourself (except 
possibly your bathroom—which, according to reports, is a lot more dangerous). There is no more 
reason to worry about being killed by your naturalized front yard than to worry about being run 
down by a car when you step into the street. Yet even the most devil-may-care pedestrian may 
blanche at the thought that planting a flower might, in turn, attract a ‘bee.’ 

Eventually, the majority of homeowners find reason to not practice natural landscaping, no matter 
how many inducements they’re offered. They retreat behind closely clipped lawns with perimeters of 
shrubs that have been pruned into geometric shapes. Do I need to explain just how unnatural this is, 
how few animals can live here, how much environmental pollution the maintenance of these spaces 
can cause? Let me make just one point before moving on: A manicured landscape can be as 
hazardous as any other. Many of these hazards involve the very pesticides, herbicides, and power 
tools used to keep these spaces looking—and I use this word in its most ironic, air-quotes sense—
safe.  

 
Pacific treefrog rests on a dead leaf of big leaf maple, a native 
tree, from the author's garden.    
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Which brings us to gardeners, the last 
best hope for the natural landscaping 
movement. Gardening is a multi-million 
dollar business these days. Gardeners 
routinely justify and even romanticize 
their hobby as a love of nature expressed 
in concrete terms. The well-known 
author Michael Pollan, for example, has 
called gardens a “middle ground 
between the lawn and the forest—
between those who would complete the 
conquest of the planet in the name of 
progress, and those who believe it’s time 
we abdicated our rule and left the earth 
in the care of more innocent species.” 
The garden, he says, “suggests there might be a place where we can meet nature ∗halfway.” 

I couldn’t agree more. But, in practice, does this happen? Does the average garden “meet nature 
halfway?” Sadly, it does not. The average garden crosses to the other side of the street when it sees 
nature coming, and then refuses to make eye contact. 

Here’s an example that may help to illustrate this point: In nature, plants are constantly being 
chewed by insects. There is nothing inherently wrong with this. Plants are adapted to being eaten—
you could say that being eaten is in their job description. As long as a plant isn’t under stress from 
some other source, it can usually handle substantial loss of foliage with no loss of vigor. 

What’s more, once plants start to attract plant-eating insects, the plant-eating insects soon start to 
attract the things that eat them. Birds, predatory insects, and other animals all come to the feast. 
These new arrivals help to keep the population of plant-eating insects down. As a result, the plants 
may be slightly damaged, but the damage rarely escalates beyond a level the plants can handle. In 
addition, the animals that eat the animals that are eating the plants will usually help the plants in 
other ways as well—pollinating them or fertilizing them, for instance—so the plants gain more than 
they lose by being nibbled.  

Nature is full of circles such as this, in which plants and animals help other plants and animals that 
help them back. Soil, air, and water also are drawn into the dance, circles within circles and circles 
overlapping with circles until, finally, you have achieved that glorious knot of interconnectedness we 
call ecological balance or, more poetically, the web of life. 

Most gardeners see foliage damaged by insects and what do they do? They arm themselves with a 
spray bottle full of pesticide and wage an all-out attack.  

 

  The red-flowering currant is a native shrub popular with gardeners 
and hummingbirds alike.  
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By killing the plant-eating insects, 
gardeners deprive the animals that eat the 
plant-eating insects of food. So the animals 
that eat the plant-eating insects never show 
up—or, if they do show up, they soon move 
on. Next time the plant-eating insects come 
to town, there will be no birds, predatory 
insects, or other non-human animals around 
to keep their populations under control. As 
a result the human animal—the gardener—
is now in charge of insect control, a job 
nature would gladly have taken on if the 
gardener had left well enough alone.  

Gardeners commonly complain about how 
much work they have to do, even as they do 
chores the garden doesn’t need done. Tasks 

such as pruning, raking leaves or removing dead and dying branches or entire trees are rarely 
necessary for the health of a landscape, and may be downright harmful. The gardener who rakes 
leaves deprives the soil of a protective cover and trees of the fertilizer that is best suited to their 
needs. Removal of dead and dying trees denies nesting sites to cavity-nesting birds and other 
animals. Pruning destroys places where animals can shelter from storms, hide from predators, and 
raise young. Almost everything gardeners do tends to reduce the number of insects in the garden; 
many birds and other animals rely on insects as a source of food. 

These interventions tend to drastically reduce the variety of species that can survive in a given 
landscape. They often have other environmental costs. And they put humans in the position of 
spending money and time in order to spend even more money and time, for instance by raking leaves 
only to then come back and fertilize the 
trees. The end result, a typical garden, is no 
more natural than the house it’s sitting next 
to, and completely dependent on the 
gardener for its survival. 

 

Located in the same garden as the camas meadow, 
above, fireweed is a common plant that grows along 
roadsides and also makes a wonderful addition to 
the natural garden. 

 
A Pacific Northwest garden designed by the author in a natural style.    
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Some observers suggest that a human love of certain landscapes, such as lawns, and our distrust of 
other landscapes, such as forests, may arise from our evolutionary history. Our species arose on the 
African savannah, so the theory goes, and it is the open savannah we are trying to re-create. In 
contrast, dense growth at one time did harbor dangerous animals—hence our tendency to think 
there’s always something hazardous lurking in the shrubs. 

This certainly would explain why homeowners are often so anxious in the presence of natural 
landscapes, while far more dangerous environments that haven’t been around so long (been scared of 
your bathroom lately?) don’t frighten them anything like so much. Maybe raking, pruning, mowing, 
fertilizing, watering, and clipping is how gardeners rid the garden of beasts that go “bump” in the 
brush.  

But I prefer to take gardeners at their word, if only because this gives me hope. I’m willing to 
believe that gardeners love nature as much as they say they do. I prefer to believe that primping and 
fussing is not just some oddball form of self-defense. I prefer to believe that gardening is an act of 
love. 

The hazards gardeners fear aren’t, for the most part, threats to gardeners themselves, or to children 
and pets. The threats gardeners fear are those that, at least in the gardener’s imagination, nature 
poses to itself. Leaves are raked because the gardener fears they might kill the grass. Shrubs are 
pruned because gardeners fear disease. The gardener who greets every insect with a spray bottle may 
be no different, in principle, from the parent who fills every electrical socket with a plastic plug. If 
making a home safe for children is called child-proofing, a garden can be thought of as nature-
proofed. 

Mind you, I’m not saying that nature 
doesn’t need our help. Repairing the 
damage humans do to nature is quite a lot of 
work. Eradicating a lawn can take a lot of 
cardboard and a lot of compost, if you’re 
not willing to use herbicides. But lawn 
grasses spread aggressively and compete 
ferociously for water and nutrients. So, if 
native plantings are going to have a fighting 
chance, the lawn has to go. And that’s just 
one example of the heavy lifting natural 
landscapers have to do in order to get a 
natural landscape on, rather than off, the 
ground. 

It takes a minimum of three years to 
establish a natural landscape. Even after 
that, the landscape will have to be watched. 

Sometimes nature does need help. Sometimes a prized plant must be saved from a suffocating cover  

 
A mix of native and other plants provide for a lush, low-
maintenance garden for this Seattle-area home.    
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of leaves. Sometimes insects (often non-native ones that have no natural predators) do threaten 
important native plant species. Natural landscaping is both an art and a science; a big part of the 
science is knowing when a threat really is a threat, as well as when it’s not. 

Nor am I saying that gardeners shouldn’t enjoy their gardens. Many natural landscapers include 
paths, mowed areas, even small lawns in their designs. These features make natural landscapes 
easier for humans to navigate and enjoy. Along with benches, garden art, and other signs of human 
activity, they bring the natural landscape to that halfway point between human-made and entirely 
natural, that point recommended by many—myself included—as ideal. 

For a garden to be able to reach this point, however, gardeners need to ease up. Like good parents, 
they need to know when to be protective and when not. They need to practice that paradox known to 
good parents everywhere, the one that tells us, sometimes, to let go of what we love. 

In illustration of which, let me finish the story with which I started—the one about me, the arborist, 
and that sea of mud. The arborist, if you recall, wanted to bring in a load of worms by truck. 

This was an enlightened idea. We did need worms. Worms eat muck and, when they eat, they poop. 
What they poop is high-quality soil—crumbly without being sticky and just what we needed to make 
that property look less like a set for The Hound of the Baskervilles. 

What we didn’t need was to bring worms in by truck. We, the gardeners, had done our job when we 
put down cardboard to kill the grass and covered it with two inches of compost. Now it was time to 
step back and let nature do her stuff. 

After eating and pooping, what worms like to do is procreate. Feed ‘em, and you can have worms by 
the truckload, free of charge. 

Even as the arborist and I were discussing the matter, the population explosion had already begun. 
The evidence—a bright-eyed robin bopping around the mudflats in search of worms to eat—was 
already visible for anyone who had eyes to see. 
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Essay 
 

  

by Nathan F. Sayre 
    

Editor's Note: The following preface and chapter are excerpted from Nathan F. Sayre's Working Wilderness: The 
Malpai Borderlands Group and the Future of the Western Range published in 2005 by Rio Nuevo Publishers of Tucson, 
Arizona. It is reprinted by permission of the publisher.  
    

Preface: Suppressing a Fire, Igniting a Community 

On July 2, 1991, a fire broke out in a patch of grass near the Geronimo Trail Road, a lonely gravel 
track in far southeastern Arizona, closer to Mexico than to any building or town. By the next day the 
fire had been extinguished, having blackened about five hundred acres. It was an unremarkable event 
in a place where abundant lightning follows spring drought, and where the Forest Service had long 
responded to wildfires the way a fire department responds to a burning house. Unremarkable except 
for the fact that this particular fire struck at a particular place and time where a different kind of fuel 
was primed for ignition: a volatile mixture of people and land, history and ecology, passion and 
politics.  

The people had lived there a long time, as 
much as five generations, and they had come 
to believe that the land needed to burn once in 
awhile. They urged the Forest Service to leave 
this one alone. It posed no threat to people or 
property and could not spread far because the 
surrounding vegetation was too sparse to carry 
the flames. It wouldn’t even have ignited if the 
rancher whose land it was on had not invested 
in killing the shrubs to encourage the grasses 
several years earlier; now, it needed a fire to  

 
Photo by Ron Bemis.   
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keep new shrubs from getting the upper hand 
again. Let it burn, they said, you’re wasting  

taxpayers’ money. But the Service refused their 
entreaties and extinguished the fire, and in so 
doing ignited the community.  

Fourteen years later, that new fire has 
grown to encompass some 800,000 acres. It 
is called the Malpai Borderlands Group, a 
not-for-profit organization composed of 
ranchers, scientists, public agencies, and 
private conservationists. “Malpai” comes 
from the ranch where they first convened; 
“Borderlands” refers to a 1,250-square-mile 
triangle of land, draped over the Continental 
Divide where Arizona and New Mexico 
meet the Mexican states of Sonora and 
Chihuahua; and “Group” describes the 
collaborative philosophy by which they 
have chosen to work. 

For its size, the Borderlands is believed to 
be one of the most biologically diverse 
places in North America, crowded with 
organisms from the Great Plains, the 
Sonoran and Chihuahuan Deserts, the Rocky Mountains, and the Sierra Madre. It contains grasslands 
and marshes, pine forests and creosote bush flats, mesquite bosques, oak savannas, cactus thickets, 
and ribbons of cottonwood. A fifty-acre piece of desert scrub here supports more species of rodents 
than does the entire state of Pennsylvania. One of its mountain passes is home to more kinds of 
reptiles and amphibians than any known site in the U.S. Over half of the bird species in North 
America can be found in the Chiricahua Mountains, immediately to the west, and the Gray Ranch, 
which forms the eastern third of the triangle, was named one of the world’s “last great places” for 
biodiversity by The Nature Conservancy. Bighorn sheep and pronghorn antelope, mountain lions and 
black bears, and even an occasional jaguar can be found here. It is an area one-quarter larger than the 
state of Rhode Island, yet it has almost no paved roads. The human population is most easily 
expressed not in persons per square mile, but in square miles per person. 

Literally and figuratively, the Malpai Borderlands Group burns to conserve this land: to keep it open, 
undeveloped, and wild, free of highways and houses. It burns to help repair the damage the land has 
experienced since Geronimo surrendered to the U.S. military in one of its jagged canyons back in 
1886. Most broadly, the Malpai Group burns to sustain the Borderlands as a working wilderness: a 
place where wildness thrives not in the absence of human work or in spite of it, but because of it, and 

The Malpai Group’s mission statement reads:  
Our goal is to restore and maintain the natural processes 
that create and protect a healthy, unfragmented landscape 
to support a diverse, flourishing community of human, 
plant and animal life in our Borderlands region.  
Together, we will accomplish this by working to encourage 
profitable ranching and other traditional livelihood which 
will sustain the open space nature of our land for 
generations to come. 

 
  

  
Early portrait of the Malpai Borderlands Group, taken in the 
Glenns' barn, 1995.  
Photo by Jay Dusard.  
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where thriving wildlands in turn sustain the human community that lives and works there.  

Superficially, this work is the same as it has 
been for five generations—the work of 
ranching, of raising cattle on the range—but it 
has grown to include scientific research, 
communications and outreach, real estate, law, 
wildlife biology, planning, and fire 
management as well. Not to mention politics. 
It’s fair to say that some Malpai ranchers spend 
more time in meetings than they do in the 
saddle. 

Simple as it may sound, this mission in fact 
represents an extraordinarily difficult 
challenge. It will take generations to achieve, if 
indeed it proves possible at all. But the Malpai 
Group has made impressive strides already. It 
has helped return fire to more than 300,000 
acres of land. It has secured conservation 
easements that protect 75,760 acres of private 
land from subdivision and development, all 
acquired from willing sellers, without 
government assistance. It has implemented 
innovative measures to protect endangered 
species and supported cutting-edge research on 
fire, climate, vegetation, grazing, and wildlife. 
For its efforts in community-based 
conservation, Malpai has received awards from 
The Nature Conservancy, the Society for 
Conservation Biology, the National Fish and 
Wildlife Foundation, the U.S. Forest Service, 
and the Arizona Game and Fish Department. In 
1998 Bill McDonald, the group’s executive 

director, was awarded a “genius” fellowship by the MacArthur Foundation. Malpai has been 
featured in the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Smithsonian and Audubon magazines, public 
television and the Discovery Channel, National Public Radio, and in the journals Conservation 
Biology and BioScience. In the bitterly fought contest over America’s Western rangelands, the 
Malpai Borderlands Group is widely seen as a beacon of hope and possibility. Countless other 
efforts to protect Western landscapes from fragmentation and development have sprung up in recent 
years, inspired in some degree by the example of Malpai.  

The story of the Malpai Borderlands Group comprises three broad questions. First, how did it 
happen at all? What created the fuel that was ignited by suppression of the Geronimo Trail fire? 
Second, what has the Malpai Group accomplished, and how? What has enabled it to unite scientists,  

 
Top: Diamond A Outfit cowboys from Cochise County, 
Arizona, 1880s. 
Photo courtesy Southwest Studies, Maricopa Community 
College.  
    
Bottom: Geronomo Trail Road in San Bernadino Valley, 
near the site of the 1991 fire.  
Photos by W. Ross Humphreys.  
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landowners, agencies, and conservationists in a community-based effort to understand, protect, and 
enhance a large, complex landscape? And third, what are its prospects for the future? Does it hold 
lessons for conservation elsewhere, or is it one of a kind, an anomaly?  

In terms of the first question, the Malpai Group presents a most improbable story, in which particular 
people and events seem to have come together in just the right mixture and sequence, as if by the 
kindness of fate. Individually and collectively, the members of the Malpai Group have demonstrated 
a remarkable aptitude for turning chance events—such as Warner Glenn’s 1996 encounter with a 
jaguar—into opportunities for achievement. Given what has been accomplished already—the 
answers to question two—one might easily see Malpai as a contemporary Western, complete with 
leather-skinned cowboys taking bold risks and arriving at a happy ending. However, question three 
reveals that this story is far from over, and that if it is to end happily it will have to become the first 
of many similar stories elsewhere. Not that the Malpai story can be copied in any simple manner—
no, those stories will have to emerge from the grass roots, like the Malpai Group did, respecting and 
adapting to particular places, people, histories, and landscapes. Malpai can be an example and 
inspiration for others, but it cannot work as a model to be imposed on them. 

The Malpai Group is still far from its goals, and ultimately its success or failure may depend on what 
happens to the rest of the West’s rangelands. To appreciate the magnitude of the work that remains 
to be done, one must understand the strength and depth of the forces arrayed in the other direction: 
the economic, political, ecological, and social trends that are squeezing ranchers throughout the West 
and giving rise to new patterns of land use.  

It may seem infinitely improbable, even miraculous, that fire broke out where it did that day in 1991, 
igniting that particular patch of grass and, in turn, catalyzing the Malpai Group. This perception is 
inside out, however. Drought follows rain in the Southwest, and lightning follows drought. Fires are 
a natural and inevitable result. What requires explanation, then, is not the fire that happened but the 
century without significant fires that preceded it—and the consequent notion that fires are somehow 
exceptional. Similarly, what is truly odd about the Malpai Group is not its existence or its good 
fortune but its rarity—the fact that it stands out so starkly against “normal” experience. It is the 
norm, not the exception, that cries out for explanation in this case. Virtually everyone supports the 
goal of conservation in the West. If it is to be realized, efforts and achievements like the Malpai 
Group’s will have to become as unremarkable as a July fire, and vice-versa. 

Chapter 1: Crisis, Consensus, and Conservation 

As you know, over the past thirty-two years we have lived, worked, and raised a family here in the borderlands. 
Our great grandparents arrived in the 1880s, less than twenty years after the Civil War and long before the 
floodgates of the modern world opened, and began to change so many of the beautiful lands in the U.S. We are 
blessed to live in a place that has remained much as it was when our ancestors first saw it. And like them, we’ve 
always felt in our bones the specialness of this country, and the ranching way of life. Every year that passes we 
feel more keenly than ever that it is our duty to safeguard these treasures. Over time, we have worked with 
neighbors to solve the many problems that faced us as rural ranchers. In recent years, though, we have been 
confronted by a range of new forces undermining both our way of life and the health of our lands, forces that 
seemed beyond our control. 

                    — from a letter to neighbors by Wendy and Warner Glenn, 1994 
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The Geronimo Trail fire provided the spark 
that ignited the Malpai Borderlands Group, 
but it cannot explain what came before or 
after: the development of the fuels or the 
flames’ subsequent spread, so to speak. 
From a larger perspective, there is no single 
person or event from which the group 
sprang and no simple way to explain it. It 
arose from a complex of intersecting crises, 
some local and some regional or national in 
scale, and its success is attributable to the 
combined efforts of many very different 
people. Along the way, a series of events 
occurred that in retrospect appears to have 
been critical in arriving at the present. 
Without any one of these people and events, 
things might have gone differently. One 
cannot tell the story without appearing to 
privilege one or another part of the whole, if 
only by the order of introduction. But at 
every step, it was the combination of people 
and events that mattered. Perhaps most 
important were the relationships that 
developed along the way, providing the 
confidence and the capacity to respond to events in new ways. No one could have done what the 
Malpai Group has done—no one would have even tried—without other people making the leap 
alongside them. “Malpai will never do anything to someone—we will only do something with them, 
at their invitation.” This credo has guided the group from its inception, expressing and reflecting the 
fundamental priority given to voluntary cooperation. No matter how important certain individuals or 
institutions have been, the strength of the group has come from the community of people acting 
together. What community means, exactly, is a question that runs throughout the chapters of this 
book. 

The Landscape 

The Malpai Borderlands Group defines its primary planning area as bounded to the south by Mexico, 
to the west and north by Arizona Highway 80 and New Mexico Highway 9, and to the east by the 
edge of the Gray Ranch. It encompasses the Animas Mountains on the Continental Divide, most of 
the Peloncillo Mountains, which straddle the Arizona-New Mexico border, and the upper portions of 
the San Bernardino, San Simon, and Animas valleys. It is high and dry country. The valley bottoms 
lie between 4,000 and 5,000 feet above sea level and receive, on average, about twelve inches of 
moisture per year. Atop the mountains, at 7,000 to 8,500 feet, precipitation averages rise to as much 
as twenty inches per year. These averages, however, disguise wide variation from month to month 
and year to year. A single storm may drop four inches, whereas in the worst droughts that much rain 
may not fall in twelve months. The heat, wind, and aridity can evaporate one hundred inches of 

  Photos by Jay Dusard.  
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water in a year—nearly ten times the amount that falls from the sky. 

The Malpai Group’s boundaries reflect both its mission 
and the current state of land use in the area. The 
pressures of subdivision and residential real estate 
development are highest where paved roads provide 
ready access to the outside world’s services and 
amenities. The city of Douglas (population 15,000) lies 
just off the southwestern tip of the planning area, face to 
face across the border with Agua Prieta, Sonora 
(estimated population 150,000); two small towns, Rodeo 
and Animas, New Mexico, are located along the 
highways that define its northern edge. Apart from a 
nineteen-mile stretch of county highway south of 
Animas, though, no paved roads penetrate the interior of 
the planning area, where ranches dominate and the 
landscape is unfragmented except for fences and dirt or 
gravel roads. Livestock are raised on all but two 
properties: the San Bernardino National Wildlife Refuge 
and a small research ranch tucked up in the Peloncillos. 
Several large ranches straddle the northwest side of the 
triangle, running up into the Chiricahua Mountains, and 
for this reason there is a “secondary planning area” that 
takes in those mountains. But this also introduces the 
complication of subdivided lands along the highway 
outside Douglas and more recently around Rodeo.  

Landownership may be the most important and difficult 
factor in the Malpai Group’s efforts to conserve and 
enhance this landscape. Private ranchers own slightly 
less than three-fifths of the land in the primary planning 
area. The states of Arizona and New Mexico own 
almost a quarter, and federal agencies own the rest 
(slightly less than one-fifth). These figures are skewed 
by the enormous Gray Ranch, whose 272,000 acres of 
private land are anomalous. Without the Gray, the 
Borderlands are fairly typical of ranch lands in the 
Southwest: a roughly equal mix of private (41 percent), 
state (34 percent) and federal (25 percent) ownerships. 
The federal land is further divided into national forest, 

BLM, and national wildlife refuge property. Ecologically, of course, all these types of land are 
interconnected and interdependent. But each has its own legal, political, and economic attributes and 
constraints. 

 
Top, Map 1: Location of Malpai Borderlands 
Group planning area.  
Map by Darin Jensen.  
    
Bottom, Map 2: Landownership in the Malpai 
Borderlands Group planning area.  
Map by Darin Jensen.  
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It is critical to understand that the different types of ownership are not randomly distributed across 
the landscape. The earliest private land—now the national wildlife refuge—dates to the Spanish 
Colonial period, when Ignacio Pérez founded the San Bernardino Ranch around a complex of 
springs and streams straddling today’s international border. The water was abundant and pure, and 
the adjacent floodplain was carpeted with giant sacaton, a prolific grass well suited to livestock. The 
soils there, formed by periodic deposition of fine flood-borne sediments, were far more productive 
than anything found in the surrounding hills and mountains. Pérez cleared fields from the floodplain 
and planted corn, beans, squash, and fruit trees. In 1820, he petitioned the Crown for 73,240 acres, 
and two years later he acquired the land at auction from the newly independent Mexican state. In the 
1830s, however, Apache unrest forced him to abandon the ranch. His cattle went feral, and the land 
grant hung in legal limbo for nearly fifty years following the Gadsden Purchase of 1854, which 
brought present-day southern Arizona into the U.S. Ultimately, the courts confirmed title to 2,383 
acres in favor of former Texas Ranger John Slaughter. The rest of the original grant lies in Mexico, 
where it is still a private ranch known as Rancho San Bernardino. Most of the U.S. portion was 
bought by the Fish and Wildlife Service in 
1982 to protect rare native fish. 

The San Bernardino was endowed with more 
water than any other location in the 
Borderlands, but the same basic principle 
persisted through the homestead period: 
private land was carved out where surface 
water could be found. Any settler aspiring to 
make a living from the land immediately 
recognized that water was the key resource, 
whether for crops or livestock. The Homestead 
Act and its successor laws permitted settlers to 
claim only limited areas of private land—
between 160 and 640 acres—based on the 
assumption that crop agriculture would form 
the backbone of the economy. Only wealthier 
“settlers” such as George Hearst and his 
partners (and to a lesser extent John Slaughter) 
could afford to circumvent the statutes by 
enlisting others to file claims on waterless 
land—this is how the anomalous Gray Ranch 
came into being in the last two decades of the 
nineteenth century. Actual homesteaders could 
only hope to own a few fields and pastures and 
to leverage a measure of control over the 
surrounding range by monopolizing the water. 
As windmills and wells became more common around 1900, homesteaders became less dependent 
on natural surface waters, but they continued to concentrate along washes and floodplains where 
groundwater was shallow. 

  Top photo by Will van Overbeek. 
Bottom photo by W. Ross Humphreys.  
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Gradually the land not homesteaded passed into various kinds of public administration. The higher 
parts of the Peloncillo and Animas Mountains became forest reserves in 1906 and later were 
consolidated into the Coronado National Forest. After Arizona and New Mexico attained statehood 
in 1912, portions of the valleys became state trust lands. What remained—generally the least 
productive lands—remained open for homesteading until the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 and are 
now administered by the Bureau of Land Management. All of these lands were divided into large 
pieces, fenced, and leased to the owners of nearby private parcels; together, the leased allotments 
and the old homesteads formed viable ranch units. The Gray Ranch, again, was an exception to this 
pattern. In 1952, the Forest Service traded away its holdings in the Animas Mountains to the owners 
of the Gray, creating the only privately owned mountain range in the region. 

This historical process has produced a legacy of enormous ecological consequence. In general, the 
private land in the Borderlands, as in the West as a whole, lies along streams and rivers or around 
springs and seeps. It tends to be located where the soils are richest and where floodwaters deposit the 
most rainfall in the form of run-off. This concentration of nutrients and moisture makes the private 
lands more biologically productive than the surrounding uplands and mountains. Thus, even where 
private lands are a small part of the landscape, what happens there has a disproportionate impact on 
the ecosystem and its inhabitants, particularly wildlife. The future of these ecosystems thus depends 
largely on the use and management of private lands.  

Drum Hadley 

Ranchers sometimes joke that ranching is a genetic defect—something you inherit and can’t be rid 
of, no matter how you try. The humor relates indirectly to their obsession with the genetics of their 
cattle and their ongoing struggles to cull underperforming animals from their herds. Directly, it 
draws on the contradictory experiences of running a ranch: exasperating, exhausting, unpredictable, 
an emotional and financial roller coaster, yet irresistibly fulfilling and beautiful. It is a way of 
expressing the sentiment that they love it in part because there is so much to hate about it—the toil 
and frustration somehow contribute to the love, not unlike raising children. 

Telling the joke also helps bridge the gap 
between the two ways people can get into 
ranching, by birth or by purchase, and this is 
perhaps where the real humor lies. Very few 
people get rich from livestock ranching, but 
many rich people have become ranchers, 
sinking significant wealth from other sources 
into a livelihood that has long been 
economically irrational. They could make 
better money in the stock market, or even in 
treasury notes. Yet since its beginnings in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, the 
Western ranching community has been a blend 

of people born into it—economically marginal and sporadically culled by debt, drought, and the  

 
Drum Hadley training his border collie.  
Photo by Jay Dusard.   
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market—and people of substantial wealth who ranch because they love it and who can afford to lose 
money in the cattle business. The joke is often told in the company of both types, and it helps affirm 
their common predicament and efface their other disparities. If ranching is a defective gene, 
dominant among those born into it, the rich apparently have it in its recessive form. The Malpai 
Group includes both types, and if they couldn’t joke about it, they probably wouldn’t be able to work 
together effectively. 

Drummond Hadley is a supreme example of the second type of rancher. Born into the Anheuser-
Busch fortune, Drum came to the Southwest to attend the University of Arizona. He studied English 
and poetry, and through family connections befriended Gary Snyder and other luminaries of 1960s 
alternative culture. But the rugged Southwestern landscape drew him more strongly than the protest 
movement. In 1971 or thereabouts, he pushed his saddle through the border fence and walked to the 
Rancho San Bernardino to find work as a vaquero, a cowboy. It was ancient work, some three 
hundred years old in northern Mexico and centuries older at its origins in Spain. It combined culture 
and landscape, work and play, tools and techniques, songs and stories. For two years it absorbed 
Drum and Drum absorbed it. He came back, just barely, in 1973 when he bought the Guadalupe 
Canyon Ranch along the international border in the southern Peloncillo Mountains.  

In the 1970s and 80s, Drum and his wife, Diana, raised their children and managed the ranch and 
gradually became trusted members of the local community despite Drum’s utterly un-rancher-like 
idiosyncrasies and dispositions. Poet, cowboy, iconoclast, and visionary, he cultivated radical ideas 
about the land and an unusually broad circle of friends. Guadalupe Canyon became a cross between 
a laboratory and a salon. Drum managed his cattle to restore Guadalupe Creek by keeping them out 
of the riparian corridor during the summer, when young trees could establish. He rearranged his 
fences to make pastures reflect the landscape’s topography instead of cadastral section lines. In late-
night gatherings, he honed his ideas in conversations with ranchers, writers, environmentalists, and 
scientists. He continued to work and socialize with old-timers on both sides of the international 
border, collecting their stories and distilling them into poems. Drum credits one old cowboy in 
particular, Walter Ramsey, with teaching him that the range had previously had more grass and 
fewer shrubs. From scientists, Drum learned that shrub encroachment was at least partially due to the 
absence of fires since the 1890s, and he became an ardent advocate of bringing fire back.  

There is a long list of birds and plants that are fairly common in Arizona but found nowhere else in 
New Mexico except Guadalupe Canyon. Like those species, Drum refuses all human boundaries. 
The whole Malpai Borderlands, he points out, was until fairly recently “a horseback culture,” in 
which the international border was more or less irrelevant. Someone looking for something—flour, a 
spare part, a dinner companion—was as likely to ride across the line as they were to go into town by 
car. This borderless equestrianism ended in the 1970s, according to Drum, with the building of 
Mexico Highway 2, which runs east from Agua Prieta to Janos, Chihuahua. By U.S. standards it is a 
small highway—two rather narrow lanes and virtually no shoulders—but it is busy enough to pose a 
barrier to local, everyday, horseback riders. In their place are outsiders passing through at sixty miles 
per hour, scarcely noticing the landscape. Drum feels the loss acutely, and preventing it from 
spreading further into the Malpai Borderlands is a cause that stirs him to poetry, to philanthropy, and 
occasionally to profanity. Drum is credited as the source of many of the ideas that have raised the 
Malpai Group to prominence, but the implementation of those ideas has been led by ranchers with 
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still deeper roots in the area. We will meet them in subsequent chapters.  

Jim Corbett and the Malpai Agenda 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, relations between ranchers and environmentalists had reached new 
lows. On road signs in rural ranching areas, bumper stickers were appearing that read “Cattle Free by 
‘93”—the slogan of a national campaign to end public lands grazing. Across Arizona and New 
Mexico, public and private agencies—The Nature Conservancy, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
and the Bureau of Land Management, in particular—were buying ranches and removing the 
livestock, to the delight of environmentalists and the frustration of ranchers. At livestock association 
meetings, the “enviros” were routinely called communists or agents of the UN. One Tucson activist 
published a large book called The Waste of the West, which argued that ranching was a vast socio-
cultural conspiracy, degrading minds as well as land. Beneath a graphic picture of a decaying 
carcass, he wrote: “As a warning to stop our ranching-reform efforts, a local stockman shot our dog, 
skinned it, and dumped it near our house.” 

Drum Hadley found this atmosphere poisonous 
and counter-productive, and the Geronimo Trail 
fire underscored his point. Ranchers and 
environmentalists alike could see the value of 
letting it burn, he felt, yet it had been 
extinguished. This was frustrating, but also 
humbling for Drum and his neighbors. Clearly 
they did not have much influence over the Forest 
Service’s decisions regarding fire, and this 
seemed but one of several realms in which their 
autonomy was eroding. They took pride in acting 
together to solve collective problems—in recent 
years they had organized to bring electricity, 
telephones, and school bus service to the San 
Bernardino Valley and the Peloncillo Mountains. 
But new threats seemed beyond their control: the 
Forest Service’s fire policies, the loss of 
grasslands to shrubs, the loss of ranchlands to 
suburban development, and the rising opposition 

of environmentalists. In Warner and Wendy Glenn’s words, “our children could look forward and 
see they wouldn’t be able to make it ranching.”  

In porch conversations, Drum urged his neighbors to organize, as they had done before, but also to 
reach out to their critics. He believed ranchers and environmentalists could resolve their differences, 
or at least they could get along with each other—he had friends in both camps, after all, and his 
ranch was living testimony to his view that livestock and the environment were not incompatible. As 
he saw it, the problem was ignorance, born of a lack of communication: ranchers had failed to 
explain their situation and their way of life to the outside world. To remedy this, Drum invited some  

 
Jim Corbett at work in the San Pedro Valley.  
Photo by Sterling Vinson.    
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environmentalists he knew to meet with some of his neighbors to discuss their goals and their 
differences. Included were the head of the New Mexico Audubon Society, which had taken an 
interest in Guadalupe Canyon, as well as activists from Gila, New Mexico. Some of the 
environmentalists wanted to meet at a “neutral site,” but Drum insisted that they gather on a ranch, 
and the first meeting took place at the Glenns’ Malpai Ranch in September of 1991, two months 
after the Geronimo Trail fire. 

One of the regulars at these meetings was Jim Corbett, whose role in the Malpai Group was small 
but seminal. He came to the area in the 1980s as a leader in the Sanctuary Movement, a network of 
civic and religious groups who operated a modern-day underground railroad for refugees fleeing the 
civil wars in El Salvador and Guatemala. Over and over, Corbett walked through the canyons of the 
southern Peloncillos, tracing paths to the border fence, where he met small groups of refugees and 
guided them into the U.S. He said little, at peace with his thoughts and the desert nights even while 
engaged in actions the federal government considered felonious. In a highly publicized trial in 1986, 
a jury found him not guilty of smuggling aliens—the government’s case was weakened by the fact 
that his voice never appeared on their secretly recorded tapes. He passed away in 2001 on a small 
farm in Cascabel, in the opposite corner of Cochise County from the Malpai Borderlands. 

Drum was a well-heeled cowboy-poet, and Jim was an ascetic pastoralist-philosopher, but they hit it 
off right away. Both could sympathize with and evoke respect from ranchers and environmentalists. 
Corbett had studied at Harvard and worked as a farmer, a cowboy, and a goatherd in Arizona and in 
Mexico. In the late 1980s and the 1990s he had watched his friends and neighbors in the Cascabel 
area feud bitterly with environmentalists over livestock grazing along the San Pedro River. The 
Nature Conservancy had purchased a large, legendary ranch called the Muleshoe and removed all 
the livestock. When the BLM agreed to let the Conservancy retain leasehold without grazing, a 
neighboring rancher sued. Many locals’ feelings toward the Conservancy, the federal government, 
and environmentalists are to this day colored by the battles of that period. 

The idea of a dialogue between ranchers and environmentalists may well have been Jim’s. As a 
Quaker, he found the animosity regrettable and the tactics high-handed. Partially in response, in 
1988 he had helped found the Saguaro-Juniper Association, a consensus-based organization 
dedicated to an area of land located between the San Pedro and the Muleshoe. Saguaro-Juniper owns 
and leases land and grazes livestock under a covenant, in both the real estate and the religious senses 
of the word. The covenant includes a “bill of rights for the land”: to be free from human-accelerated 
erosion, to evolve without human scarring or domination, and not to have its constituent elements 
treated as “mere commodities.” If this sounds like conventional wilderness protection, it’s not. 
Corbett believed that human communities are part of the natural world, not outside of it, and that 
striving for sustainable coexistence with nature is both a spiritual and a practical calling. In 1991 he 
published Goatwalking: A Guide to Wildland Living, a Quest for the Peaceable Kingdom. It is a 
meditation on living in the desert, on human spirituality, and on the role that livestock can play in 
both. It begins this way: 

Two milk goats can provide all the nutrients a human being needs, with the exception of vitamin C 
and a few common trace elements. Learn the relevant details about range-goat husbandry and 
something about edible plants, and with a couple of milk goats you can feed yourself in most 
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wildlands, even in deserts. 

Civilized human beings don’t fit into untamed communities of plants and animals, as members of the 
community. Instead of adapting to wildlands, we tame them. The goat-human partnership can fit in, 
which opens a way for errantry. Goatwalking is errantry that takes the goat-human partnership’s 
adaptation to wildlands as its point of departure. 

Errantry is primarily concerned with communion, which in our age focuses on the harmonious 
adaptation of human civilization to life on earth. The first, decisive step into errantry is to become 
untamed, at home in wildlands. To be at home in wildlands, one must accept and share life as a gift 
that is unearned and unowned. When we cease to work at taming the Creation and learn to accept 
life as a gift, a way opens for us to become active participants in an ancient exodus out of idolatry 
and bondage—a pilgrimage that continues to be conceived and born in wilderness. 

Corbett’s philosophy turns the conventional arguments about ranching and conservation inside out. 
Instead of being radically opposed, livestock and wilderness become mutually reinforcing, even 
mutually dependent. Goats make it possible for a person to live in wilderness, and living in 
wilderness makes it possible to achieve—or at least glimpse—communion with nature and spirit. 
Valuing nature in its own right and becoming at home in wildlands are thus seen as goals made 
possible by livestock, in both a human-
evolutionary sense and in an individual’s 
practical life. 

Through the fall of 1991 and the first half of 
1992, Drum and Jim and a growing 
assortment of others continued to meet 
periodically. Ray Turner, an ecologist, 
Saguaro-Juniper member, and Drum’s 
father-in-law, joined them and became a 
regular, providing a relatively independent 
scientific voice. They began to call 
themselves the Malpai discussion group, 
after the Glenns’ ranch, although the 
meetings rotated among ranches in the area. 
In Quaker fashion, Jim pressed for 
consensus: focus on identifying where all 
parties could agree, and agree to disagree on other things. On the issue of livestock grazing, 
consensus was elusive, but common ground emerged on two related topics: everyone preferred the 
land open and undeveloped, and everyone was concerned about the replacement of grasses by 
shrubs. Even those who disliked livestock agreed that ranches were preferable to subdivisions, at the 
very least because the grasses needed fire and fire could not be restored where houses dotted the 
landscape. 

The last meeting of the discussion group was held at Drum’s ranch in July 1992. From it came the 
founding document of the Malpai Borderlands Group, anonymously authored by Jim Corbett. “The  

  Photo by Jay Dusard.  
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Malpai Agenda for Grazing in the Sonoran and Chihuahuan Bioregions” began by describing the 
polarized battle between ranchers and environmentalists. “To reverse this polarization, which is a 
no-win situation for the land and everyone concerned, the ‘Malpai Meeting’ proposes that a 
concerted effort be made to identify the conservational common ground that unites all of us who 
love the land, then to create programs in which we can work together to implement the values we 
share.” One may love wilderness “as an Eden unspoiled by human sins” or as a specific place where 
one lives and raises a family, Corbett wrote. These have different roots, but “in both cases ‘love’ 
means valuing the land in itself, and this is the foundation for establishing basic rights for native 
biotic communities.” He then restated the covenant ideas of Saguaro-Juniper and Goatwalking, 
contextualized in social and political, rather than theological, terms: 

In the Sonoran and Chihuahuan bioregions and most of the arid West, ranching is now the only 
livelihood that is based on human adaptation to wild biotic communities. Few dispute that livestock 
have done serious damage and continue to do so in some places. Few dispute that yearlong, 
sedentary grazing will degrade plant communities in arid lands. To continue in this bioregion, 
livestock grazing must discontinue practices that degrade the land. The real issue is the preservation 
of the last remnant of the livelihoods based on human adaptation to wildlands—pastoral adaptation 
that seeks to fit into the untamed biotic community, not to remake the land and replace its natives to 
fit our civilization. 

All who love the land agree that it should not be cashed-in or mined-out and that its health takes 
precedence over profits. They agree in their opposition to “development” that bulldozes and 
fractures the land, drains away its waters, and poisons it with wastes. In debates that pit preservation 
against development, all who know and love a wildland are on the side of its preservation. 
Conservationists who are ranchers are divided from many other conservationists by their belief that 
ranching can be stewardship that preserves the health and unreduced diversity of the native biotic 
community. 

Much more is at stake here than the future of a few ranch families. Wildlands teach those for whom 
they are home an outlook and insights to which others are blind. Some of these lessons take many 
generations to learn… These lessons come hard, and no society that eradicates or discards those 
among its members who have acquired this kind of wisdom can mature into a people that is truly at 
home in its land. How to fit-in responsibly, as supportive members of a native biotic community, is a 
meaningful question only for those who live by fitting-in somehow. 

These paragraphs do not so much resolve the rangeland conflict as transcend it. That ranching must 
respect and protect the ecological values of the range is granted outright. No environmentalist could 
ask for a higher standard than “the health and unreduced diversity of the native biotic community.” 
Yet the value to which this standard is linked is not native biodiversity in itself but the physical and 
spiritual well-being of humanity, and in this connection ranching assumes a role that 
environmentalism can neither claim nor discredit, no matter how bio-centric or altruistic it may 
purport to be. People must learn to live with the land. “Protected” areas where people are excluded 
cannot teach this. Consider ranching by comparison to all the other ways people make a living in our 
society, and no matter how grave its flaws or its historical misdeeds, it stands out for its dependence 
on native biota and unaltered landscapes. Its lessons and knowledge—its wisdom—thus become 
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crucial for the effort of society as a whole to become “truly at home in its land.”  

On this basis, the Malpai Agenda proposed three program areas. The first was called simply 
Common Ground. “If ranchers and anti-grazing conservationists can agree on conservation 
principles, the resolution of many of their differences would be a matter of verifiable facts. They 
would then have a common ground for cooperation, study, and joint efforts. Conservationists who 
disagree about livestock grazing on arid lands but who agree to seek a resolution of their differences 
should meet to discover whatever conservation ethic they share.” The second, Information and 
Education, called for more systematic monitoring and research on biotic change in the Sonoran and 
Chihuahuan bioregions. Such efforts would help ranchers improve their management and provide 
opportunities for the general public “to learn firsthand on both sides of the border about ranching, 
range management, and concerns about livestock impacts on native biotic communities.”  

The final program area, Base-Community Development, articulated a vision of the political 
institutions necessary to achieve conservation in a landscape of multiple public and private 
landowners. “Livestock have been most destructive in the Sonoran and Chihuahuan bioregions when 
the common use of land hasn’t been matched by community decision-making. Where community 
decision-making is undeveloped, everyone may see what needs to be done to save our common 
heritage of life-supporting soils, waters, native plants, and wildlife, but no one can do anything about 
it. Where a community agrees about its conservation principles and how to implement them, it can 
enact its land ethic as the law of its land, formulated in conservation covenants.” This would put 
local landowners in a position of parity with larger institutions. Locals would be “partners rather 
than patients” in relation to federal agencies and national environmental groups, empowered “to 
protect their land when outside agencies seek to institute uses and developments that would degrade 
and damage it.”  

The goal was the same as in Goatwalking and Saguaro-Juniper—harmonious relations both among 
people and between people and land. Pointing to the San Pedro River, Corbett noted that 
partnerships with landowners were often undermined by the emphasis placed on land acquisition. 
Instead, conservation easements should be used to protect landscapes and local livelihoods together. 
“When such conservation easements are broadened into mutually binding agreements that obligate 
the federal government, local landowners, and nongovernmental conservation organizations to 
observe the same rules or practices (regardless of future shifts in federal policies), they become 
covenants that establish among all parties a genuine partnership in conservation. A viable land ethic 
is far more likely to be established and to persist by means of voluntary, pluralistic ‘private law’ of 
this kind than by political contests, new statutes, federal regulations, and expropriation.” 

A consensus had been reached among a small group of ranchers and environmentalists regarding 
ranching and conservation. The Malpai Agenda diagnosed the problem as a political one, and it 
proposed a solution that combined science with a new, locally driven and more collaborative 
political approach. It did not specify what should be done, exactly, but rather how things should be 
done—a process by which to make decisions in pursuit of a viable land ethic. The discussion group 
had fulfilled its purpose of encouraging dialogue and clarifying issues, and it did not meet again.  
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Fire 

The Malpai Agenda didn’t say a word about fire, and only a handful of local ranchers had 
participated in its formulation. But fire suppression was the clearest example of the need for greater 
input from local landowners into government land management policies, and the Geronimo Trail fire 
illustrated the point vividly. The suppression of that fire, over the objections of the rancher whose 
land was burning, struck everyone in the local community as egregious. For some it was primarily an 
ecological issue—the grasses needed fire to compete with the brush. For others, it was a classic 
example of government waste—why spend money putting out a fire that threatened no one’s life or 
property? For most of a century, the Forest Service had diligently extinguished fires in the area, just 
as it had in the West as a whole, and no one had objected. Now, however, opinion had changed. The 
energy and ideas contained in the Malpai Agenda emboldened Drum and the Glenns to speak out, 
and to do so collectively with their neighbors. Wendy and Warner invited every landowner in the 
area to meet at the Malpai Ranch. 

On March 28, 1993, consensus was reached 
again, this time among thirty people from 
nineteen ranches and the refuge. “We, the 
undersigned, are committed to the 
development of a fire management plan for the 
area encompassed by the ranches we represent. 
We request that the agencies involved 
coordinate with us in the development of this 
plan.” It was an announcement presented as an 
invitation: We will develop a fire plan, and we 
ask that you coordinate with us. They began to 
assemble a map that showed what each 
landowner wanted done if a fire broke out: let 
it burn, decide at the time, or suppress 
immediately. Each ranch provided a contact 

name and phone number (telephones were a fairly recent development at that time), which were 
included in the map legend. They asked Ron Bemis, a range conservationist with the Soil 
Conservation Service, to help coordinate the effort. 

Four weeks later another meeting was held, at the Gray Ranch, with representatives from all of the 
agencies: the Coronado National Forest, the Arizona and New Mexico offices of the BLM and the 
Soil Conservation Service, the Arizona and New Mexico State Land departments, the New Mexico 
State Forester’s Office, and two conservation districts. Bill McDonald, Drum Hadley, and the 
Glenns reiterated the ranchers’ desire to see fire returned to the landscape. Ray Turner presented 
evidence of long-term vegetation change in the borderlands, away from grasses and towards shrubs, 
and suggested this was due to fire suppression. Guy McPherson, another prominent grassland 
ecologist, emphasized the importance of hot, summer fires to kill the shrubs: this was the natural fire 
regime, he said, triggered by monsoon lightning.  

 
A prescribed fire on the San Bernadino National Wildlife 
Refuge.  
Photo by William R. Radke.  
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Then, each agency representative spoke. They explained that in both states, fire suppression was the 
law. Letting a fire burn required a prescription—a careful plan specifying conditions of temperature, 
wind speed, humidity, and so on—approved ahead of time. The Forest Service was interested in 
allowing more fires to burn, but it needed coordination across landownership types as well as fire 
prescriptions. Simply letting naturally ignited fires burn wouldn’t be sufficient, they pointed out. 
Ranchers would need to remove their livestock for a year or two before and after fires, to allow fuels 
to build up and grasses to recover. Finally, fire had to be a means, not an end in itself: some defined 
goals were needed to justify all the burning and to measure the effectiveness of a fire plan.  

The meeting ran across two days. At the end, consensus was reached for a third time. Agencies’ fire 
control policies would henceforth be “informed and guided by the management goals of the 
ranchers.” In the short term, the fire map would be completed and a protocol developed to coordinate 
fire response among different agencies in the two states. Over the longer term, a fire-management 
plan would be developed for the region as a whole, with clear goals and a commitment to large 
prescribed burns. To advance this agenda, an agreement was drafted and signed committing the 
agencies to “a coordinated, comprehensive ecosystem management approach” in the area. This 
would not be limited to fire but would seek “to enhance and restore the use of natural processes in 
these ecosystems, to improve their renewable resources, to provide for wildlife habitat and 
productivity of grasslands, and to sustain rural and grazing 
livelihoods.” 

Three moments of consensus had been attained over the course of 
eighteen months: first among a small group of ranchers and 
environmentalists on the subject of ranching, then among all the 
local landowners on the subject of fire, and finally among 
landowners and government agencies regarding cooperative 
management of the area’s ecosystems. A core group of people—
Drum Hadley, Bill and Mary McDonald, Ray Turner, and Warner 
and Wendy Glenn—had participated in all three, pulling together 
an unusual coalition that included all the major “stakeholders” in 
the area’s landscape. Each group had gone on record voicing 
support for one or more of a set of basic goals and principles: 
preventing subdivision and residential development, returning fire 
to the landscape, protecting native flora and fauna, and making 
decisions cooperatively. These moments of consensus endowed 
the group with a kind of authority to act in behalf of the landscape 
they shared.  

Consensus rarely comes quickly, and the time spent in all these 
meetings was considerable. But the effort was rapidly gaining 
momentum. A year later, in 1994, the Malpai Borderlands Group 
was formally incorporated as an independent not-for-profit corporation. In name and philosophy, it 
descended from the discussion group and the Malpai Agenda. It no longer contained ranchers and 
environmentalists in roughly equal numbers, however. The Malpai Group’s by-laws stipulated that  

  
Ron Bemis, former Malpai 
Coordinator for the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service.  

Photo by W. Ross Humphreys.  
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one board member would be a scientist and the rest would be local landowners. Environmentalists 
and agencies would be partners, but private landowners would lead. By this point, however, another 
event had intervened and caused several of the landowners to withdraw: The Nature Conservancy 
had bought and sold the Gray Ranch, briefly becoming the area’s largest landowner. Instead of 
simply leaving, moreover, the Conservancy had thrown its support behind the Malpai Group, at the 
Group’s invitation.  

    

 
Nathan F. Sayre is an assistant professor of geography at the University of California, Berkeley. His other books include 
The New Ranch Handbook: A Guide to Restoring Western Rangelands and Ranching, Endangered Species, and 
Urbanization in the Southwest: Species of Capital.  
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by Scott Calhoun  
    

Over the past year, I’ve been traveling around the interior West, speaking to gardening groups, and 
as I scan my audiences, I’ve become worried that the demographics of gardening do not bode well 
for the future of America’s favorite pastime. I consider myself a passionate garden designer with a 
progressive approach aimed squarely at youthful thinkers, but at many engagements, I look around a 
room and find that, at a not-so-young 39, I’m the youngest person in the room. One could conclude 
that my material is not compelling to young gardeners; but when attending lectures delivered by 
better known and more charismatic gardening evangelists than myself, I encounter the same issue. 

My generation is dropping the trowel. The paucity of youth at gardening events leads me to believe 
we are the entitled, lazy, sitcom addicts from broken homes clinging to the apron strings of the baby 
boomers that the media says we are—at least when it comes to gardening. We are spoiled string-
cheese-eating kids who are scared to get our fingers dirty. We have ignored our elders and thumbed 
our noses at the great gardeners who would be our mentors; I’m beginning to wonder what will 
become of the gardening world after the boomers are gone. 

As a garden designer and garden writer in the Southwest, an area with lots of retiree inflow, I 
sometimes feel as though my work consists of separating the so-called greatest generation from their 
last gardening dollars. Just like the Eternal Lawns Cemetery, my slogan could be, “I can design your 
final garden.” These gardens, while lucrative for me, often lack a certain vigor, and well . . . youth, 
because of restrictions imposed by aging clients and tyrannical homeowners associations that control 
everything from what species of plants you can plant to what color you can paint your walls. 
Gardens built with too many freedoms curtailed often fall short of artistry. 

I’ve come to think that many of the great gardeners of the greatest generation didn’t move to 
Arizona or Florida. They weren’t looking for an easier lifestyle. Their retirement consisted of 
working the land to the end. My grandfather, Richard Graehl, was a case in point; he gardened right  
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up until the end of his life. His retirement resulted in a masterfully planted five acres of corn, squash, 
berries, and alfalfa that kept him occupied in all but the coldest months when the soil was 
unworkable. Like many of his generation, gardening for Grandpa was a food production activity and  

ornamental gardening was purely recreation—one that he had 
precious little time for.  

The boomers, on the other hand, know how to recreate; if you 
asked them, they would likely tell you that their generation 
invented recreation. When it comes to gardening, they are all 
about ornamentation. Sure, they buy organic veggies, but 
grow their own food? Please! Boomers wedge gardening 
between shiatsu massages and new age shaman consultations. 
Not only do they have amusing stories to tell about their 
counterculture days, they have money, like plants, and are not 
afraid to buck the status quo a little. One of best things about 
working with them is that they are open to new ideas. With 
boomers, gardening is moving forward, but what about us? 
What about Generation X? 

Our slacker generation, Gen X uses the converse argument: 
“Because we don’t have any free time, we don’t want to 
spend much of it gardening.” Yes, time is a problem. We are 
working more hours than our parents did; we have kids; we 
live in generic suburbs. I understand all this, but come on, 
people. Can’t we muster a few creative gardens? Are we so 
removed from our agricultural roots that we’re nonplussed by the green side of the world? Doesn’t 
the constant buzz of technology make us want to stick our hands, and maybe our heads, in some 
compost?  

I think ours is the best-equipped generation ever 
to do bold things in our gardens. After all, we are 
a generation that embraces change. We invented 
punk music, video games, and computers. We 
took junior high typing classes using manual 
typewriters only to move wholesale to computers 
in college. We supported the move from vinyl to 
compact disc and from CD to mp3. We moved 
from film to digital cameras and from handwriting 
to email. We rarely complained or made a fuss—
we just changed. 

We were also raised in a more design-conscious 
world. Crate & Barrel and IKEA catalogs became  

  
Totem pole cactus and Mexican gold 
poppy against 'Ripe Pear' window seal.  

   

 
Turquoise wall and Indian fig cactus in Tucson's Barrio 
Historico.  
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our favorite bathroom reading. We don’t see style as a luxury, but as an essential part of who we are. 
Although we have largely given up status symbols like clothing embroidered with the Ralph Lauren 
polo horse, do not be deceived; we care a lot about what we wear and how we arrange our homes for 
living. Extending this proclivity to the outdoors doesn’t feel like that much of a stretch to me. 

Like gifted children who are bored with everything, we have the skills but are slow to apply 
ourselves. I think this is mainly because we’re turned off by the old ways of gardening (i.e. gigantic 
lawns, excessive water use, chemical bombardment, and fussy plants). To me, the traditional 
American way of gardening seems silly and wasteful and generally out of place; I surmise that other 
Xer’s must feel the same way. So, while recognizing that there are many ways to get the young 
interested in gardening, I have a simple—and practically foolproof—recipe to follow. It’s a simple 
binary formula: bold colors and wild plants equal rock-and-roll gardens. World-renowned landscape 
architect Steve Martino boils down the genius of his work with bright colored walls and native plants 
to this same formula: “walls and weeds.” Walls and weeds are a remedy for blandness and a call to 
action among my slacking peers who seem to be fixated on Victoria’s Secret commercials, Seinfeld 
reruns, and eBay auctions. Snap out of it! Let’s get painting and planting! 

Bold Color 

Color powers and enlivens gardens. I’m not talking about the petunias and pansies that are 
sometimes referred to as “color;” I mean paint. Big architectural plants, which form the backbone of 
exciting gardens, need a stage or backdrop, and color-drenched walls are often exactly what is 
required. Colored walls are the garden design equivalent of putting a dancer in a neon pink leotard in 
front of a black velvet curtain—her silhouette pops out in relief. Young gardeners should be happy 
to jettison a palette of puritanical pastels for colors that flex their muscle and highlight the structural 
mettle of Dr. Seuss-style succulent plants. 

If you think that color, in the form of paint, is simply window-dressing in a garden, consider the 
great spiritual and emotional pull of color. The great Russian modernist painter Wassily Kandinsky 
wrote, “Orange is like a man, convinced of his own powers.” Of red, he wrote, “Red rings inwardly 
with a determined and powerful intensity. It glows in itself, maturely, and does not distribute its 
vigor aimlessly.” On the color of the western sky, blue, Kandinsky says that it is the color of 
profound meaning. Our desert sands and rocks are blood-red, vermillion, and coral tinged with 
chartreuse lichens, these rocks are our guide to coloring our gardens.  

In our gardens, we need to take the color of the sky reflected in a desert stream, the fiery red crown 
of the Gila woodpecker, the screaming orange of a Mexican gold poppy, and selectively, with an 
artist’s intentions, paint those colors on a few of our garden walls.  

In her book The Anthropology of Turquoise, Ellen Meloy points out that in humans, 70 percent of 
our brainpower is used for vision. Meloy calls vision, “this tyrant of the senses.” Put a weak color in 
a garden and watch it recede to the blandness. Already largely oblivious to continental gardening 
traditions, young gardeners need to flex their color muscles, and they can do it with painted walls.  
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For a while, I considered the use of bold color on garden walls part of the desert garden design bag 
of tricks, but lately I’m more and more convinced that this will work anywhere. At the Cornerstone 
Festival of Gardens in Sonoma County, California, acclaimed garden designer Topher Delaney has 
constructed a garden consisting of a gravel-filled courtyard planted with white-trunked sycamore 
trees. As a backdrop for the trees, she uses a giant curtain 
of blue. 

After looking at Delaney’s exhibit, I began to think about 
eastern gardeners planting white birch and witch alder 
and yellow-twig dogwood against blue walls. Or perhaps 
spicebush or a pagoda dogwood tree sidled up to 
turquoise seat wall. Adding snow and fall color to the 
design mix only seemed to increase the impact that a 
colored wall could have when combined with the 
spectacular plants of the Eastern deciduous forest. Yes, 
Martha Stewart devotees might question your taste and 
call for more subdued tones, but when you explain that 
you’re carving out a niche for your own previously 
black-thumbed generation in the gardening world, they 
are likely to be mollified.  

The Martha followers should really be proud of you. 
Bold color is not an American tradition limited to the 
Western half of the continent; consider Fletcher Steele’s 

Blue Steps at 
Naumkeag in 
Massachusetts, 
which combine cobalt blue and paper birches in a way that 
can only be described as daring. 

 

Wild Plants Equal Wildly Fun Gardens  

Gen-Xers are environmentalists at heart, so lacing up our 
hiking boots isn’t too much to ask. Some gardeners have a 
favorite steel shovel, cultivator, or pair of Swiss pruners, 
but my favorite garden tool is worn on my feet. For young 
gardeners, hiking boots are one of the best gardening tools. 
Hiking puts potential slacker gardeners in situ with wild 
plants. If gardening were more like hiking, or if being in 
your backyard felt like being out on a hike, more Xers 
would do it. 

  Lupine and desert spoon against a cobalt blue 
wall.  

   

 
Snow pole cactus against terra cotta wall at 
Tohono Chul Park's Desert Living Courtyard.    
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One of the best things about hiking and botanizing is observing the natural patterns of how things 
grow best. If we see coral bells (Heuchera sanguinea) hanging onto a rocky slope in the shade, we 
just might get the idea that coral bells like a shady well drained spot in the garden. It is this day-to-
day association with wild plants that engenders respect for them, and hiking through a forest or 
desert is a fine and pleasurable way to make that acquaintance. It works like this: view the natural 
world, note it, photograph it, adapt it to your garden, find it at a nursery, buy it, and plant it. 

Thankfully, the nursery industry has come around to the idea of growing and selling native and 
drought-tolerant plants that can make even the most self-righteous Whole Foods-shopping, Prius-
driving, Sierra Clubbing Xer feel like gardening is a guilt-free activity.  

Many of the wild plants, especially in the Southwest, are so iconographic and bold that they are 
more like sculpture than flora. This appeals to our contemporary design and IKEA catalog 
sensibilities: edited, clean, modern, sculptural. Using bold plants is a great way for Xers to sweep out 
the clutter of and reinvent our gardening selves. Why not start with plants? In my desert region, the 
ocotillo, the saguaro, the prickly pear, cholla and yucca can be arranged to preside over a desert 
garden without sucking out groundwater at an 
unsustainable rate. 

In cooler and wetter climes, many bold plants can 
easily be incorporated into gardens. I know a 
Massachusetts gardener who overwinters a bevy 
of agaves in a south-facing window just to enjoy 
their spiky personalities outside in the warm 
months. Even planted outside and in the ground, 
there are cold hardy prickly pear cactus and yucca 
plants that will thrive in nearly every condition. 

Even for those who recoil at the idea of plants 
with stickers, there is plenty of pizzazz to be 
found in the world of ornamental grasses and 
spiky perennials. Slackers can create a tour de 
force by combining plants like gayfeather and 
blue oat grass, purple prairie clover and blue 
grama, firecracker penstemon and deer grass. Ornamental grasses are the new gardening wave that 
Xers should be riding. 

If Gen-Xers are at all interested in making art of their gardens, and I believe that they are, there is no 
better place to start than with underused American plants. When choosing plants for youthful 
gardens, we would be wise to take Ezra Pound’s advice to young artists and “make the world 
strange.” 

Instead of piercing and tattooing so many of our body parts to get attention, why not just grow some 
strange plants against big colored walls. Put a big Medusa’s head euphorbia (Euphorbia esculenta) 
out on the porch and you’re sure to at least get a few “that’s interesting” type comments from your 

  Purple walled garden at the Arizona-Sonora 
Desert Museum.  
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neighbors. If the Medusa’s head isn’t strange enough, you could go with the curiosity plant. 

My New Gen-X Garden 

As you can see, I’m ready to create these gardens, 
I’m just waiting for the right Gen-X clients to 
ring, email, or scream. Since the only voice 
screaming for this sort of garden seems to be me, 
I’ve decided to do the sensible thing and listen to 
the voices in my head.  

I’ve been designing a new garden in a courtyard 
outside my office, and in it I hope to marry plants 
and paint to create spaces of tranquility and clarity 
and a little Gen-X attitude. Designing a garden for 
yourself rather than someone else is a sublime 
pleasure and something I believe that most people 

are capable of; all it takes is a willingness to make spectacular mistakes. In this respect, I am 
brimming with talent, as are many of my contemporaries.  

This new garden is based on the color blue. I’ve been studying the gardens at Majorelle in Morocco, 
the blue walls of Steve Martino and Carrie Nimmer, and a blue walled courtyard garden at the 
Antique Rose Emporium in San Antonio, Texas, where owner Mike Shoup combined yuccas with 
blue paint to excellent effect. Frida Khalo’s garden, at least as presented in the film Frida, has also 
caught my eye. I’m seeing and thinking blue. Again, Ellen Maloy’s book, The Anthropology of 
Turquoise, has piqued my imagination and caused me to consider the combination of rock and sky, 
and of rock the color of sky (turquoise).  

I drew my garden on paper. The perimeter of the garden is 
defined by a wall of corrugated steel, painted blue, its channels 
running horizontally. Against this backdrop, I’ll plant large silver-
beaked yuccas and a desert museum palo verde tree, whose 
yellow blossoms would stand out like stars against the blue fence. 
The shape of the space, two rectangles, would be separated by a 
low ocotillo fence, making two distinct rooms. Like a Persian 
garden, a small central fountain would be centrally located. The 
fountain would consist of a sunken steel box with a bubbling urn 
sitting atop two salvaged steel storm grates. In an L-shape around 
the fountain, a flagstone bench and pedestals define the space. In 
various spots around the garden, I’ll place recycled blue and 
green steel drums that I poked holes in using the pointed end of a 
17-pound digging bar. In these drums, I plan on locating bold 
desert specialties like ocotillos, elephant trees, and agaves.  

 
Nolina and palo blanco against a pink and purple wall at 
the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum.    
   

  Scott Calhoun, whose sweaters are 
nearly as wild as his gardens.  
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A Call to Shovels 

My admonition to my fellow Xers is this: put down the high-fructose, corn syrup-based drink in your 
hand and the Xbox remote control, and go out into your backyard. Look at it with new eyes: think 
about how you might make your yard a reflection of your fast-paced, highly designed, and highly 
interesting life. Get out there and start painting and planting. Let’s show the boomers how it’s done: 
grow a vine on a trellis of rusted bed springs; make a bullet-riddled propane tank a sculpture, and 
plant a white-trunked tree against a wall the color of deep water—like a snowy egret in a pool of 
cobalt glass.  

   

 
Scott Calhoun is a writer and garden designer living in Tucson, Arizona. His first book is Yard Full of Sun: The Story of a 
Gardener's Obsession That Got a Little Out of Hand (Rio Nuevo Publishing, 2005). When he is not searching for weird 
plants or collecting color chips at paint stores, he can be found swimming in turquoise waters or playing volleyball with 
his daughter Zoe.  
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by Barnet Schecter  
    

On May 20, 1994, New York City Housing Authority employees arrived at the DOME Garden on 
West 84th Street between Columbus and Amsterdam Avenues in Manhattan and set up corrugated 
metal panels so that residents could neither see nor enter their community garden through the 
wrought iron gate, which was now padlocked. Blocked from view were the results of a 17-year 
community effort. Raised planting beds, built up with salvaged railroad ties, were bursting with 
string beans, squash, lettuce and basil. Marigolds, irises and peonies flourished in colorful profusion 
next to the vegetables.  

Shaded by willow, sweetgum and birch trees, curving brick pathways led to a circle of benches 
under a leafy arbor. Senior citizens found company on these benches, and in the shade of towering 
maples and poplars—one of them 80 feet tall—children found not only a place for cookouts, but a 
safe haven for doing their homework. At the center of this urban garden was the symbol of the place: 
a geodesic dome covered with grape vines and climbing roses, a geometric construction of slender 
metal pipes melded seamlessly with its verdant surroundings. When asphalt streets and concrete 
sidewalks steamed in the summer, neighbors could sit in the cool dugout under the dome and pluck 
green grapes from the roof and walls. 

With the metal panels, the city was enforcing its ultimatum to the gardeners: give up your legal 
appeal to block the proposed public housing on the garden site or lose the plants and tools that might 
have been rescued. It was a maneuver reminiscent of Robert Moses, The Great Intimidator, the 
autocratic Parks Commissioner and power broker who shaped New York City and decided the fate 
of its neighborhoods for over forty years. In an effort to sidestep local resistance, and in apparent 
violation of Buildings Department permits, the NYCHA employees arrived after hours to seal the 
garden. However, a restraining order which residents had obtained through their lawyer kept the 
Housing Authority at bay.  

When the restraining order was overturned in court several days later, NYCHA returned early in the  
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morning to finish the job. While its police force patrolled the streets and roof tops—against people 
who had fostered law and order by nurturing an abandoned lot—NYCHA's employees used a 
bulldozer and chainsaws to decimate the garden. Threatened with the loss of the garden since 1990, 
residents had pursued every legal avenue to block the public housing which would replace it. 
Because they refused to be bullied out of exercising their rights, the gardeners lost everything.  

The DOME Garden began with a lease from the city's Operation GreenThumb program. However, 
its founders used private money and technical support from the non-profit Council on the 
Environment to put in topsoil, sod, shrubs, and trees, landscape the lot, and install a fence. The 
Council estimates that it contributed $25,000 in materials and staff time to the garden in the first four 
years alone. And this does not include the plants and equipment purchased by the gardeners 
themselves over the years. Clearly, the equity of these horticultural homesteaders was based not only 
on their sweat, which was considerable, but on the financial resources they brought to this lot.  

For decades, residents of West 84th Street watched the area fester with rats, broken plumbing, drug 
addiction, alcoholism and overcrowding. In 1961, when a brawl involving 400 blacks and Puerto 
Ricans brought media attention to its slum conditions, the neighborhood seemed poised for 
improvement. But in an attempt to clean up "the worst block"1 in the city, the mayor applied policies 
known as slum clearance and urban renewal, which have since become associated, internationally, 
with segregation and failure. 

Five thousand people were reshuffled to other slums and fourteen condemned buildings were 
demolished, but these drastic measures didn't create the promised revitalization. 
Sixteen years later, the garden site was still an abandoned lot filling up with garbage and a meeting 
place for drugs addicts. In a nearby church basement, a young teacher named John Simon was 
running the DOME Project, an acronym for Development of Opportunities through Meaningful 
Education. He marshaled the five high school drop-outs in his program to clean up the lot and turn it, 
after a year of hard work, into a thriving garden. In his book To Become Somebody, Simon recounts 
how the garden project drew the DOME members out of their basement and into the community, 
where in the summer of 1979 they ran sports leagues, classes, and other activities for neighborhood 
children in the school yards adjacent to the garden. Simon writes: "All these activities created a very 
festive atmosphere on West 84th Street, a block many people were previously afraid to walk on. We 
quietly, but firmly, moved the drug dealers..."2  

In the The New York Times, Anne Raver wrote that "John Simon's work with teenagers and families 
soon grew into an alternative school, a juvenile justice program, a summer day camp, and many 
other community services."3 Classes from P.S. 9 made regular trips to the garden. Project Reach-
Out, a program of the Goddard-Riverside Community Center, also used the garden to teach 
horticulture to homeless adults who had been living on the streets. To combat feelings of anonymity 
caused by overcrowding, students at Brandeis High School, across the street, participate in smaller 
units oriented around career themes. Evergreen House is acknowledged as one of the most effective, 
and its horticulture curriculum was supported by hands-on experience in the DOME Garden.  
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These are just a few examples. The list goes on and on. The point is that while the garden was 
considered one of the most beautiful in the city, it was also one of the most useful. Like gardens on 
the Lower East Side, in the other boroughs, in Boston, Los Angeles, and in cities around the globe, 
the DOME Garden had extensive links to the surrounding community. The gardens tuck themselves 
into the dense built environment of neighborhoods and create, organically, so to speak, through their 
activities, a host of social services. A closer look at their inner workings reveals that community 
gardens are not separate islands of nature in the bustling metropolis, but rather urban microcosms 
that engage all of the problems and opportunities 
that constitute the culture of cities.  

The history of the block on West 84th Street 
between Columbus and Amsterdam Avenues 
exemplifies the failed planning policies of the 
1960s, the success of community gardens in the 
70s and 80s, and finally the punishment of these 
citizen initiatives that have stabilized and 
improved troubled neighborhoods in the 90s. In 
the DOME Garden case, city officials argued that 
they were simply making the tough choices, 
facing up to harsh realities.  

Doesn't the basic need to shelter the poor and the 
homeless take precedence? Officials argue that 
the irate residents defending their flower beds 
against new, enlightened small-scale public 
housing that captures federal dollars for a fiscally 
strapped city are narrow-minded and parochial. 
Locals are crying NIMBY (Not In My Back 
Yard!). They can't see the good of the city as a 
whole.  

In a larger sense, the gardeners might be pegged 
as naive sentimentalists, unable to cope with the 
complexity of urban life. After all, many are from 
the Caribbean islands or the American South. 
Aren't they traumatized rural transplants, resisting 
the historical tide of urbanization which brought them here, stubbornly trying to graft the ancient 
rhythms of farm life onto a city where the scarcity of land and a shrinking tax base yoke real estate 
interests and government together in a relentless search for each parcel's "highest" use? 

Ironically, the opposite is true. It is the planners and policy makers who are the sentimentalists. 
While rising real estate values induce the city to auction garden sites to developers, in many cases it 
is the gardens that have improved neighborhoods and raised property values. The community 
gardens, which cope admirably with the most intractable of urban problems—crime, education,  

  The DOME Garden. 
Photo by Zubin Schroff.  
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alienation—are a progressive force rising from rubble-strewn lots abandoned to drug dealers for 
decades by the unfulfilled promises of slum clearance and urban renewal. It is these very policies—
of demolishing entire neighborhoods to make way for new projects—that were driven by nostalgia 
for a pre-industrial, even feudal order.  

In her attack on slum clearance and urban renewal policies, The Death and Life of Great American 
Cities, Jane Jacobs shows that twentieth-century American urbanism has been influenced by 
reactionary theories of town planning dating from the late 19th century in England. Ebenezer 
Howard reacted against the overcrowded industrial slums of London and proposed self-sustaining 
small towns with agricultural green belts—Garden Cities—instead. The towns were to have clearly 
separated zones for work, leisure and other functions, and their size was to be strictly limited. In this 
sense they had to be static, both physically and socially. In its almost feudal conception, the Garden 
City suggested an escape from the momentum of history. Jacobs points out that Howard was 
attached to the energy of "immemorial peasant life," which is so different from that of cities. "It was 
the very fluidity of the new 19th century industrial and metropolitan society, and its profound 
shiftings of power, people, and money that agitated Howard so deeply..."4 Jacobs shows that 
Howard's refusal to look at the inner workings of real cities—his escapism—became planning 
orthodoxy.  

In the early twentieth century, Jacobs argues, the influence of Howard's Garden Cities movement 
combined with that of other utopian visions such as the Radiant City of Le Corbusier and the City 
Beautiful of the Beaux Arts to create an enduring anti-urban bias in the American planning 
profession. Driven by fears incubated in nineteenth century English slums, planners in the 1960s 
were still attacking all of those qualities which are unique to urban settlements and account for their 
vibrant energy and democratic possibilities: density, complexity, diversity, and the ability of the city 
to accommodate the plans of the many, not only the few. Beginning with the assumption that cities 
are chaotic and irrational places, the planners' solution has been to impose a simplistic order from 
above, instead of trying to discover an inherent and more complex order in the habits and 
preferences of real people. This attitude produced the kind of results associated with Robert Moses: 
the destruction of stable working class neighborhoods with expressway overpasses, the isolation of 
minorities in superblocks of public housing which enclose windswept plazas and wastelands of 
green lawn in a vain attempt to create safety with barriers instead of community. In short, planners 
imposed suburban solutions on urban problems.  

Howard's antipathy for real cities and his ultimately misguided desire to plan every aspect of their 
growth and function through absolute restrictions was a nostalgic reaction to the rapid urbanization 
of the turn of the century and the migration of laborers away from the countryside. In his efforts to 
get back to nature, Howard jettisons the complex cultural life which is the great achievement of 
cities. Implicit in his attempt to create a pastoral city, a rural-urban synthesis,5 is the dubious 
assumption that human culture split off from nature at some point, and that the two can only be re-
integrated through a utopian vision, in a time and place outside of the historical continuum. This 
assumption—the impulse to restore human beings to a balanced relationship with nature in an 
idealized, hybrid setting—is an ancient one, which is reflected in the language of the Bible and runs 
like a thread through Western thought. The Old Testament establishes the original rupture between 
humans and nature, and prophecies a New Jerusalem. The New Testament absorbs this vision of a 
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heavenly city that will restore paradise on Earth.6  

In Genesis, Western civilization's archetypal narrative is set in motion by a disruption of Adam's 
relationship to the land. He is expelled from the ideal pastoral landscape of the garden of Eden where 
God put him "to till it and take care of it," (Genesis 2: 15-16). Now he will have to "till the ground 
from which he had been taken," (3: 23-24) and his efforts at cultivation will be arduous, since God 
has cursed the ground and it will grow only wild plants—thorns and thistles. This image of 
adversity, of Adam obsessively plowing into his own substance, the dusty earth from which he was 
made, resonates not only with the traumatic severing of the farmer from the natural cycles of the 
land, but with a psychological dimension. Adam, with his newly acquired self-consciousness is 
condemned to turn inward; the sterile gesture of plowing becomes a neurotic tic, a grasping for his 
formerly instinctual existence of harmony with his own nature.  

It is at this juncture, Freud might point out, that civilization (and its discontents) really begins. 
Human beings, cut off from the natural environment—and in the landscape of the psyche, from 
themselves—now sublimate their instinctual energies into cultural achievement. The repression of 
instinct makes the social and institutional order possible. 

Putting aside the neurotic consequences, Renaissance humanism celebrates this segregation of 
instrumentality and instinct. The faculty of reason gives humans a central place in the cosmic order, 
above the beasts and below the angels. Nature is defined by ascribing to it patterns and purposes that 
are in fact a projection of human reason. In the seventeenth century, Cartesian dualism makes the 
separation of mind and matter clear (and distinct), and helps pave the way, with its mechanistic 
explanation of all natural phenomena, for modern science, technology and medicine. This dichotomy 
becomes a relentless motif in Western thought: the very definition of culture is contingent upon its 
separation from nature.  

It is after Adam and Eve's expulsion and the break with nature that the dark and troubled history of 
urban settlements begins. "Cain was then building a city, which he named Enoch after his son," 
(Genesis 4: 17-18). From Cain the murderer, we proceed to the hubris of Babel. God destroys Babel 
for the same reason he expelled Adam before he could eat from the tree of life: both acts threaten his 
control over creation. Babel represents the unchecked development of human language and 
intellectual potential, a cultural phenomenon in opposition to the natural order. God turns his wrath 
next on the wicked cities of the Plain—Sodom and Gomorrah. These sinful, chaotic prototypes of 
the modern metropolis are also an aberration, an affront to nature.  

The restitution for the Fall, the redemption promised by Isaiah is finally carried out in the Revelation 
of John. The ideal city, the New Jerusalem, with its perfect balance of urban and rural elements, 
descends from heaven. It is a walled city made of jewels and gold, but it also has a river through the 
center:  

Then he showed me the river of the water of life, sparkling like crystal, flowing from the throne of 
God and the Lamb down the middle of the city's street. On either side of the river stood a tree of life, 
which yields twelve crops of fruit, one for each month of the year; the leaves of the trees serve for 
the healing of the nations." (Revelation 21: 1-2) 
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The New Jerusalem contains all the bounty of Eden; it replaces the Earth's corrupt cities and rejoins 
humans with nature. 

The Greco-Roman tradition, like the Judeo-Christian one, also seeks a resolution of the divide 
between nature and culture. Instead of a fusion, however, in Virgil's Eclogues it is achieved, at least 
provisionally, by escaping to an idealized pastoral realm, a middle landscape, not in the city or in the 
untamed wilderness, but in between, in a symbolic place, where instinct and intellect are both 
gratified. As Leo Marx writes in The Machine in the Garden, "The ruling motive of the good 
shepherd, leading figure of the classic, Virgilian mode, was to withdraw from the great world and 
begin a new life in a fresh, green landscape."7 

But the resolution is never complete. In Virgil's poetry the Roman government evicts the shepherds 
and awards their land to military veterans. Marx writes:  

No sooner does Virgil sketch the ideal landscape than he discloses an alien world encroaching from 
without...What is out there, from the reader's point of view, is a world like the one he inhabits; it 
contains great cities like Rome, organized power, authority, restraint, suffering and disorder. We are 
made to feel that the rural myth is threatened by an incursion of history.8 

The classical tradition echoes in American literature, Marx explains, where this "pressure of 
change," this "encroaching world of power and complexity," takes the form of a locomotive, its 
whistle piercing the quiet of the woods. Industrialization threatens Arcadia. 

At first, the DOME gardeners standing outside the gate, expelled from their garden, sent to wander 
through the labyrinth of the city bureaucracy in search of restitution, resemble Adam and Eve, or 
even more pointedly, the dispossessed in Virgil's poem. A bulldozer—the locomotive of history—
has obliterated their tranquil garden. But there is a crucial distinction. They are not escapists trying 
to stand outside the course of history in an idealized landscape. Their energy and sweat are part of 
history's engine; their garden functioned simultaneously, integrally, with the great city.  

But cultural mythology, springing from Biblical language and sustained by the popular press, 
contributes to the persistent image of gardens as separate oases in the city. Magazine articles 
consistently characterize community gardens as Edenic retreats from urban chaos, as idylls of 
prelapsarian grace. Or else they associate growing one's own food with a Thoreau-going, anti-urban 
self-sufficiency. We view the relationship of country and city, of nature and culture, through a veil 
of myth and literature born of ancient tradition. Gardens trigger in our minds those archetypal 
oppositions, the paradigms of the separation of nature and culture that are deeply embedded in 
Western civilization.  

Yet community gardens defy Western literary conventions and cultural myths about the opposition 
of the country and the city. They are part of an emerging paradigm that challenges us to rethink 
traditional distinctions between nature and culture. The gardeners are not seeking a static, utopian 
synthesis of rural and urban elements. Rather, they believe that if they can make their neighborhoods 
livable, and keep their children in school, the "fluidity of metropolitan society"—the possibility of  
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social and economic mobility—holds out the promise of a better life for themselves and their 
families. The "highest use" of an empty lot can be measured not only in rentable floor space and tax 
revenue, but by the rich network of affiliations it creates, by the degree to which it opens up the 
opportunities of a city to its inhabitants. 

Community gardens are inherently urban, because they reflect the plans of the many. With so many 
people involved—from various racial and ethnic backgrounds and with strong ideas about how the 
garden should look—the most active gardens become microcosms of urban life, complete with petty 
conflicts, feuds and intrigues. But in the course of functioning as community centers for cultural 
events, offering educational programs for neighborhood youth and families, raising extra food for 
the poor, and providing safety on the street, the gardeners ultimately resolve these tensions through 
democratic means.  

The price tag to the city for all of these 
accomplishments is the opportunity cost of 
a neglected lot. And yet an ungrateful and 
short-sighted government bureaucracy fails 
to see the gardens as an adjunct to 
development and public housing, not an 
obstacle. It ignores the complex pattern of 
human connections that extends beyond the 
lot to the block, the street, the neighborhood 
and the city. It continues to treat community 
gardens as a dispensable amenity, as 
something added on, but not integral to the 
physical, social and cultural fabric of our 
cities.  

Behind this failure of vision, at one level, is the pressure of political and bureaucratic imperatives. 
The destruction of the DOME Garden secured a $4 million HUD grant for the city and made way for 
thirty-five units of housing. It saved face for a few panicked bureaucrats at a troubled housing 
agency which had recently seen the forced resignation of its chairwoman, and under her successor 
was blasted by the press for its failure—in the midst of a housing crisis—to spend its HUD grants 
over the previous decade. The embarrassed officials preferred not to ask HUD for yet another 
extension and risk the loss of a grant. So the city lost a priceless asset, one which took nearly twenty 
years to create, because it reflected the plans of many people; the full range of its activities could 
neither have been planned by a few bureaucrats nor purchased overnight with any amount of federal 
or local funds. It was a place, built by the residents themselves, where the impulse to deface and 
destroy property—which is so prevalent in public housing projects—was transformed into civic 
pride.  

In this way, community gardens foster a sense of interdependence; they confound the myths of 
nature as an escape. While Freud has suggested that the history of civilization is one of psychic 
repression, the gardens are perhaps closer to Jean Jacques Rousseau's model in The Social Contract,  

 
Photo by Zubin Schroff.    
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in which he attempts to reconcile nature and culture in political terms as a balance between 
individual liberty and the common good. The gardeners do not achieve the free and isolated state of 
the noble savage, but rather the complex interdependencies of civilization, the healthy 
externalization of the psyche in the self-imposed bonds of social relationship. "Working in the 
garden taught our youngsters some botany and soil chemistry," John Simon writes, "But, more 
important perhaps, it taught us all to take greater pride in our community."9 Here nature and culture 
are inextricably meshed. Cultivation of the natural environment reinforces individual commitment to 
the social order. Simon goes on to explain that because neighborhood residents volunteered to work 
in the garden, there was never a significant vandalism problem. The contrast with the graffiti, broken 
glass, and urine-soaked elevators in housing projects couldn't be greater. When people are making 
plans of their own, it seems, the urge to destroy their environment is lacking.  

State Senator David Paterson made the same point, in more pragmatic terms, when he wrote to city 
officials and protested NYCHA's plans after they were first unveiled in September of 1990:  

This is a property that has enjoyed the hard work and attention of countless young persons who've 
come through the DOME over the years. Young hands that have tilled the soil and planted green 
things to soften the hard surfaces of streets, sidewalks, school yards and tenements, have been too 
busy to deal drugs, rob the elderly, shoot babies, or stray from school. 10 

Noting that the area between Columbus and Amsterdam Avenue from 80th to 87th Street remained a 
mostly minority working class neighborhood, Paterson pointed out that their reluctance to give up 
the garden could hardly be called a NIMBY attitude since the community had its share of public 
housing projects.  

The presence of other public housing in the neighborhood turned out, in the end, to be the DOME 
Garden's undoing. The Housing Authority turned down the list of alternative sites submitted by the 
Borough President's office, saying that none but the DOME would fit the federal government's 
restrictive guidelines for dispersing low-income housing—guidelines which have since been 
scrapped in New York City. NYCHA officials looked at the DOME site, which technically had no 
public housing right next to it, and saw four million dollars in HUD money. That is, if they looked at 
the site at all. In their correspondence with the Department of City Planning, they described the site 
as it stood in 1977, as a vacant lot. 

Of course, the lot had not been truly vacant for 17 years. Nonetheless, officials argue that the garden 
was an interim use of the lot; ultimately this is public property and the title belongs to the city. Even 
Rousseau, whose First Discourse is a Romantic denunciation of the evils of civilization, and a paean 
to natural existence, reaffirms property rights in his later writing. If we want to speak of a social 
contract, how can we simply let people take over what doesn't belong to them? Doesn't that lead us 
back to a Hobbesian state of nature, without any protections of law?  

In fact, the law does provide for the taking of property in special cases. The doctrine of "adverse 
possession" states that if one holds a property openly for ten years without protest from its owner, 
one gains the title. Unfortunately for the gardeners, this doctrine, as it stands, cannot be applied  
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against the sovereign state—against public property. Again, the law leads us back, as it should, to the 
interests not of the local community, but the society or city as a whole. In the DOME garden case, 
however, the injunction to "consider the interests of the city as a whole," and make way for public 
housing, is little more than the politician's standard rebuke of communities and is more appropriate 
to situations where local residents are simply refusing to shoulder their fair share of social services.  

Here it becomes little more than an buzzword or abstraction, which obscures the organic relation of 
the city's parts and the ability of those parts to contribute to the good of the whole.  

Those contributions become clear if we ask: What is the social and financial cost to the larger 
community of neglected public spaces that breed crime; of truancy and delinquency; of short-sighted 
programs and spending that focus on building prisons instead of keeping children in school? 
Certainly the cost is higher than the value of abandoned lots where gardens tackle these very 
problems. 

The gardens, then, are not anarchic threats to the rights of property, but stand firmly within the 
American political tradition. Rousseau's formulation of the common good, which influenced 
Jefferson in drafting the Declaration of Independence, says that the people delegate but never 
surrender their sovereignty to government. When government fails or becomes oppressive, they are 
justified in taking matters into their own hands. Sometimes the only cure for an alternately inert and 
then destructive bureaucracy is a bit of revolution. 

In September of 1993, over the objections of the Community Board and the Borough President, the 
City Council and the City Planning Commission approved the housing with the stipulation, however, 
that NYCHA had to move the 9,000- square-foot-garden, to a 6,000-square-foot section of the 
Brandeis High School yard. This proposal by the agency to relocate the garden in the overcrowded 
school yard was made without any community input and approved over its objections. According to 
the City Council resolution, the replacement DOME Garden was to be designed before the new 
housing was developed.  

Instead, the housing went up, and a year later, NYCHA still had not honored the agreement. 
Responding to continuous pressure from local residents and their elected officials, NYCHA finally 
dispatched a team of landscape architects to produce a design for the new garden in the school yard. 
They worked closely with the community and incorporated its suggestions. On April 15, 1996, 
almost two years after its destruction, a much smaller DOME Garden will reopen, with the city 
offering the gardeners a two-year lease. Still, the clearing, shifting, and resorting of individuals for 
the sake of bureaucratic imperatives is a repetition of past slum clearance mentality.  

It was this mentality that Jacobs attacked. Planning as a discipline, Jacobs asserts, failed to properly 
define "the kind of problem a city is." Taking their cues from physics rather than the life sciences, 
planners analyzed cities as "disorganized complexity, understandable purely by statistical analysis, 
predictable by the application of probability mathematics, manageable by conversion into groups of 
averages."11 Jacobs urges us to take a less mechanistic and more organic view of cities. They are not 
random and disordered, but rather "problems in organized complexity, organisms that are replete  
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with unexamined, but obviously intricately interconnected, and surely understandable 
relationships."12 Jacobs could be describing community gardens. In their intricate relationships, 
which city officials leave "unexamined," we see the city writ small, an urban microcosm. The 
gardens bring home to us the recognition that humans beings, with all their abilities to engineer the 
evolutionary process, are still one form of nature, as are their greatest and most complex cultural 
achievements: cities.  

This recognition informs an emerging mode of thought that redraws the traditional borders between 
nature and culture. The increasingly popular academic discipline of Environmental Studies now 
prepares students for careers in city planning as well as forestry, and includes the study of literature. 
In The New York Times Magazine Jay Parini quotes John Elder, professor of both English and 
environmental studies at Middlebury College, who argues that most great writers have an 
understanding of their own "particular landscape, the human communities that arose within it and 
their interrelations." He cites Robert Frost as a local example. Elder adds that the discipline is "trying 
to teach a form of attention to the landscape, to the whole environment, human and natural."13  

Just as this new paradigm is taking shape, the theology of the Information Age promises to take us 
back to a future that looks more and more like traditional Western escapism. Cybernauts dream of 
freezing themselves for a couple of centuries until technology will allow them to shed their bodies 
and wake up as pure consciousness inside the ultimate mechanistic universe: the Cartesian 
coordinates of cyberspace. This vision has much in common with the New Jerusalem of Revelation, 
which is a "religious vision of cyberspace," according to Michael Benedikt. "The Heavenly City, 
though it may contain gardens, breathes the crystalline gleam of its own lights, sparkling, 
insubstantial, laid out like a beautiful equation." It stands for "our transcendence of both materiality 
and nature..." Disembodied social interaction in cyberspace holds out the promise of ultimate 
communion, a sort of frictionless intellectual exchange in an empyrean of pure culture, unburdened 
by the mortal grossness of nature. Cyberspace is a visionary architectural project, Benedikt suggests; 
like "gravity-defying cathedrals" it expresses "the resentment we feel for our own bodies' 
cloddishness, limitations, and final treachery: their mortality."14 

This application of cryonics for leaping over the messy facts of the human condition resembles the 
city's approach to the area around West 84th Street in 1961. After the city demolished fourteen 
buildings and displaced five thousand residents, an official quoted in the Times, said the aim was to 
"maintain good building and social standards until the area is ready for additional development."15 
This remark sums up the fallacy of slum clearance. Instead of fostering gradual change—studying 
what keeps people voluntarily rooted to a neighborhood and gives it stability and then providing 
appropriate incentives—it relies on cataclysmic disruptions followed by attempts at suspended 
animation. Some neighborhoods died in the deep-freeze as their empty lots turned into festering 
sores.  

Others received their promised renewal projects that replaced the complex mixtures of older 
buildings, in neighborhoods that had accreted organically over time. But the new towers, instead of 
solving social problems often became "ghettoes in the sky." The elevators and hallways and the 
desolate walkways between the high-rises put residents at the mercy of criminals. Ultimately, the 
projects were still-born brain children of a few planners, the architectural equivalent of cyborgs, 
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devoid of memory, or the capacity for humans to become attached to them.  

As a solution for the plight of urban centers, telecommuting in cyberspace, much like slum 
clearance, represents the ultimate escapism; a suburbanization where the walled-off community has 
been atomized to the unit of the individual. At a time when millions of Americans are flocking to 
gated private communities, many named after the natural habitats they destroyed, community 
gardeners represent the ultimate commitment to an urban reality. They are making the most of finite 
physical resources and of the infinite human resources generated by social diversity. Tilling the 
fields of charred brick, and renewing themselves by working with nature, they are not the expelled 
Adam plowing vainly amidst thorns and thistles. They are the life-blood of a grand metropolis where 
the incubation of new ideas and the chance at an education offer the key to upward mobility in a 
democratic society.  
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Essay 
 

  

by Fleda Brown  

   
                                                                 While the roji* is meant to be a passageway 
                                                                 Altogether outside this earthly life 
                                                                 How is it that people only contrive 
                                                                 To sprinkle it with the dust of the mind. 
   
                                                                                — Sen no Rikyu, 16th century 
    

Briars arch to the ground and walk themselves, root by root, deep into the forest, where they bloom 
white stars across Sleeping Beauty’s coffin. So it goes, for a hundred years. Then one day the prince 
breaks through the thorns and touches his lips to hers. Everything begins. Adam and Eve walk out of 
Eden, awake at last, prickly with their own power. And the bulldozers come, and Christiana Mall. 
And inside the mall, little oases of green, with fountains, standing for lost wilderness.  

 

The mall and its sad, glittery lessons are only five miles from here. Still, whoever willingly turns 
back for long? We crave civilization. We become fascinated with the workings of our brains, 
concocting what we hope is the ideal. Nature’s too crazy or too slow for us. Last year in the wake of 
Hurricane Floyd, two big trees fell across the creek behind our house. In ten years or so, grapevines 
and wild rose would have woven themselves through the branches, the trunks would have folded into 
the whole. We, of course, hired a tree service instead. This is what got me started. 

I get an idea, I’m hell bent on it. Jerry’s good-hearted and usually pitches in. We’ve been married for 
ten years, now. After turbulent past lives, we’ve come to value quiet. He makes coffee and sets out 
the breakfast things; I sew buttons back on his shirts, the order of our lives forever cast against the 
receding clank and chaos of our separate, private wars. 
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I begin to get an idea of how the stream area could look. Jerry begins to see it, too. Actually, ever 
since we bought the house four years ago, we’ve talked about opening up the space below us so that 
we can walk along the stream. We have two acres of woods. The house is built on the front of the 
land so that the wildness is all behind, down to the west branch of the Christina River—just a small 
stream here—and halfway up the hill on the other side. Since we moved in, we haven’t once crossed 
the stream and walked across all of our land on the other side. The stream’s just wide enough to 
make the leap across a little awkward, and there are the briars. In the winter when our grandsons are 
here, they want to explore. I’ve tried to show them the deer beds near the creek, but we come up 
against the stickers, and they want to turn back. You might say we’re clearing for them.  

Most of it’s wild rose, anyway. Rosa multiflora was brought here from Japan, and Korea and eastern 
China. During the 30s it was promoted as an inexpensive and dense “living fence” to contain 
livestock—ikigaki, the Japanese would have called it when they used it around their tea gardens. It 
was supposed to be good for sheltering pheasant, quail, and song birds.  

The trouble is, in this country it spreads like crazy, forming impenetrable thickets that drive out 
native plants. A lot of it got planted along roadsides for crash barriers, and now you can see it 
creeping inland, a great roiling white-flowered mass. Anywhere the land is disturbed, it moves in 
and takes over, sucking out soil nutrients, lowering crop yields in adjacent fields. The thorny stems 
stretch and arch downward, touching the ground and rooting, making bridges for themselves. For 
years, I admired the tapering clusters of flowers. I took pleasure in the sweet exaggerations of late 
spring, believing what I saw was a sign of health, of nature left alone, for a change. “Look!” I’d 
exclaim. “Isn’t that beautiful, all that wildness along the road.”  

Then I learned. It seems like a small piece of innocence to lose, but the stuff’s growing everywhere, 
you begin to see that. You start seeing it as a sign of ruin. A few strands come up in the small 
mowed portion of our yard, then there’s a bush. It’s on the move. Down at the creek bank, it leans 
over, softening the line between earth and water, yearning for the other side, already dark and heavy 
with it. It blocks our way, its thorns hooking backwards, holding our clothes, our skin, until we back 
up to release ourselves. 

I call the agricultural extension. The man says “You need to kill it. It’ll choke out everything. Use 
Roundup.” I worry about the stream. “Just don’t spray it directly in the stream,” he says. But I’m 
sure I do, sometimes. I pump up the container with air and get cocky with the wand, editing the 
landscape, eyeing everything with stickers and giving it a good dose. I fight my way to the backside 
of large clumps to spray from all angles. Where I can reach the water, I lean as far over as I can, to 
get the webbed mass on the banks. I am on a death march across our property, with consequences I 
don’t want to think about. But after a week or so, I watch the vines begin to sicken and die, and I 
love what I’ve done, how I’ve forced the world to behave itself. Still, I only make a dent. Most 
places, you still can’t reach the creek. 

What I have in mind is something like Yarimizu, an extremely old Japanese garden form, usually 
appearing as a winding, narrow stream. A Japanese garden depends on the mindful placement of 
elements that, because of the confined boundaries, become a metaphor for the interplay of the 
interior world with the larger one.  
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I’ve noticed that a space looks smaller when it’s wild, when there are no breaks for the eye, all brush 
and branches. Then you clear some of it out, establish an order, and it seems larger. Suddenly there’s 
a something, with a nothing surrounding it. 

I placed a jar in Tennessee, 
And round it was, upon a hill. 
It made the slovenly wilderness 
Surround that hill. 

Wallace Stevens knew that the eye enjoys its obstacles, that it believes in the demarcations as a sign 
of space. Also he knew that in no time, the obstacles take dominion. 

Japanese gardens depend upon layering of experience. The five elemental phases of Chinese natural 
philosophy are earth, wood, fire, metal, and water: there’s our post-and-beam cedar house, fire of 
sun on the windows, on their metal frames, and below the deck, the tease of water in the earth’s 
crevice. The water, as in the pond at the entrance of some Zen temples, represents the threshold 
between the outside world and the inside realm of the sacred. I envison a stroll garden, a style 
developed in the Edo period. Walking through the garden results in a sequence of shifting scenes, 
which shouldn’t be hard to replicate here. First, there are the chunky railroad-tie steps we had put in 
last summer that lead down to the path, then you walk almost horizontally, way off to the right 
through the trees down to the bridge. Having a bridge built was a necessary first step to getting 
beyond the low spot. It’s like an expanse of dock, of good sturdy treated lumber, a lot nicer than 
absolutely necessary, but solid. The bridge angles back left, crossing the skunk cabbage that shows 
up in the spring in the marshy area, the numa, in Japanese. Then come the thorns. 

The previous owners had tried building a bridge across the actual creek, but the water rises and 
rushes too fast in a storm and it was washed away. I’m trying to think of a more secure way to do it. 
A bridge across would give the sense of a Pure Land garden, also called a paradise garden, which is 
usually an island in a pond connected to shore by a bridge, signifying the possibility of salvation.  

Indeed, I feel saved. Almost thirteen years ago, I moved out of the house I’d painted and patched and 
planted around—each room, each object, each small tree standing for some specific hope abandoned. 
I moved into a small apartment with my youngest child, my son, who was just starting college. After 
years of marriage, I was down to two twin beds, two dressers, one skillet, two saucepans, and half 
the books I was used to. I sat on the floor the day I moved in, sobbing. What was in my heart? A 
mixture of grief, terror, relief, and a faint bud of energy that felt like joy. It was the starting over, the 
chance to build civilization again out of chaos. 

 

The world’s raging with war: it’s good to cut the perception down to the size of a tea garden. The 
details may possibly save us. Not the details themselves, but the quality of our attention to them. It  
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may seem as if it’s the details we’re focusing on already, but the TVs are blaring, the cell phone’s at 
our ear, we’re hardly aware of anything in the blur. Who has time, or security of mind, to cut the 
attention down to one detail at a time, to let go of others, turn decisively to the object at hand, not 
filling it with our ideas, but letting it fill us with itself? What child wouldn’t agree that the definition 
of love is attention? War, on the other hand, attends to nothing: it shuts down the immediate or we 
wouldn’t be able to bear the suffering we inflict, or have inflicted upon us. We’d rebel and turn 
away, if we felt it fully. But no, we hover in the ideals—democracy, religion, our own sense of 
right—let them take up the space, ideas floating, lazing along—sincere, certainly, possibly even 
right—but headed for smoke and vapor, more distance. The instruments of war, the tiny figures on 
their tiny tanks, become barely a blip on the horizon.  

Meanwhile, in our peaceful life, when Jerry and I are both able to work at home, we go to our 
studies in separate corners of the house. At noon we meet for toast, oranges, and apples in the 
sunroom. As we face each other across the small maple table, I sometimes think of Gwendolyn 
Brooks’ poem, “The Bean Eaters”—the “old yellow pair” who “eat beans, mostly,” and “keep 
putting on their clothes/ And putting things away”—the quiet order people can come to, if they’re 
lucky. In late winter, we look down at the dusting of snow, the “first flowers” as the Japanese would 
call them. What seemed once like distance appears to be only a few feet away, as if we could step off 
our high deck, float down like butterflies and come to rest by the stream.  

 

I call Stump-Be-Gone, up the road in Pennsylvania. Father and son show up. I take them on a tour, 
as far as we can get. “No way we can get a tractor, not even a small one, down here to clear this,” 
they claim. “Hill’s too steep.” They give me the number of someone with a backhoe. So he comes 
out and looks. Prognosis the same, only subtler. “I’ll call you with an estimate,” he says, and never 
does. Even as we walk the land, I feel him drawing back, his “Well, I suppose we could…” and “I 
don’t know. That’s pretty steep for a backhoe…,” so I don’t bother to call him back. The truth is, I 
don’t call partly because a backhoe wasn’t what I had in mind. I can imagine the wreckage. 

I call the Stump-Be-Gone son back, who has a local number. Would you be willing to just bring your 
chain saw and cut up the fallen trees? I ask. He agrees to this, and I sweet-talk him after he gets here 
about going on down the way with the chain-saw, just trimming back the vines. “It’s so easy for 
you,” I say, “and it would take us days and days with hedge trimmers.” “Sure, well, I guess I could 
come back early, before I go to another job, as long as your neighbors don’t mind hearing the saw at 
that hour,” he agrees. 

Dave’s a tall, gentle-seeming man in his forties, with nice arm-muscles and a pot belly. He wears a t-
shirt with the sleeves ripped out, and sweats easily. His skin has that red, tense look of high blood 
pressure. You have the sense that in spite of his gentleness, the world has presented him with 
complexities he can’t decipher, and that he’s exploded, that he often explodes, and is sorry 
afterward. You get the sense there are lives left behind, for him. He drinks milk when he takes a  
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break. I figure he has an ulcer. His words burst out as if he has to work at making them come. He has 
this job to do, and he’ll do it, but I sense, as is often true when workmen are at the house, that I’m 
the one who most wants their friendship—well, at least their acknowledgement that we’re both 
earning our keep. The laborers who are guests at our house are also our judges, silently sizing up the 
abstract things we appear to do with our hours. I attach myself to the computer with a special 
dedication while they are here, not to be thought useless. I try to think of things to say that unite us—
the annoyance of the wild rose, for example. And the joy of seeing the creek. 

He gets the trees cut up and partially stacked, leaving us a big pile of firewood. We carry what we 
can across the bridge and up to the back yard. But limbs and leaves still clog the creek. Jerry and I 
decide before Dave comes back, we’d better finish that part of it, get that stuff out. 

We put on duck boots, although they’re immediately useless as we step into deep pools. We set up a 
system, throwing branches onto the far shore, where I stand, picking them up and throwing them 
further into the woods. The idea is to distribute them so that they don’t seem to clump up anywhere. 
Another season and they’ll be virtually gone. Jerry pulls branches out of the sludge on the bottom, 
tosses them to me. Pull and toss. I toss. I stomp down the pile. We have the water churned up, 
muddy. We fish around for imbedded branches under the muck. We pretend that it makes a 
difference to the stream, that the stream will appreciate being able to flow more directly, instead of 
meandering through the brush. The tiny fish swim somehow around us, invisible. It is a perfect day, 
warm and sunny, but not hot. We are bordered by wild rose. Jerry clips along the bank as we go, 
knowing that we’ll have to let some of it grow back to prevent erosion. 

Now he’s pulling on a big branch, stuck in the water, held partly by the suction of mud. All at once, 
it gives way and slams back against his ribs. He doubles up with pain, trying to breathe. He climbs 
up the bank and sits in the sun, breathing, holding his side. Later, the bruise will begin, wide and 
purple.  

Jerry’s only four years older than me, but things like this, I worry. Like every woman alive, I carry 
the statistics deep and silently in my heart—men’s life expectancy compared to women’s. And his 
parents died young, both of cancer. Add heredity to age: it’s finally a matter of how long you’re able 
to withstand the assaults of the world. I think about all those years Jerry smoked. It’s what we carry 
with us that we can’t get rid of. A late effect of tobacco. For the fish, it’s the herbicides, the runoff 
from fertilizers, my Roundup. The more I learn the attention of love, the more I lurch out of control, 
helpless to prevent the pain of loss. Together, Jerry and I clear the path, the creek: we make it look 
as nearly as possible the way we want, briefly, on our way toward our own extinction.  

 

On Thursday, Dave comes back. We hear him before we see him, revving up his saw. He thinks he 
can finish today. He starts off along the bank, whacking down wild rose. After a while, I get some 
coffee and walk down to see how he’s progressing. He’s brought his girl friend this time, a plump  
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blonde, about 25, who sits on a stump, reading a fat novel with a colorful gilt cover. I offer her a 
Coke or coffee, but she pats the cooler. “We’ve brought everything we need,” she says. I ask if she’s 
bored, just sitting while he works. “No, he likes me to come along,” she says, smiling. “I just read.”  

I’m at my computer, then, when he thuds up the stairs to the deck, red-faced and shirtless. “I ain’t 
going back there,” he blurts out. “Bees. Yellow-jackets, or something. They’re all over. You’ll have 
to get someone else to do it, because I ain’t. Look,” he says, pointing to the welts coming up on his 
arms and back. A dozen, maybe more. “Oh, oh, I’m so sorry,” I say, “What can I do? What can I get 
you?”  

Now he’s calming down. “Oh, I have some stuff,” he says. “I been stung before. But that’s a mess of 
‘em you got there. In the ground. It’s the buzz of the saw, it riles them up.” I look around for his 
girlfriend. We walk back down, past the shirt he threw off, past the sunglasses he tossed in the path. 
She’s still sitting with her book, Danielle Steele, I see. “If you just sit still, they’ll ignore you,” she 
says. And it seems to be true, although far down the path I see the stirring, and a few of them swarm 
in larger circles, almost reaching us.  

“Okay, here’s what you do,” Dave tells me. “Pour a gallon or two of gas into a bucket. Come down 
here in the evening when they’re quiet and pour the whole thing down the hole. That’ll do it.” He 
agrees to come back if I promise they’re all gone. So after he leaves, as the sun goes down, I put on 
an old yellow rain-slicker snapped up to my chin, pull the hood over my head with a stocking cap 
underneath, and long pants and gloves. I do this myself, even though Jerry volunteers. I got us into 
this, is my thinking. I pour gas in a bucket and walk carefully down to the path, to the end where the 
cutting abruptly stopped. All is quiet. One or two small wasps— they’re wasps, not bees. I looked 
them up—meander in the air. I step gently to the hole, clearly visible in the leaves. I am helmeted, 
anonymous: a death machine for the second time, pouring gas down the hole, stepping back, then 
hurrying away. I’m at war, killing a whole colony of wasps. Part of my mind is numb with that 
knowledge, while the rest functions in simple, self-protective moves. I try not to exaggerate the 
significance, but my mind is full of dying wasps.  

Dave comes back. I hear the whine of his saw before breakfast one day. When I go down, he’s 
almost finished, a wide swath along the bank, debris everywhere alongside, severed grapevine trunks 
bleeding sap, the creek itself suddenly present, open, its melody audible. A frog hops into the water. 
One tree leans with its multiple trunks over the water, a large vine growing up its trunk and 
providing most of its foliage. Underneath, water rushes in a narrower funnel, singing, then widens 
and quiets. You can see it now, wider than I thought, in places, our private piece of the stream 
meandering from Pennsylvania through western Newark and south into Maryland. Not that this is 
any distance. You can cross over into Maryland from the other side of our land. And Pennsylvania’s 
just a half-mile up the road. Still, according to the law, this part is ours. You can’t even walk through 
the middle of the creek without trespassing on our land, while the water continues on its way, owned 
and lost, owned and lost, over and over. The new head of the Department of the Interior once 
suggested that property owners have a “right to pollute.” As if we could stop the results at our 
boundaries. As if boundaries were real. 
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We clear up to the very real fence. Our neighbors have strung barbed-wire to the edge of the water 
and up the hill. They’ve padlocked the gate and nailed a No Trespassing sign on a tree. Their son, 
who was retarded, drowned in the creek years ago. We respect their right to be afraid, but the 
prettiest stretch of creek, with waterfalls and rapids, flows through their land. We walked there 
several times before we knew we shouldn’t. Then they put the fence up. So we work within our 
small compass. Our mikiri, our trimming of bushes, frames the view. 

 

Start at the beginning, now, down the twelve railroad-tie steps. You have to stoop slightly under the 
trees as you turn abruptly to the right, to the edge of our land. The path’s covered with leaves. The 
ground’s a thick cushion of loam. One concrete block balances your step onto the bridge. There is no 
reason for the indirect angle back to the left except to make it more interesting. On the other side of 
the bridge, the path now becomes firmer, particularly where we spread chips, and then you round the 
bend and there’s the creek, coming out from under the willow and making a sharp curve where 
there’s a little sludge of pollution and then curving sharply left and right again. It used to go mostly 
straight here and make a wider curve, before we cleared away the fallen trees. Now the water turns 
and rushes down a tiny waterfall of a buried log and spreads into two channels as it goes under the 
tree leaning across. Then the character changes again, to a wide glossy ribbon, where a frog jumps 
when you approach, and sometimes a snake slithers across to get out of your way. Here to the side is 
a hole big enough for a fox den; probably though, it’s a groundhog hole, but it’s so close to the 
water. The ground here is softer, more eroding, and we’ve placed logs to brace against further 
sliding. Up the other side is nomine the peak of a low hill, beyond that, no, hillside fields, and a 
hawk, sailing. Beyond that is the subdivision of Glen Farms.  

“I’ll tell you what,” I say to Jerry as we stand with our hands in our pockets on a cold day in 
November, watching minnows. “If we had a bridge across, a small deck over there, we could lie in 
the sun and watch the water. There’s a lot more sun over there. I think we could anchor a bridge if 
we buried pilings in concrete on either side.” 
 
He pulls his cap back down over his ears. “Well, that’s another year.” He knows how to put me off 
until I burn out or find another project. But my mind keeps working. I hear the water trickling 
through the silence, neither kind nor unkind, neither interested nor uninterested, drawing me in, 
keeping me trying over and over to make something to frame its sublimity, its loneliness, its vast 
emptiness. I’m sure it’s Pure Land over there.  

There’s a Japanese word, aware—the same as our word, but with a slightly different cast. It means 
an emotional response to the beauty of ephemeral things, the sadness that arises when you realize 
that nothing lasts. It’s as inevitable as original sin. To be aware of beauty is simultaneously to love it 
and be nurtured by it, and to be cast out from it—to change it: paint it, take pictures of it, crop it, 
write it, edit it, make a garden of it—at the least, invest it with thoughts. Even at the subatomic level, 
as Heisenberg demonstrated, the act of observation changes the speed and/or the location of 
whatever is observed. He called this the Uncertainty Principle. The first glance at beauty changes it 
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forever. To feel pleasure in beauty, to be really aware of it, is to be simultaneously sad.  

Meanwhile, the deer keep coming. They seem to like the clearing. They’re no fools—they can get to 
the water easier now, without the briars. They continue to bed down in the dried grapevines. We see 
their indentations, where they were just before we came.  

    

 
Fleda Brown's fifth collection of poems is The Women Who Loved Elvis All Their Lives (2002, Carnegie Mellon U. Press). 
She has essays in Prairie Schooner, Arts & Letters, RiverTeeth, Iowa Review, and others. She won The Journal's 
Creative Nonfiction prize last year, and the essay was nominated for a Pushcart Prize. 
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Essay 
 

  

by John P. O'Grady  
   

A local legend has it that if you stand at the 
brink of Kaaterskill Falls when the light of 
the moon is just right and gaze down at a 
particular flat-topped boulder in the middle 
of the creek, you can see her sitting there, a 
pale blue luminescence. How many people 
have actually glimpsed her is not at all clear; 
stories of this kind are notoriously slippery, 
flitting in and out of certainty, perhaps borne 
on the same current as our moods and our 
memory. You can say that she is something 
like true love: often talked about but seldom 
met in real life. Nevertheless, you may wish 
to investigate this matter for yourself. Go 
then to Kaaterskill Falls, which are in the 
Catskill Mountains of New York, not far 
from where Rip van Winkle took his twenty-
year nap and dreamed his twenty-year dream. 
I could draw you a map, but how reliable 
would it be? The best places are never found 
on a chart. 

In early nineteenth-century America, just as 
the Puritan heaven was giving way to modern destination resorts, Kaaterskill Falls entered the 
popular imagination. The painters painted it and the poets versified it, then the lovers descended on 
the place, as they would in later years on the less lofty Niagara, to gain something for themselves of 
the artists’ inspiration, to witness the water’s twisting surrender to the air, its rapid and  
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bewildering passage from above to below. Ah, but that was long ago, and the places is nearly 
forgotten today. There isn’t even a sign posted for it anymore. 

At some point in the Kaaterskill’s heyday, a wily entrepreneur—operating on the principle of “You 
get what you pay for”—built a dam on the creek just above the falls so he could control the stream 
flow. If you wanted to make a splash with your date, now you had to give the gatekeeper a quarter to 
“turn on the falls.” Almost nobody objected to this arrangement, perhaps because in those days it 
was still believed that art improved nature. Nevertheless, there are always a few scofflaws who resist 
the commercial mitigation of the wild heart. 

There was once an enthusiastic suitor who knew 
that a fetching landscape would fetch him his 
love, so he brought her to Kaaterskill Falls. He 
didn’t have much money and he resented 
paying for the privilege of pitching his wood, so 
he devised a plan to steal some water that he 
might steal a kiss. One summer night when the 
moon was full and nobody was guarding the 
dam, the young suitor led his darling through 
the unchaperoned forest to the base of the falls 
and set her up on a flat-topped boulder in the 
middle of the creek. She was wearing a blue 
wool dress. He could see the moon in her eyes, 

and in that moon he could see his own image reflected. Unfortunately, the dam on the stream above 
had reduced the falls to a mossy dribble, hardly commensurate with the young suitor’s exuberance. 
He was in love! Where was the torrent he required? This was supposed to be a wild place where one 
might do wild things. Everything about the moment seemed to say, “Show me your love!” 

So the young suitor abandoned his love in her blue wool dress and scrambled up the steep and 
thickly wooded side of the canyon to the dam above the falls. Everything was still. Behind the dam 
was a lovely lake, and it reflected the lovely moon. For a moment or two, he pondered the stillness 
of his own image in the moon in the lake. But then he threw open the gates. Wide open. 

The waters, so placid just a moment earlier, now let loose in a furious rush. The surge was a surprise. 
The roar was terrific. Things emptied out far more quickly than he had anticipated. Although the 
moon in the sky held its place, the moon in the lake was swept over the brink by the freshet this man 
had set free. He could hear the horrific flood roiling down the canyon, scouring the stream channel, 
uprooting ancient trees, and tossing boulders that had been untossed since passage of the last glacier. 
This deluge, now booming, now crashing, now fading away in the valley below, dissolved at last 
into the night. Silence returned. Gone was the artificial lake and its genuine beauty. In its wake, a 
vast and unsavory meadow of mud, unredeemable even by the light of the moon. Below the falls lay 
havoc unimaginable. 

In his own panic now, the young suitor thrashed his way through the dark forest and down the steep  
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side of the canyon to the spot where he had left 
his love. She was gone. The boulder itself had 
shifted, some thirty feet down from where he 
remembered it. A tangle of fallen trees was 
lodged against its upstream side. The scene was 
dripping with mud. He shouted the name of his 
love. Only the echo returned. 

During the next several days the distraught 
young suitor combed the dangerous watercourse 
downstream from the falls, but he could find no 
trace of his love. Some say that she had just 
grown weary of waiting for the young suitor, so she simply walked off in annoyance. Others say that 
she was swept to her death by the flood, and now her ghost, enshrouded in what appears to be a blue 
wool dress, haunts the base of the falls in the vicinity of a particular flat-topped boulder. Of the 
young suitor himself there is no further word, save that before he went away in despair too deep to 
be fathomed, he chiseled the silhouette of his lost love into the rock near the lip of the falls, a graven 
image that remains visible to this day. 

As for that pale blue luminescence that can be seen when the light of the moon is just right, there are 
those who insist it is only an ignis fatuus, a “foolish fire” sought by painters, poets, and others who 
would seduce us away from the facts. I have seen it once or twice myself. It is the genius of 
Kaaterskill Falls, a higher and more spacious form of presence whose extent nobody quite knows. 
Every place, like every human being, has such a genius, but it can be very difficult to discern. Those 
who do not expect it will not find it, for it is trackless and forever wild. But as I said, this is a local 
legend. The story is authentic. Either this or something like it.   

    

 
John P. O'Grady is the author of Grave Goods: Essays of a Peculiar Nature (2001) and Pilgrims to the Wild (1993). He 
lives in Montana and is writing a book about New Jersey. 
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Essay 
 

  

by Bruce F. Donnelly 
   

We usually look at familiar urban places as our 
habits dictate, rarely changing from our default 
viewpoint. We shop, go to work, go out for the 
evening—hardly thinking about how we think 
about the interaction of beauty, people’s stories, 
and the ways people represent themselves.  

This narrowed perspective limits our effectiveness 
as designers, planners, and citizens. By 
consciously cultivating the skill to switch between 
ways of thinking about places, we can notice and 
compare those layers, as well as how they do or 
do not comport with the circumstances at hand.  

There are, of course, many different experiential 
layers to urban experience. However, three 
essential layers, in an effective order, are: 

• Beauty  
• Stories  
• Representation  

Once we learn to pay attention, we can combine 
the layers with the circumstances of a particular 
situation to decide, say, whether the beauty of a 
place and the stories of its lives mesh. Through 
reverse-engineering successes and failures, then, we can better understand success and failure, and 
therefore move more knowledgably and elegantly through the city. 

  Taking in beauty in a formal flower garden, above, and
a Japanese tea garden, below.  
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Beauty: The Garden 

In a garden, we let ourselves relax our critical mind to take in beauty. Like no other places, they give 
us the opportunity to see things—flowers, trees, earth, water—simply as what they are. Gardens can 
show us different kinds of beauty; the beauty of a formal flower garden is different from that of a 
quiet Japanese tea garden. If we learn to appreciate places on this first, most intuitive level, then we 
can notice what gives places beauty, or robs them of it, and defer thinking about why ugly things 
might be necessary.  

How can we get into a mode of thought where we set those things aside? We can go for a walk in a 
place we like. We can stop thinking about what we have to do; in fact, think less, and entertain our 
emotions. Maybe a poster in a bookstore catches the eye. Instead of trying to figure out what it 
means, we can let its visual impact wash over us. Is it pretty? Maybe a house looks attractive. 
Instead of thinking about how nice it would be to live there; it’s better, appreciate it as we would a 
flower. What is the nature of its beauty? Maybe its beauty is chaste, or maybe it is full-bodied.  

When we detach from the written meanings of signs, the semiotics of buildings, and look for 
something “pretty” or “august,” we start to notice that certain types of beauty don’t go well 
together—it is difficult for a Japanese tea garden to follow a formal knot garden. Odd juxtapositions, 
such as a line of telephone poles running through a formal ensemble of civic buildings, may 
suddenly strike us as unpleasant rather than mundane. 

We can look at people the same way. Which people are pretty, ugly, august, stern, and so on? 
Personally, I like to be flaneur for a while. Baudelaire was a “botanist of the sidewalk,” and made a 
habit of walking Paris's streets in a slightly detached, but emotionally engaged way, much the same 
way I might walk through a garden.  

When I look at places this way, I sometimes come to appreciate things I might otherwise feel I 
shouldn’t. On one particularly warm day, walking on a sidewalk in Chicago’s Loop, I might enjoy 
the façade of a garishly painted building. In another frame of mind, I might deplore its 
outlandishness, but I must be honest that for a moment, I have enjoyed such things.  

This way of looking lets us drink in places' emotional moods, established by the physical setting and, 
more, by the people in it. Yet, this detached appreciation of city places is impossible to maintain, 
because we have to attend to things like crossing traffic and greeting people. Eventually it's time to 
re-engage, and ask, ”What’s going on?” Having paid attention to the beauty and ugliness in a place, 
it’s time to listen to its stories. 

Stories: Street Photography 

There's a myth, or a danger, that the photographer can hide behind the lens, and maybe in some types 
of photography it is possible. But with street photography, we must go out on the street and engage 
people. Not only does focusing on people in the street force us to pay attention to their actions, but 
walking around with a camera gives us the cure for the voyeuristic detachment into which we might 
otherwise fall. 
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We can take a camera out; put it around our 
neck, hold it prominently, and start taking 
pictures on a street. In the camera’s static 
frame, people’s stories become somehow more 
important than they are when we can see 
everything happening in front of us.  

Helen Liggett, the author of Urban Encounters, 
approaches the city from a modest but 
intellectually engaging position, and especially 
through the lens. When we engage the city 
through what people do, we become receptive 
to it. Down the street from the garish façade, 
skateboarders borrowing an office plaza on 
Sunday might show off for me, shooting off 
the tops of railings. There’s no hiding behind 
the lens, hence the receptivity. There’s no 
escaping the story of the moment, either—not 
just what’s actually happening, but also the 
story the pictures tell, in a more idealized form. 
We can, paradoxically, better focus our 
attention on the stories of the street through a 
lens. 

When I engage places this way, it allows me to 
focus on what I do with myself in real places. 

When, farther up the street, I take a picture of someone buying a newspaper at a newsstand, I cannot 
photograph the transaction as such, but can only photograph the transfer of pieces of paper from one 
hand to another; I cannot photograph people waiting for a bus, but can photograph people standing, 
more or less patiently beneath a bus-stop sign. We have to fill in the rest, extrapolating from images 
to reconstruct a story.  

Through photography, we can draw our attention to what people are doing, and how they do it in 
physical space. Paradoxically, precisely because photography only lets us photograph the physical 
reality of something, it forces us to fill in the gaps, and focus our minds there. Another reason we 
feel Liggett's indebtedness is that we are looking at life in unguarded moments—looking beneath the 
way people represent themselves. Valuable as this is, it is almost unfair, since people, households, 
businesses and so on take the trouble to represent themselves.  

 
Street photography includes people—such as the skater 
above and the couple on a plaza below—in the context of 
their place.  
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Representations: Reading Places 

Everything in the urban environment represents a 
person, company, or institution, and often 
represents multiple layers of people and groups. 
These representations come from aspirations, 
rather than just the activity of the moment. If we 
look past the representations to the aspirations 
inspiring them, we read what people care about, 
and what people want others to see.  

Go out onto a city street, and we can see how 
these aspirations array themselves densely. 
Perhaps we see a national store’s sign. The chain 
(for example, McDonald's) represents itself 
through its sign, but the community may also 
represent itself by exerting limits on the sizes and 
colors of signs. If we see a small green 
McDonald's sign, it means the community has 
decided that it has “high standards,” and that two 
or three entities—the city, the chain, and the 
franchisee—have each pressed their aspirations 
into a single object. On the street, that sign and a 
hundred others, combined with particular 
standards for stores and street furniture, may 
communicate a community’s sense of its own 
taste, without even a single sign of its own on 
view.  

How can we train ourselves to pick out these interactions? We can begin by taking a notebook out 
into a street. In this instance, a walk from a commercial strip to a residential street will do nicely. We 
can pay attention to everything we can about how buildings, signs, trees, and curbs represent, and 
who they represent. We can ask four questions:  

• Who is doing the representation?  
• What is the audience?  
• What is the intended message?  
• What is the actual, overt reading?  

In Cleveland, one church raises a thin, glorious spire to the heavens to express worshipfulness, but 
people used to call it the “church of the holy oil can,” because of its shape and because John 
Rockefeller used to worship there. The congregation’s representation of itself became muddled. We 
can read not only what the community intends, but also what it says without intending to say.  

  

The many forms of McDonald's, and how we read the 
place: McDonald's in Sedona, Arizona, with its strict 
design guidelines (top) and McDonald's in suburban 
Tucson, Arizona. 
Top photo by Carmen Brewer. Bottom photo courtesy 
Tucson Unified School District.  
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In Looking at Cities, Allan Jacobs reads cities in a similar way, and so reads which neighborhoods 
are on the way toward gentrification, and even (through buildings' ages) when the local economy 
was booming, and when it permitted no new buildings. With enough practice, it is possible to read 
communities carefully, and learn more than we might imagine.  

Such readings span two different categories of investigation. First, we can look for clues for things 
like disinvestment or changing ethnicity—deteriorated window frames or Chinese characters on 
signs, for say—and second, we can read the owner’s intentions. For example, in Toronto, the early 
renovators often painted everything a respectable white to clean it up and make it decent, but later 
renovators have often used tasteful or “historically appropriate” colors. The same activity of 
recovering the historic fabric takes two different tacks, depending upon people's aspirations.  

When I walk down a street, looking for representations, I’m usually struck by the richness of each 
place’s layers of meaning. When I pass the garish façade, I might notice that each floor has its own 
sign, probably unconsciously recapitulating the practice of the mid-nineteenth century, but with 
more color. I might pass, later, a house in severely deteriorated condition, but with beautiful flowers 
in neatly clipped beds, and be unsurprised to find out that an elderly woman, short on means but long 
on pride, makes it her home. The next house might have a lawn with bare spots, barred windows, 
notices stuck through the barred door’s handle, and a pair of shiny SUVs in the driveway. On a main 
street, I may notice a restaurant with alternative papers in its lobby, notices for local band concerts, 
and a bulletin board with apartments-to-rent fliers sporting a fringe of tear-off phone numbers. Each 
signifies a different quality of engagement with the community. 

If we pay attention to such complex readings, we realize that there are overt signals we intend to 
send, but there is usually irony—such as a too-“tasteful” sign for a nail shop with a special on glitter. 
We don’t always send the signals we intend. Sometimes, we set out to do one thing, and actually do 
another. Once we learn to read people’s aspirations, we can investigate the gap between aspiration 
and reality—the better to meet our own aspirations. We can learn to reverse-engineer. 

Reverse-Engineering  

Reverse-engineering, in the wider meaning outside the engineering world, is the practice of taking 
success and figuring out how it works. Passing a park bench, I might ask, “What makes it work?” 
Perhaps it is because it faces and is just the right distance from a playground, so that parents can 
watch their children. By looking for beauty, for stories, and at representation, we can prepare 
ourselves to figure out how they can or should be aligned. Yet, how do we do this analysis? 

We can pair off different sets of readings, adding “the given circumstances” as a catch-all.  
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Thus: 

Beauty Stories 

Beauty Representations 

Beauty The Given Circumstances  

Stories Representations 

Stories The Given Circumstances  

Representations The Given Circumstances  
In the example above, the bench may have worked, under the given circumstances, because it made 
a certain story possible. It might also make more stories possible than just those of parents watching 
children, by offering a beautiful view as well, or by being near a jogging trail and drinking fountain. 

Perhaps the bench shows aspirations to 
familiarity, comfort, even a little nostalgia. 
Perhaps the bench offers a certain kind of beauty 
appropriate to the setting. I might actually sit 
down on the bench to note all those matches, and 
maybe note a few mismatches. For example, the 
bench might have an understated, familiar beauty 
appropriate to its setting in a historic park, but the 
neighborhood might aspire to something more in 
keeping with its ethnic heritage. 

This sort of detailed search can get us beyond the 
usual assumptions. Too often, we work from only 
the most obvious—and shallow—assumptions: 
Park bench = Good.  

It's rare for us, unfortunately, to critically 
investigate success and failure between different 
points of view. I often find myself reconsidering 
my prejudices when I use this approach. By doing 
so, we can make observations about what tends to 
work and what doesn’t. Does the next bench over 
work as well? Why not? Is it facing slightly the 
wrong way? Is it too close to the jogging path? By 
being sensitive to the particulars of each layer, 
and to their interactions, we can very carefully lay 
out observations, almost as a checklist. 

 
What makes these park benches work? Going beyond 
the usual assumptions helps us learn what does and 
doesn't work, and why.  
Top photo courtesy U.S. Census Bureau. 
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When someone tells us that an urban element, like an alley, or porch or front-loaded garage is good 
or bad, our history of observations of multiple layers will armor us against such categorical 
assertions. If we hear that vagrants sleep on the bench at night, we might ask, “Does that story 
preclude the ones we want?” If it does, we can check the possible remedies against each layer, or 
way of seeing the place, and search for a response that strengthens the other stories we like: perhaps 
an additional armrest in the middle of the bench will better demarcate the space so that more people 
will sit on the bench, or maybe a park guard would make everyone more comfortable as well as turn 
out the vagrants in the morning. In the first solution, we pair, “the given circumstances” with 
“beauty,” and “beauty” with “stories.” In the second case, the guard changes the story for the better, 
leaving beauty intact.  

Conclusion 

In her classic book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs reverse-engineers 
whole neighborhoods and streets, as well as the fortunes of small companies. Touring the North End 
of Boston, she discovered that the place was lively and comfortable. She called a planner, who said, 
“Say, what you ought to do, you ought to come back and go down in the summer if you think it's fun 
now. You'd be crazy about it in summer. But of course we have to rebuild it eventually. We've got to 
get those people off the streets.”  

In that passage, the great reverse-engineer 
of cities talked to someone utterly unable to 
understand cities. Part of reverse-
engineering success and failure is to find 
information that's not apparent on the 
ground—demographics, business 
ownership, unit costs, and so on. In this 
case, the planner’s blindness—not to such 
circumstances, but to the North End’s 
beauties, stories, and the way it represented 
itself—made him blind to the place’s worth. 

If we are to avoid being quite so insensitive 
to cities, we must attend not just to 
statistics, and not just to our personal 
preferences, but also to the levels of 
experience that help make them good or bad. It means that we must open ourselves to places’ 
beauties, and take note of their absences, too. It means that we must pay attention to the ways that 
people use space—to their everyday stories. It means that we must read the ways that people 
represent themselves, their businesses, their households, and so on, including the occasional ironies 
and miscommunications. Finally, it means comparing each of those to the others, and to the 
circumstances of the particular location, to gain a full picture of what’s going on. 

Bruce F. Donnelly is an urban planner in the Cleveland, Ohio area, with a strong penchant for urbanism predating the 
founding of the Congress for New Urbanism. 

  
Boston's North End: Bustling street life is just one of the 
successful neighborhood's stories.  
Photo by Joseph Driscoll.  
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Fiction 

 
        
by Deborah Fries  

   
Ellie and her daughter Tiff are sitting on the living room floor with the window air conditioner 
blasting on their faces. In front of each is a pile of battered but beloved books that Ellie brought back 
to Philadelphia from the final weekend of cleaning out her parents' house. Saved for disparate 
symbolic reasons, the books had been stuffed in Trader Joe’s bags and sequestered in an upstairs 
closet during the auction, far removed from the faded hardbacks she had taken down from the 
shelves in the den for the sale. Most of those books had been her mother’s—best sellers ordered 
from the Literary Guild in the Forties, dramatic novels by writers like Daphne du Maurier and 
Robert Penn Warren. She inspected each sun-bleached book before letting it go, organizing them all 
by subject and labeling the first editions. After so much tender handling, the boxes of her parents’ 
books were sold to a dealer for a dollar a box. 

I used to read a lot before I had you, Ellie’s mother Sylvia told her when Tiff was born. But then one 
day when I was reading a novel, you kept tugging at my sleeve and asking me to play, and I realized 
how selfish I was being. So I stopped reading. 

Ellie thought that giving up reading—or telling your child that you had given up reading for them—
didn’t compute. Sylvia never gave up cigarettes or soap operas or her weekly hair appointments. She 
didn’t give up bridge club or shopping or golf lessons or the daily afternoon naps that required her 
daughter to play quietly in a distant corner of the house, writing and illustrating her own storybooks.  

There was no way that Ellie could give up reading when Tiff was born. She’d been a graduate 
student and teaching assistant, alternately reading Gary Snyder and Gregory Corso to her students 
and Beatrix Potter and Richard Scarry to her baby.  

“The Wonderful Story of How You Were Born—with illustrations of chicks and kittens?” Tiff—
whose real name is Rachel but who at six coveted the transiently popular Tiffany and acquired its  
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first syllable as a campy nickname—is incredulous. By the time she’d been ready for sex ed in the 
Eighties, the story had been told in comic book style with chubby naked parents, and a clever 
analogy that used the sneeze to explain physiology.  

“I loved those illustrations,” Ellie explains, without apology. “Sylvia bought it for me when I was 
ten. A little late by today’s standards.” 

Ellie’s parents also bought her impressive natural history books she’d coveted—thick but now 
mildewed volumes of illustrated shells and flowers, salamanders and shrews, compendiums of 
watercolor plates and photos that documented the world that once mesmerized her. 

Tiff flips through the pile of badly foxed paperbacks found in her grandmother’s basement. 

“I’m Sixteen and I Don’t Want to Die?—my God, who were you?” she asks her mother. 

“That’s an Anne Frank-ish story I bought in high school through a paperback book club. I read a lot 
of scary books then because it was a scary time. We were expecting something apocalyptic to 
happen—you know—Bay of Pigs? Bomb Shelters? We were stuck between World War Two and 
nuclear winter.” 

“You were Goth, Mom?” 

“If you can be Goth with Peter Pan collars and shiny Weejun loafers and pearls, yeah, I guess I was. 
Our fantasies were very dark. Now that I think about it, just toss it.”  

That is this morning’s shared task—to reduce the stacks of books and boxes of photos from the sold 
house in western Pennsylvania into a manageable collection of family ephemera. Tiff has flown out 
from Chicago for five days to help her mother deal with the loss of her childhood home, its contents 
and its occupants, just as she visited in May to help arrange Sylvia’s funeral and ready the house for 
the real estate market. Tiff’s visits are bookends that hold in the summer for Ellie, that mark the 
chapters of letting go. 

“Oh—yes, yes, yes! The Poorhouse Fair!” Tiff exclaims, pulling a sad, brown paperback from the 
bottom of her pile. “I love Updike! This was his first full-length novel—may I have it?”  

Ellie looks at her grown daughter, whose face and body offer no hint of relatedness, whose dominant 
paternal genes have curled her long dark hair, shaped her almond eyes, sculpted the thin bridge of 
her nose. Her petite and athletic daughter, who runs marathons, wears a size 2, speaks Greek easily 
with her dad’s family, who majored in government and refused throughout her undergrad years to 
take a literature course.  

“Me too,” says Ellie, delighted, even though she stopped reading his books in the Eighties. “Sure, 
you can have it.” 
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Ellie discovered Updike in her first semester at Bucknell, reading Rabbit, Run in her dorm room 
while snow fell outside her third-floor window seat. She spent long afternoons trapped inside his 
early books—drinking black coffee, smoking mentholated cigarettes, underlining favorite phrases in 
pencil—while assigned course work went undone. For the first time in her life, she discovered the 
magic of being seduced by both form and content, 
of hearing the voice a reader imagines lies within.  

And she’d been further enamored by what seemed 
like a shared sensibility—his conjured 
documentation of a familiar Pennsylvania 
landscape; the rutted frozen fields, the barns and 
pigeons. She learned to think in Updikean third 
person: Ellie Eshelmann set her horn-rimmed 
glasses on the oak desk and waited for George to 
finish his adolescent flirtation with the library aide, 
to turn and see her sitting in the winter light, 
waiting.  

“You wrote all over your books,” Tiff notes, 
flipping through the remaining paperbacks. 

“I have an idea,” says Ellie. “Before you leave on 
Sunday, would you like to make a pilgrimage to 
Shillington, see Updike’s house and the farm in 
Plowville? It’s not that far and I’ve wanted to take 
that trip since I moved back to Pennsylvania but 
never had anyone to go with.” 

“Sure,” says Tiff, seemingly weary of involuntary immersion in her mother’s memories. “How’s 
Saturday?” 

Traveling sixty miles west to Shillington should be easy, but it’s not. Once they leave the turnpike 
and enter the long and dusty construction zone that is U.S. Highway 422, Ellie loses all orientation to 
earlier trips made to the Reading area. They are being pushed blindly through chutes of Jersey 
barriers with semis in front and behind them. Both she and Tiff are nervous drivers, who find it hard 
to navigate new traffic patterns and participate in conversation at the same time. Both are used to the 
other asking for silence while the driver negotiates an on-ramp or an arrow-less left turn. Ellie knows 
her daughter still remembers the time they hit the curb when Tiff, then six, asked her to look at a 
loose front tooth. 

Nervous driving and an appreciation of Updike’s prose. For years, every visit with her only child has 
offered Ellie the possibility of finding common ground, a genome project in which their interests and 
talents and temperaments might be aligned, as if the template of Tiff might be dropped upon Ellie 
and there would be points of convergence, a map of similarities not obvious to the outsider, a legacy. 
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“I didn’t realize all this road work was still going on. Nothing looks familiar and the directions from 
the Web aren’t right, not with these detours. I can’t tell if we’re in Shillington or Reading. What do 
the instructions the librarian gave us say to do next?” 

Tiff’s tone betrays annoyance with her mother’s lack of certainty. “Find Philadelphia Avenue and 
New Holland Avenue.”  

Ellie has been emailing the local library for three days in 
preparation for their trip. Based on their replies, it’s been a long 
time since anyone asked about a walking tour of Updike’s 
Shillington or directions to the family farm. But it’s common 
knowledge that his original boyhood home—now an ad agency—
is a block from the library. And the librarian has gone out of her 
way to contact a high school friend of the author’s who has 
written a walking guide of Updike's worlds, both the places he 
claimed and the places he assigned to fiction. It’s a hot and sunny 
August day with a magical literary field trip awaiting the two 
women—something they will enjoy in the way that Ellie’s friends 
enjoy going to Longwood Gardens or Cape May. 

“You missed it,” Tiff tells her mother. “We just passed 
Philadelphia Avenue. Are you having problems? Are you low? Do 
you want me to drive?” 

“I’ll make a right here and go back.” They are in Shillington now, 
with small streets signs that are hard for Ellie to read through the canopy of leaves. It is a shady 
town, with houses made of variegated brick, protected by awnings and fat maples.  

“I wouldn’t. I’d turn left. But suit yourself.” 

Somehow, a combination of multiple lucky turns brings them back to the five-point intersection and 
the library’s parking lot. The air inside the car is charged with incompatibility. 

“You’re acting like your blood sugar is low and I think we both really need to eat before we walk 
around in this heat,” says Tiff, closing the car door with more force than Ellie would use.  

While Tiff browses through the special collection of Berks County authors, Ellie meets with the 
librarian, who sells her, for a copying fee, the document that Updike’s buddy has produced. Ellie has 
enjoyed the planning more than the trip, so far. She prolongs the transition by asking questions about 
a hand-drawn map that will direct them through more construction to the farm in Plowville, where 
the Updike family moved when John was thirteen. 

“The new owners don’t want tourists coming their way,” says the librarian. “You might just take a 
picture quickly.” 
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“Thank you so much for getting this together for us,” says Ellie, who feels their trip is a singular 
experience that she can still rescue and make wonderful if she does the right things. On the counter 
is a sign advertising a summer library fund-raiser: Canna lilies, $2.00. 

“And I’ll take four of the lilies,” she says, struck by the rightness of preserving the day with 
perennials. 

Ellie puts the plastic bags of thick, hairy rhizomes in her tote, adjusts the heavy camera around her 
neck and tries to make sense of where to begin their tour. The librarian has given them a list of 
restaurant recommendations and an annotated walking guide to the town, mostly places mentioned in 
Updike’s The New Yorker essay, “A Soft Spring Night in Shillington”—a thick set of documents 
best viewed in an air conditioned restaurant, they decide. 

“Let’s pick a restaurant with character,” Tiff says as they set out into the hot afternoon, and she leads 
the way down Lancaster Avenue, papers in hand.  

For blocks after they leave the library, Ellie notices the prevalence of cannas in public places. Not 
yet blooming, tall and tropical, the ubiquitous rubbery plants beg the question: Updikean? Plants, 
like pets, she knows, reflect the tastes of discernable eras. The author lived here in the Thirties and 
Forties, once walked under some of these same trees. Men like Ellie’s dad, just returned from the 
war in Europe and determined to build solid lives, landscaped their new brick colonials with fast-
growing shrubs. A drive-by of any neighborhood reveals that generation’s faded optimism—the 
single-owner, post-War houses still occupied by widows in their eighties, homes wrapped in 
overgrown azaleas and gnarly yews, shaded by giant hollies. And empty houses, like the one she 
closed just last week, awaiting turnover, for chain saws and shovels and an energetic young family 
with their preferences for burning bush, decorative grasses and cannas in raised beds or containers.  

Along Lancaster Avenue, shady residential blocks give way to a treeless commercial district, hot 
sidewalks and after what seems like more than a mile, the retro but newly-remodeled sandwich shop 
they’ve been looking for. 

“Thank God,” says Tiff when they enter the air conditioning, “I so need hydration.” 

Over their tourist lunch of eggplant Parmesan sandwiches, the women study the maps and extensive 
narrative that Updike’s friend has compiled. Even after a cool drink and a full stomach, there is too 
much information for Ellie to process. She stares at the numbers on the maps, then the legends, 
without understanding which places were part of Updike's life or part of a story. 

“This would mean more to us if we had read ‘A Soft Spring Night in Shillington’,” Ellie admits, 
feeling their pilgrimage has been short-changed by her lack of preparation. Not even a cursory reread 
of The Poorhouse Fair. 

“You know, I’m really not up for the trip to the farm, Mom. Are you? Let’s just find the house in 
town and call it a day.” 
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“I’m sorry,” Ellie begins to fold the pamphlet. 

“Sorry for what? That we’re not having a perfect day? That we didn’t read 
twenty books before we jumped in the car? Look, this field trip was a nice 
idea and I appreciate it but it’s really hot and there’s a lot of road 
construction between here and the farm and we don’t know what we’re 
doing. And isn’t the important thing that we’re spending the day together 
before I go back?”  

Tiff pulls the papers toward her and Ellie lets go. 

“I wanted us to do something special together. Something we’d both 
remember. Fondly.” 

“This is special, and I will remember it fondly, Mom. You’re not like Sylvia or my friends’ mothers. 
We don’t just go shopping. We do a lot of meaningful and imaginative things when we get 
together.”  

“But you’ll let me photograph you in front of the house.”  

This is not a question. Ellie has been documenting Tiff’s life with her Cannon F-1 for two decades, 
using its manual 70-210 zoom to enter her world as closely as possible, to capture candid moments 
of childhood play and posed adult portraits. If she gets only two shots on this trip—Updike’s 
childhood home and Tiff in front of the house—she will have captured details of this irretreivable 
day, which are already dissolving like dappled light through the trees. 

Maybe she’ll come back on her own after the construction is over, when the weather is moderate, 
when she has reread Updike’s early work and studied the map. She’ll come back on a fall day 
wearing serious walking shoes and a photographer’s vest. Maybe she’ll look at the town as if it were 
the one. 

When she was a teenager, Ellie assessed every first date for soul mate potential. Now she looks at 
places with the same idealized longing: Is this the place where I can transition into retirement, live 
on less, teach at a community college, find like-minded friends? She knows Shillington offers more 
affordable real estate than Philly. Any one of these solid houses along Lancaster Avenue would do—
a roomy home for less than two hundred thousand, with guest rooms for Tiff and her eventual 
family, a garden lush with no longer fashionable varieties—snowballs and bridal bouquet, lilies of 
the valley and hollyhocks. Cannas circling a bird bath. She’d hide notes in the garden for the 
children, who would run across the lawn in the dark with sparklers, making blue and yellow circles. 
At her house, they wouldn’t wear shoes in the summer, or bike helmets. She would have an 
unscreened porch with a metal glider and ferns in hanging baskets, potted camellias and green 
awnings. On rainy days, she’d show the kids her shell collection and teach them to use watercolors. 
She would have floor-to-ceiling oak shelves built and stained by a local craftsman; replace all her 
paperbacks with hardback books; invest in archival, acid-free albums and boxes. She could see  
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herself with a taffy-colored Cocker spaniel. 
She’d order ladybugs from a catalogue to set 
free, and wear an apron when she cooked. 
She’d hang sheets in the wind to dry and 
place a lemon pie on the counter to cool. 

By the time they find the Updike house on 
Philadelphia Avenue, she has almost 
convinced herself that she belongs in 
Shillington. 

“Let me just get a wide shot of the house 
and then you in front of the house?” she asks, minimizing her need to document, also ready to get on 
the road. 

“I’m too old for this,” says Tiff. “Will I be posing for you when I'm forty? You need a grandchild.”  

First Ellie switches lenses to photograph the house from the sidewalk across the street. Even though 
it’s now an ad agency, the rambling white structure, with its friendly striped awning, still feels 
residential and evocative of an earlier era. But a silver SUV parked in front of the house taints the 
shot, making it impossible to deny the reality of the new century.  

Tiff runs across the street, stands in front of the house while Ellie waits for a break in the afternoon 
traffic that will allow her to focus her zoom and frame her daughter beneath the awning, squinting in 
the bright sun and smiling, as if it were a soft summer afternoon and they were the author’s guests.  

The Saturday after Tiff leaves, Ellie finds the bags of canna lily rhizomes forgotten and pushed back 
under the passenger seat of her Toyota. They are warm and limp like old ginger root and possibly 
ruined, but she opens each package, reads the directions and plants them in cool, shallow trenches 
near the irises that she dug up and brought back from her family home the week before she put it on 
the market. The transplanted irises bloomed in Philadelphia and she thinks it is just as likely that the 
Shillington lilies will grow, even with rough handling.  

She is sipping iced coffee on her front porch and still cooling off from cutting back multi-flora rose 
and planting lilies when the UPS truck stops, and the driver brings her another box of books ordered 
from the Internet. She wipes her hands and opens her latest gift to herself. She has ordered an 
executor's guide to settling a loved one’s estate and a paperback memoir that includes “A Soft 
Spring Night in Shillington,” the required reading they’d skipped.  

In his essay, Updike revisits Shillington in the Eighties, a lifetime after leaving unsophisticated, 
small-town life. He walks up and down its streets, reading his home town through the physical 
history its altered buildings and landscape reveal, noting change and loss at every turn. In the yard, 
he writes, the cherry and walnut trees I climbed are gone. The privet hedge is gone and replaced by a 
tall and forbidding one of arborvitae; little Shillington Alley, on whose gray stones I skinned my 
knees, has been paved and renamed Shillington Street. 
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She didn’t cry at the funeral or the auction or even at settlement, when she handed over her keys to 
the couple who now possess the house her parents built in 1952. She cried last when Tiff left her at 
the Philadelphia airport and she is crying again, ambushed by someone else’s losses. She imagines a 
time-lapse film of his street and her own, the trees and the people falling away, the ad agency sign 
popping up on the Updike’s lawn, a For Sale sign on her parents’. But in only a few years, her 
family will be forgotten completely in the town where she grew up, with no walking guide to 
evidence their existence. 
 
Oh Tiff, she is saying inside her head, sitting at the patio table bought twenty years ago when she 
was married, it’s not about the books or pictures, the things in boxes. It’s the world of heavy floral 
drapes and red leather chairs, pine-paneled rec rooms and women twirling in full skirts, White 
Shoulders perfume and shiny hairdos made with sugar water and bobby pins. It’s mothers wearing 
silver blue mink and fathers that smelled like soap and leather driving big finned cars. It’s hats with 
veils and pink kidskin gloves, the smell of baby oil and lying by the pool at the club, children 
chasing fireflies on the lawn, parents watching from the porches and smoking L&Ms in the dark. It’s 
forsythia and climbing roses, rain barrels and Boston terriers, gin and cocktail shakers, the sweetness 
of a baking angel food cake. It’s watercress sandwiches and Ambrosia salad, beige blonde hair and 
black-and-white TV. Necking in parked cars on snowy nights, sweater sets and scarab pins and 
wearing a boy’s class ring on a chain. It’s chocolate cokes and knee socks and holding hands in a 
coffee shop that’s now a cell phone store. It’s the lost world.  

There was so much more she could list, but what was the point? Tempted as she was to travel 
backward, to linger there as long as possible, she could not be the curator of her parents’ lives, not 
even her own. She had neither the time nor the room. She might find herself seduced briefly by flea 
market memorabilia or by the beckoning sets of old movies. She would find a Ginny doll or a silver 
sweater guard at a yard sale, or watch Jane Wyman turn on a frilly lamp and slip into a peignoir, and 
for a moment, all would seem retrievable. Every experience available for recall, most of it good, and 
she would wish that she lived in a larger house, with room for a few tables topped with shadow 
boxes and high, empty walls that could host a gallery of photos beneath track lights.  

Ellie’s cell phone rings with the annoying polka tune that Tiff programmed as a joke when she was 
here.  

“Hey, you— how’s the sorting and winnowing coming along? Are you in the middle of something?”  

“No. Just taking a break. It’s still slow. I want to keep everything, but there’s no room. I planted the 
lily bulbs today, the ones I bought at the library.” 
 
“I really did enjoy that day together, Mom. But what’s going on—you sound upset,” says Tiff, 
soliciting a mood report. 

“Nope,” says Ellie, “just gardening allergies.”  

“I understand completely,” says Tiff. “We’ve got ragweed kicking in out here, and my head is 
Histamine City. So..... I may have some interesting news to share—want to hear about my life?”  
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“Absolutely,” says Ellie—rescued by the brightness of her daughter’s voice and the clarity of the 
moment, uprooted from the heaviness of memory, saved by a buoyancy that has allowed her to be 
pulled up through layers and layers of earth and dust into the well-lit present, where the afternoon air 
is fresh and Tiff's unpredictable next sentence is ready to unfurl—“what’s up?”  
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Fiction 

 
        
by Andrew Wingfield  

   
According to my mother, I am a gifted person who lacks the ability to focus. The truth is I focus very 
well on things that hold my attention. Like this dog that just passed the door of the restaurant and the 
woman who’s passing the post office a block back, giving chase. Strange-looking dog: needle-nosed, 
bat-eared, with a collie-sized body and stubby dachshund legs.  

This peculiar animal trots down the opposite sidewalk with a smile on its 
face. The woman is a block behind, yelling for the dog to stop. A large 
black woman, built to proportion unlike the dog—long legs and arms, 
ample everywhere. Her jeans are tight and her hightops aren’t tied, which 
means the dog can hold its lead without trying too hard. 

“PRECIOUS,” the woman yells. “STOP NOW PRECIOUS. DON’T 
MAKE ME COME AFTER YOU.”  

No wonder the dog is smiling. 

Left to my own devices, I would sit here behind the steering wheel and watch them pass, not leaving 
the car or entering the restaurant until they had vanished. A rich moment: late-spring evening, soft 
air, the street still damp from this afternoon’s shower. A sleepiness in our little crossing, a few cars 
waiting for the light to change, a delicate, lemony scent descending from sidewalk locust trees, a 
feint odor of rot rising from the storm drains. And then this fabulous commotion. 

But I am rarely left to my own devices. Harriet sits next to me and she wants to know what the 
woman is yelling about. In Cleave Springs, the cause of such shouting isn’t always so benign.  

I point to the dog. 

Harriet gets out of the car and penguin-walks into The Avenue. The woman has stopped in front of 
the plateglass window to the right of the restaurant’s door. I expect her to yell again but instead she 
produces a big blue bandana from somewhere and begins to mop her brow—a large gesture, 
dramatic. 

Harriet stops on the double yellow line and turns back to me. “Come on.”  
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I see moments, Harriet sees situations. And this situation is tailor made for us—an opportunity, in 
my wife’s view.  

Harriet gains the sidewalk and plants herself smack in the middle, to cancel 
any thoughts the woman might have about pursuing the dog further.  
 
“That’s your dog?” 

The woman looks suspiciously at Harriet, as people sometimes do when 
she inserts herself directly into their business. Then her eyes shift, scanning 
the sidewalk up ahead. 

“My cousin’s dog.” 

“Your cousin live in Cleave Springs?” 

The woman shakes her head. “Prince George’s.” 

“We’d better catch that dog quick, then. It’s lost.” 

Concern carves two deep lines across the woman’s brow. “That girl, she’ll kill me if something 
happens to Precious.” 

“Don’t worry,” Harriet says, turning back to make sure I’m on her flank. “We’ll get Precious back, 
won’t we darling.” 

“We’ll sure try.”  

I could stick around to thank Harriet for giving me this chance to practice my chivalry, but that 
would increase the dog’s head start. It would also delay Harriet’s next move—the reassuring hand 
placed on the woman’s shoulder, the invitation to come into the restaurant. Harriet will seat her in 
one of the front tables, so she can see out to the street. She’ll bring the woman a soft drink and make 
small talk to distract and calm her, create a human connection. By the time I return with the rescued 
dog, my wife will know the woman’s story. Harriet will have built another bridge between New 
Cleave Springs and Old Cleave Springs, between us and one of the lifelong denizens of the 
neighborhood that we and our restaurant are helping to transfigure. 

One problem: I’m not catching the dog. Oh, I’m trying. I’m running at a good clip, building 
momentum, warming to my task, but wily Precious is onto me. The dog runs with its tail straight 
back for aerodynamic efficiency. But the bat-ears stand at attention. Every twenty or thirty seconds 
one of the ears twists back in my direction and the eyes follow for a quick confirmation. No matter 
how fast I go, Precious keeps the distance between us constant.  

It doesn’t hurt the dog’s cause that I’m shod for the dinner rush—leather-soled loafers Harriet picked  
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out to dress up my black jeans and my crisp blue shirt. No competent judge of such things would 
ever call me fit, but I was terribly fit at one time, a punishing open-field tackler on the high school 
football fields almost two decades ago. My mother has noted that I am one of those people who 
barely skim the surface of their own capacities the vast majority of the time. Without trying, I hold a 
deep well of energy in reserve. I am six-foot-two, with a fairly long stride. For each step I take, 
Precious needs ten or so. Surely I can outlast this dog. 

If it takes a while, so be it. What an evening to be running down The Avenue. Now is the transition 
time between work and dinner. People are out. Precious and I weave among them. Gordon the 
attorney is locking up his office, but Emily the candle maker will keep the shop next door open for 
another hour. Gordon waves at me and smiles, shifts his wire-framed gaze up The Avenue in the 
direction of Precious. I smile too. A real smile, mine. I like being known on The Avenue, even if it is 
a guilty pleasure. My life here is a bitter pill my mother must swallow every day. Poor Mother. She 
preferred it when I was known in the powerful rooms whose doors my first wife opened for me. It 
squared with her aspirations for me when I was still playing politics across the river.  

Mother was skeptical of Harriet’s charms when they first met, and utterly immune to the charms of 
Cleave Springs when Harriet and I first moved here. It was a more rugged place back then, yet 
Harriet and I fell for its cute old houses and gritty main drag. America is a rich land growing poorer 
all the time in places. Cleave Springs was a real place, a place that rose early last century with the 
great railyard that spawned it and then declined as the railyard went quiet. A place that had tasted 
death and was waiting to be coaxed back to life.  

By now The Avenue is rife with reclamations. Emily the candle maker, a mother of two, is recently 
out of the closet. Gordon the attorney is a refugee from one of the big Manhattan firms. I was a few 
months clear of the divorce when Harriet found me over in the nation’s capital, still skulking and 
conniving with the rest of the hyenas on the Hill. She plucked me from the wreckage of my first 
attempt at making a man’s life, talked me into a version of myself that sounded sweeter than 
Mother’s. 

And here he is now, the reinvented me, a dutiful husband playing the role his wife has scripted, a 
decent citizen committing a useful deed, a novice restaurateur in jeans and loafers, dashing down 
one of The Avenue’s better blocks. I follow Precious past the pottery studio, the custard shop, the 
yoga center, my body alive with the running, stimulated by the chase, for the first time chafing 
slightly at this costume’s constraints. I undo the top buttons on my shirt, slip the cuffs open to admit 
some air.  

And then Precious stops, veering into the bed of pansies that fronts the Thai restaurant.  

“Is that all you’ve got,” I tease, slowing to a walk. “I’m just getting warmed up, little dog.” 

“Hey Precious.” I shift into my dog-soothing voice, squat at the edge of the flowers. “Why don’t you 
take a whiff of this hand. Why don’t you check me out a little.” 
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The dog stands six feet from me panting rapidly, tongue lolling, tail 
brushing the barberry at the back of the bed. What ears! Each one is 
almost as large as the skull, broad at the base and curving up to a 
rounded tip. Soft and deep, a pair of big mitts made for fielding sounds. 
The nose is dark and sharp. The top lip is up off the teeth. 

I move to narrow the gap between us and Precious snaps at me once 
before darting away. I rear from the dog’s strike, note the sound of 
canine teeth clicking together. I take several quick strides, lunge for the 
retreating animal with both hands but grasp air only.  

Up once again in a running posture, I continue down The Avenue’s 
wide, shaded sidewalk. I’m running faster now, feeling freer than before. I’m glad to know that 
Precious isn’t just going to cave. I’m ready for a little competition, pleased somehow by this new 
hint of danger: the ivories are in play. What a relief to be out here, instead of back in the restaurant 
where I am still trying to fit. Harriet wasn’t raised to this line of work either, yet she has taken to it. 
From dining room to kitchen to bar, she moves anywhere with a natural air of command—even more 
convincing since she’s started to show.  

I pick up the pace, welcome the sweat spreading down from my armpits and up from the small of my 
back.  

Precious has plenty of go left in those stumpy legs. We’re coming up to the Lily Pad, Cleave 
Springs’ chief café, and though I probably know half the people at the outdoor tables I’m not looking 
for familiar faces now. I’m locked in on my quarry. I’m settling into a kind of deep, predatory 
patience. I’ve watched the nature shows, I know that wolves have more than just power and 
endurance going for them, I know it’s their awful patience that really makes the difference. I’ll catch 
this dog. I can wait. 

The block beyond the Lily Pad is, as we say, transitional. The tacqueria and a pair of antique stores 
face a sealed up storefront, a failing laundry, a soup kitchen where homeless men chase sermons 
with meals. Three times a day, they line up out front. It annoys Harriet, the careful way I study those 
fellows’ faces whenever we happen to pass the line. How many new leases have been drawn on each 
of those lives? Quit it, Harriet always says, they’re not you.  

Harriet. By now she and Precious’ guardian are seated by the restaurant window, sipping cool drinks 
and talking. It’s easy for me to imagine; Harriet conducts such conversations fairly often. Old Cleave 
Springs has been through hard times. If it’s ready for anything, it’s ready to talk. Most stories begin 
with the railyard, granddaddy worked in the yard, then daddy after him. And everything was good 
until the yard shut down, the families started unraveling—departures, foreclosures, addictions, 
arrests. Harriet listens with alarming interest: the more you tell her, the more she takes off your 
chest, the deeper your debt to her becomes.  

Up ahead is the busy intersection where The Avenue crosses Joiner Road, the boundary between  
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Cleave Springs and Brimslea. Precious speeds up as she nears the intersection, as if she’s trying to 
time the light. Without breaking stride she plunges into the street and completes an immaculate 
crossing.  

By the time I arrive the light in my direction couldn’t be any redder; the pedestrian box offers an 
emphatic DON’T WALK. I don’t walk, but run headlong into traffic, intent on losing no ground. A 

feast of honks and screeches. I slap a green front fender as if 
fighting off a would-be blocker. Foolish. Exhilarating.  

When I gain the next curb I speed up to close the distance 
Precious picked up when the traffic broke my stride. I run hard 
for half a block, then settle back into my wolf-lope.  

I’m content for Precious to run right though Brimslea. We’ll have 
our showdown at some point, that’s inevitable now. I’d prefer to 
cross the bridge over Ganders Run and get into Hillside, an 
upscale residential zone where no one is likely to be watching. 

But what if we extended this game of preferences, Precious fleeing with fuel enough to lead me out 
of Hillside and into the next neighborhood? And the next? For a heady minute I indulge this vision, 
Precious re-cast in the role of guardian, a hairy angel leading me beyond Harriet’s orbit, out past the 
pull of love and need and fear, into a weightless world where nothing at all is expected, a timeless 
black zone where no past can haunt you and no future can fall to pieces.  

But Brimslea is no place for escapists; its vividness quickly hauls me in. The sidewalk here is even 
more crowded than back in Cleave Springs. Everyone is Salvadoran, a thriving legion of tough, 
diligent people doing the jobs most Americans don’t want. One of these women will come to care 
for our newborn child in a couple of months. Some of these men humped the sheets of drywall and 
stacks of lumber, the wheelbarrows of brick and sacks of concrete that enlarged our tiny bungalow 
and made it a fit place for the coming brood. Others mow our lawn, change our oil, wax our car, toil 
in our restaurant’s kitchen.  

Harriet has Spanish enough to chat up the Salvadorans who work for us, find out what town they 
come from, who’s spending the money they send back home. But when I pass close by the men in 
the restaurant kitchen, they always go quiet. It’s a certain kind of quiet—playful, ironic, watchful, a 
quiet that pokes all kinds of holes in my shaky performance.  

As I weave amongst the people now I don’t hear their voices, but feel them watching me, laughing 
silently at me and the absurd dog I’m chasing. I endure the strong fish odor that wafts out from the 
Feria del Pescado, briefly savor the smell of grilled meat and spices around El Jardin. Precious 
passes the check cashing place and the grocery, giving me reason to hope we’ll continue along this 
end of The Avenue and clean out of Brimslea. But suddenly, for no reason I can detect, the dog 
swerves off across the lawn of an apartment complex.  

I reach the lawn just in time to see Precious round the corner of a yellow stucco building. The grass  
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in the complex is weedy and long. The stucco is moldy; brown paint peels from the trim. I follow 
Precious’ path and find a kind of courtyard, walled on three sides by the yellow stucco buildings. 
Clumps of ratty crepe myrtle grow here and there. Lone males peer down from wide open windows 
two and three stories up. A sense of recent hush, as if my emergence on the scene has silenced a 
lively exchange. I slow to a walk and scan the courtyard for Precious.  

The dog has taken up a position in the joint where two of the buildings meet, back under the foliage 
of a bushy yew. Precious in a corner, preparing for a last stand. I laugh at the High Noon drama of it, 
glance up at one of the young Salvadorans in his window, then another. I’m fishing for signs of 
humor or sympathy. Both men show me faces of stone.  

I stand ten feet away from Precious, whose ribcage puffs rapidly. The lip is up off the teeth again, 
the tongue lolls, the eyes burn darkly. A defiant growl rises from the throat. As I unbutton my shirt I 
glance over my shoulder again. Faces appear in several more windows now: older men, a few 
women, children of all ages. I am the entertainment. 

The shirt is heavy, wet to the touch. I wrap it tightly around my left hand. Thus equipped, I assume 
the wrestler’s pose, knees bent, wrapped paw raised for defense. All these strangers’ eyes upon me, 
yet it’s Mother’s gaze I feel most acutely. No, she can’t see me now, but this is how she sees her 
only son. Exposed, displaced, misspent.  

I lunge forward. Precious bounds to meet me, leaps at my throat and clamps fiercely on the swaddled 
hand I raise in her path. A sudden heat there, fangs piercing through layers of cloth and skin, probing 
deep enough to tap the dark energy that once guided me to all the sons who suffered my furious 
blows on the gridiron those long-ago Friday nights. As I did then, I yell like a barbarian now, loud 
and long, clutch the animal’s haunch with my free hand and raise both arms high above my head, the 
squirming body splayed in my reaching hands like a child being offered up for sacrifice.  

I turn a slow circle, staring back at the watchers, surveying my options. I could hurl the creature hard 
against the building, dash its brains out. I could lower it to my breast and bring it dutifully back. I 
could bend over, pry the jaws apart, and see to my maimed hand.  

I am still completing my circle, still revolving my choices when I catch sight of Harriet and the 
woman, who didn’t wait back at the restaurant after all, but must have trailed me all this way in the 
car. The woman halts the instant she catches sight of me, steps back as if I’ve pulled a gun. But 
Harriet continues toward me, impressively pregnant, moving with the determined air of a person 
intent on dispensing mercy or justice.  

I have warned her before, but words only go so far. At long last, she’s forced to see the actual me: 
feet planted on the ground, legs spread apart, back straight, chest bare and heaving, sweat streaming 
down my body, blood beginning to trickle down one of my raised arms. She pulls up a couple of feet 
from me and studies me with great concentration.  

“That’s right,” I say. “I’m going to be somebody’s father.” 
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She nods. 

“I’m wounded.”  

“I know,” she says, and then steps up close to me, tips her head to the side, kisses me on the rib. 

“Let go,” she whispers, because she believes I eventually will. 

  

Andrew Wingfield's novel Hear Him Roar (Utah State University Press, 2005) deals with people and mountain lions in 
the sprawling suburbs of northern California. “Precious” is one of a group of short stories set in a “recovering” 
neighborhood near the nation’s capital. Andrew teaches in New Century College, the integrative studies program at 
George Mason University in Virginia. 
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Fiction 
 

 
        
by Martin Ott  

   
The first block Max felt nothing but guilt, his arms pumping like pistons, feet pounding, lungs 
burning, wishing he hadn’t left Dario’s toolbox outside where it could be plucked by anyone with a 
devious nature and a good pair of wire cutters. Beside him, Dario cursed in Spanish that would have 
sent his mother to confession, rosary in hand. In front of them, the thief streaked down the poorly 
paved street, red toolbox bouncing against his thighs, his shaved head rocking like a metronome.  

“Stop thief!” Max yelled to the overcast dusk blanketing Hunter’s Point, embarrassed he sounded 
like a flat foot from a ‘70s detective show. 

The second block seemed to take forever as they hit the base of a steep San Francisco rise, each 
upward stride as long as the silence between outbursts when he and his ex-girlfriend Beth fought. As 
they gained altitude, the closed Naval Base jutted into view alongside Dario’s rented lot—the tin 
warehouse where they cranked out counterfeit South Park and The Simpsons t-shirts, the abandoned 
school bus where Dario let Max stay for free after he got kicked out of his Mission flat, and the gray 
expanse of asphalt in between. Dario’s curses turned to coughs and wheezes up the sharp incline. 
Max’s bike messenger’s calves screamed as he pulled even with Dario, the thief stepping off into a 
bank of fog over the crest. Max followed with a childish fear the sky would open up and swallow 
him whole. 

The third block was like a gunshot in the air above a New Year’s crowd, wild and impetuous, Max’s 
feet slapping the poorly paved down slope as they closed the gap. It reminded him of what he loved 
best about cycling in and out of traffic, the rush and blare of horns kicking you into a steady buzz of 
adrenaline and escape. Beth had always liked that he was reckless. Dario, too, egged him on, 
screaming, “Push it, Max” as the kid began to tire, shifting the mechanic’s box to his left arm and 
stumbling, losing ground. 

The fourth block Max felt a sharp pain in his side, but he’d gotten used to discomfort—sleeping in a 
drafty bus on a single mattress, with a circular hole by the emergency door he used to relieve himself  
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when he was too tired to make his way to the bathroom in the shed. Shivering alone at night he 
found himself drawn to the hard metal shell of the bus and the magnetic attraction for all things cold 
and hard: sheet metal walls, razors, bullets in the guns that fired off in the distance, beckoning him to 
follow their flight. 

The fifth block they were almost on the thief’s heels as they neared the bottom of the hill ending in a 
cul-de-sac. Dario whooped, but Max felt a vague dread, like during nightly calls with Beth when she 
gave him an update on the creature in her belly that had grown steadily to resemble, in no particular 
order: a nut, a reptile, a rat, a chicken, a mutant wiggling in ultrasound, each stage prompting her to 
comment, “He reminds me of you, Max.” The boy lowered his head and lumbered down the 
driveway to a three-story housing project, one Dario and Max had often talked about, but had never 
gotten close to before. 

Dario sprinted ahead like a man possessed, narrowing the gap. Max felt an overwhelming urge to 
hightail it out of there, every muscle in his body rebelling against the weakening signals from his 
brain. But, as he’d recently discovered, some memories refused to remain safely stored in a closet, 
like a well-worn pair of tennis shoes that would never again handle a fast sprint or a dime turn.  

On the yellow lawn of the housing project, the thief braked before Dario could jump him. He held 
out his arms and dropped the toolbox onto the sidewalk, saying, “Whoa, cool it.” 

Dario bent over double, heaving for air. Max felt suddenly cold. Long shadows had sprung up out of 
nowhere, the sun dipping behind the hilltop. Max looked up at the stairwells and windows of the 
cement complex. Their voices had drawn people to their doorways. They looked down with a cold 
expression that reminded Max of his own father—a stranger’s mistrust. He wanted badly to escape, 
but he was tired of running and had learned the hard way as a kid to be stoic, no matter the danger.  

“What’re you waiting for? Take the damn thing back, if it’s so important,” the thief said, throwing 
up his hands. 

“Damn right I will,” Dario said. “What did you think you were doing? I work for my money, 
asshole.” 

Dario walked up face-to-face with the backing kid. “You have some kinda nerve.” Max saw 
shadows skirt along the stairwell down toward the courtyard. “I came to this shitty neighborhood 
because the rent was low.” A group started to form at the foot of the building stairwell. “But not 
nearly as low as the neighbors.” A murmuring of angry voices.  

“Come on, Dario, let’s get out of here,” Max said, even though he didn’t have the slightest fear for 
his own safety. Still, it felt like life or death inside his chest.  

“Not until this shit says he’s sorry,” Dario demanded. 

The kid’s eyes darted around the courtyard, trying to figure out how to save face. Max recognized  
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the look; it was the same expression he saw every morning while brushing his teeth in the tool 
shed—tunnel eyes set on oblivion. Beneath, Max could tell the kid wanted to bolt every bit as much 
as he had run from Beth or his mom had from his father.  

“What’s it going to be?” Dario growled. 

But there are some things you can’t flee from. Hide from. Ignore. Max stepped forward and yelled 
“Hey,” and as Dario turned, Max hit his friend in the solar plexus with a stiff undercut. Dario 
staggered and fell on his ass in the brown grass, his mouth small and gasping. The thief darted off 
around the corner of the building and several onlookers broke out in laughter. “Crazy white boy,” 
one said, but Max felt incredibly sane. He picked up the toolbox with one hand and helped Dario to 
his feet with the other. For once, his friend was at a loss for words. 

He rested his hand on Dario’s shoulder and guided him up the incline toward home. The only way to 
help his friend had been to hurt him. He looked at his knuckles, bruised from a recent fall from his 
bike. Be tough, never cry, the manly voice was still there in his ear. And yet, he ached. Inside. From 
how much he would injure Beth with this unspoken confession: I’m afraid I’ll harm my son like my 
father hurt me. 

As they reached the hilltop, Dario started to swear softly under his breath. Max figured it was a good 
sign—his friend’s pride was bruised worse than his ribs, but at least he was alive. Finally, Dario got 
back his wind and started laying into Max, saying, in no particular order: “You’re a nut, a rat, a 
chicken, a reptile, a mutant no one wants around.”  

The sun sank lower into the ocean’s belly and Max shivered in the breeze atop Hunter’s Point, 
staring at the breakers for a sail cutting through the fog or anything solid in the murk. From the top 
of the rise, above the thieves and con men, he almost felt as though he could reach through the cloud 
bank with trembling hands and cradle a rising moon as faraway and magnetic as a newborn son. 

    

 
Martin Ott was a Russian linguist and military interrogator during the Cold War. Currently a writer and editor in Los 
Angeles, he has published poetry and fiction in numerous publications, has optioned three screenplays, and is the 
author of Misery Loves, a chapbook by Red Dancefloor Press.  
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Fiction 
 

 
        
by Scott Spires  

 

Chicago Dead City Guide @ 
www9.ChicagoStillLives.com 

The destruction of the city of Chicago, though a tragic 
event by any standard, left behind a virtually intact 
model of twentieth-century urban life. Hundreds of 
thousands of people died during the initial calamitous 
events, after which other inhabitants of the city and its 
suburbs fled en masse. Although the city witnessed the 
usual post-disaster looting and rioting, the speed with 
which citizens abandoned their homes left the area 
largely unscathed.  

The region’s residents began trickling back following the years of reconstruction, but much of the 
city remains a ghost town par excellence, representing the largest and best-preserved expanse of 
dead urban territory on earth.  

This fascinating urbanological museum will not last forever—we urge you to visit Chicago now. 

Tour Options 

A number of independent tour operators lead guided tours of Chicago. We recommend these tours if 
you prefer not to face the daunting logistical challenges of making your way through an area without  
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the essential provisions of food, water and gasoline. These 
sanctioned tours also offer the comfort of added safety. While all of 
these vendors provide basic downtown Chicago tour packages, 
many also specialize in one area of the city or other.  

• Labor History Tours meander among the monuments of 
Chicago’s working-class history— even giving participants a 
chance to spend the night in the Pullman District, a 
neighborhood of 19th-century workers’ cottages.  

• The Wright Choice focuses on architects of the Prairie 
School, particularly the work of Frank Lloyd Wright.  

• Perhaps the most comprehensive agency is Dead Cities 
Worldwide, an international company specializing in tours 
of abandoned and destroyed cities in North America, Europe 
and Asia.  

For a complete listing of tour operators click here. 

While signing on with a tour company is a safe and efficient way to experience the highlights of the 
dead city, it takes away both the risk and the excitement of guiding yourself. The rest of this site 
therefore concentrates on helping those who intend to venture into Chicago on their own. 

Dangers and Difficulties 

Visiting a dead urban zone carries with it certain risks; you should be aware of all of them, and have 
contingency plans before making your visit. 

A good map is critical. Orientation around Chicago has become more and more difficult due to the 
epidemic of sign-stealing practiced by tourists and local scroungers alike looking to profit from the 
collectibles. In some neighborhoods, it may be necessary to navigate by the house-numbering system 
alone. Fortunately, it is very clear and logical—just make sure the map identifies streets by both 
name and block number. 

If traveling alone, we recommend you drive. Without a car, however, you can take the Chicago Tour 
Express train into downtown’s surviving Union Station (click here for the schedule. After 
deboarding, you’ll be limited to the ground you can cover on foot.  

“Cabs”—entrepreneurial yet unlicensed drivers who come into the city a few days a week to profit 
from driving tourists around—are also an option. ”Cabbies” charge wildly differing fees and are 
usually not not available when most needed. Relying on them implies a certain degree of risk. On the 
other hand, if you are the type of adventurer who enjoys hitchhiking in unfamiliar countries, they 
offer a certain appeal.  

Finally, the Tour Express allows passengers to bring bicycles: a popular option with European tour 
groups that is catching on in Chicago, as well. 
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Those driving must ensure they have enough gasoline to 
get in, around, and out of the city. Filling and service 
stations are few and far apart. We recommend printing 
out this map of establishments as a guide. It is also 
imperative to bring a satphone with a minimum 200-
mile range , since the original public pay telephones 
have been converted to toilets. 

Vacate the area before nightfall. Not only does 
navigation become more difficult, but the environment 
itself is menacing after sunset. The notorious gangs of 
looters are now mostly gone—they long ago took any remaining valuables from houses and 
offices—but the criminal element still roams the streets, both individually and in small packs. Given 
the vastness of the metropolitan area and the lack of police or military oversight, it remains 
impossible to predict where trouble might arise. We therefore recommend not traveling alone outside 
of the immediate downtown area (where there are usually many people during the day). Travelers 
who decide to arm themselves should be aware of their legal rights and responsibilities. Target 
practice prior to visiting is also suitable. 

Unless in an officially designated Historical High Rise, you are strongly urged to avoid elevators. 
Most do not work—or worse. 

Bringing bottled water, snacks, and extra blankets depending on the season of your visit is a good 
idea if you wish to explore further afield. 

Places to Visit 

There are a number of other worthwhile places to visit after you’ve seen the standard architectural 
wonders offered in the Downtown Tour. 

Kropotkin Acre 
Armed utopian community on the North Side. Now entering its seventh year of existence, the 
settlement of several hundred people is the largest of the city’s recently-formed “communities of 
interest.” Originally an anarcho-libertarian commune which took over several posh apartment 
buildings on the lakefront, it now boasts a bookstore, cultural center, and shooting gallery. If you 
wish to tour this experimental proto-civilization, be sure to check in first as “friendly visitors” at the 
commune’s cultural center at 2600 N. Lakeview Avenue. Residents are attached to their guns and 
don’t hesitate to use them, though they welcome all visitors “who come in peace.” It should be noted 
that all visitors are subject to search, which may include body cavities. 

Other communities of interest include Morita Manor—a small commune based in the cavernous 
Merchandise Mart and named after Sony founder Akio Morita—devoted to the worship of electronic 
appliances and consumer goods, The Nature Club—which has staked out the former Lincoln Park 
Zoo—and Vertical Anarchy, another political society that houses itself in the lower floors of some of 
the decaying downtown skyscrapers. These groups are similarly wary of strangers, so make sure they 
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know your intentions are friendly. 

Elaine’s Coffee House and Cigar Bar 
830 N. Michigan Ave. This museum of late-twentieth-century urban youth fashion was never a real 
café. Now, though,it is a painstaking and convincing reconstruction of the sort of establishments that 
dotted the city during the so-called Age of Caffeine. Order a latte, sit in one of the battered old 
armchairs and read an authentic, though yellowed, newspaper from that time. 

Museum of the Age of Film 
3733 N. Southport Ave. The Museum is situated in the former Music Box Theatre and during the 
heyday of cinema this was one of the city’s premiere “art houses.” It contains a historical exhibit 
detailing the art of cinema; busts of famous “movie stars” and film directors; and a replica of a 
typical box office and refreshment stand. The museum will even serve you popcorn! If reserve ahead 
of time time, you can also catch a showing of one of its two authentic movies: Citizen Kane (1941) 
and Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975). Visit the Museum website for showtimes and 
reservations. 

Pagan Amphitheatre 
1060 W. Addison St. A short walk from the Film Museum is this large outdoor theatre that swarms 
with people during the summer months, when various pre- and post-Christian, polytheistic, Wiccan, 
and New Age cults descend on its expanses for their certified though not necessarily sanctioned 
ceremonies. Enthusiastic pagans have covered every surface with artwork called graffiti—aerosol-
based paints and dyes—in an anarchic, first-come first-served manner. Don’t be surprised to see a 
tribute to Scientology guru L. Ron Hubbard standing in uneasy juxtaposition to a depiction of an 
Aztec religious ceremony. Those of a squeamish nature may wish to avoid visiting on days when 
animal sacrifices are taking place, generally Tuesdays and Fridays. In its previous life, the 
amphitheatre was known as Wrigley Field, the home of one of the city’s professional baseball 
teams—the Chicago Cubs, may they rest in peace. Across the street you’ll find the Cubs Museum, a 
modest showcase recording the team’s long existence and nearly glorious achievements. 

For additional information, please contact us. 
    

Guestbook 

Thnx 4 the tips… Ive wanted to go for ahwile but never got brave enough to make it on my own… 
     — Steve, Denver, Colo. 

I was in Chicago last summer & found it way too commercialized! My sister remembers it from before it was destroyed 
& said it never looked the way it does in the “historical districts.” So if you want an “authentic experience” you have to 
go to the south or west sides. So long as you don’t go alone you should be OK. 
     — Melissa J., Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

Your site is decent but needs updating. They’re now levying a ridiculous “cover charge” of $20 just to get into Elaine’s 
Coffee House. The atmosphere is nice but it’s not THAT great! 
      — Ali, Melbourne, Australia 
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Chicagos ok but I like the DC dead city tour better 
      — Ted, Annapolis, MD 

Stay away from the crazy folks at Vertical Anarchy! They are very puritanical & will threaten you if they think you’re 
not “1 of us”. My buddy said to one of them he thought anarchism was naïve, the guy called one of the “gatekeepers” at 
the Hancock bldg. & we were thrown out on the street! They called us “outside provocateurs” & other nasty names. 
Don’t try to mess with their ideal little kingdom – you’ll be sorry! 
      — M. Larson, Duluth, MN 

   
Sign the Guestbook  

    

Scott Spires is a Moscow-based writer with a background in linguistics and Slavic studies. He has published fiction, non-
fiction, and academic articles in a variety of publications, including New York Press, Chicago Reader, Satire, and The 
Journal of Baltic Studies, and is currently working on a book about the Baltic Sea.  
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Fiction 
 

 
        
by Tiel Aisha Ansari 
     

March 7, 2003 

The rising sun's rays stretch across the Mekong Delta. In the distance, where flat land meets only 
slightly flatter sea, something throws a long shadow to the west. It is a metal hulk, half sunk in the 
mud and listing to one side—a hard-edged, alien presence in this hazy, watery terrain: a wrecked 
fishing trawler. 

Villagers trudge across the mud flats and climb aboard the rusty hulk. The hull is badly breached, 
there's no question of ever getting it to float again. But these people have lived with the sea forever, 
and they're wise in the ways of salvage. There may be useful machinery aboard; if they can't move it, 
perhaps they can strip it for parts. If they can get cutting torches down here, they'll sell the hull for 
scrap metal. 

The young men clamber up the side of the hull and swing themselves over the railing and onto the 
deck. One of them pauses and points mutely. The wooden rail is deeply hacked, and there are dark 
stains on the deck nearby. There's been murder done aboard this ship, and not too long ago. 

The men gather together and murmur worriedly. Someone mentions the authorities; there's a general 
shaking of heads. Someone mutters about pirates. Someone else whispers about the vengeance of 
hungry ghosts, and the men huddle closer, eyeing the empty wheelhouse and the yawning hatches 
nervously. 

They've sent for the bonze already, of course; he presides over every important event in the life of 
the village. He arrives accompanied by two young shaven-headed monks. It's been a long time since 
the bonze needed to shave his head, but he swings aboard the ship as spryly as any of the young 
fishermen. He looks around, listens to the villagers, thinks a moment. 
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"Pray for the souls of the dead," he tells them. "Offer rice and paper money. Explain that we are poor 
people and that we need the things on this ship more than they do. Be generous, and promise to 
remember them." 

Encouraged, the men proceed to explore the wreck. It's been mostly stripped already, but there's 
scrap metal aplenty. In one of the holds, the villagers find a net—a huge purse seine, the kind that 
drowns dolphins, fathoms and fathoms of it all folded over, damp and reeking. 

They can't use it; the mesh is so big, most of the fish they eat would slip right through it. This net is 
obviously meant for really big fish. And so they decide to sell it upriver, to people who have a use 
for it. 

 

March 5, 2003 

It's the peak of the longtail tuna season in the South China Sea, and the captain and crew of the 
trawler are not happy. Their holds are almost empty. It isn't really their fault. Finding tuna has 
always been something of a crapshoot. 

Tuna are top-level predators—they follow the herds. You find them where the water temperatures 
are just right, where there's a strong thermocline, where upwelling waters bring nutrients from deep 
in the ocean that feed rich communities of plankton and small fish. Monsoon winds, currents, the 
peculiar and intricate topography of the ocean floor—all play a part. 

It's the weather that seems to be causing the problem. Here in the oughts, rain doesn't fall when it 
should and causes floods when it does; winds blow backwards, or too strong, or not at all. Ocean 
currents that used to flow strong and straight are starting to meander uncertainly. And the fish? Who 
knows what they're doing. Generations of fishermen who've lived and died on these seas knew 
where to find the schools, but all that accumulated knowledge, passed down from father to son to 
grandson, is rapidly becoming useless. 

Of course the crew isn't all local; far from it. There are fifteen men on this trawler; among them, they 
speak thirteen milk languages and anywhere from thirty to fifty tongues with some fluency. It’s a 
Scandinavian, a towhead with a Eugene O’Neill accent, who comes to wake the captain in the 
middle of the night. 

Outside the wheelhouse, they find the international observer sprawled in a pool of his own blood. 
The observer's been their particular albatross this season. By law, every fishing vessel in the area is 
supposed to get an observer when it gets its license; but there are never enough observers, so in 
theory they're assigned randomly. In practice, you get an observer if you can't pay the bribe. 
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And what does an observer do? Makes sure you keep to the standards set by the myriad accords that 
govern fishing in international waters. The big issue this trip has been setting seines on dolphins. 
Because where you find dolphins, you often find tuna below; and if you set the seine, and let the 
cork line at the top sink, most of the dolphins will escape while the deeper-swimming tuna are still 
trapped. At least, that's the theory. The observer says this is bunk, and refused to let them set seines 
anywhere near dolphins. But they've had no luck finding tuna any other way, and the first thought 
through the captain's mind when he sees the murdered observer is not, Who did it? but rather, I'm 
surprised it took this long. Followed immediately by, What do we do now? 

Things like this have happened before, and the captain knows how it'll go; violence against the 
observers cannot be tolerated. There's a lot riding on these accords. Trade embargoes, international 
political favors, mineral rights to the Spratlys... it's all related, quid pro quo. So there’s no chance the 
murder can be covered up. The smart thing to do would be to head for the nearest port and give 
himself and his men up. Three or four weeks in a Thai or Malay jail, and someone’ll crack, rat out 
the killer, and the rest of them should be free to walk. 

Except the captain reckons he’ll be dead by then. The American investor who owns the ship made it 
clear, the one time he and the captain met, that he doesn’t want any official inquiry into his doings. 
(Cheap bastard wouldn’t pay the bribe that would have kept the observer off his ship, though.) The 
captain’s much more afraid of the American than he is of the authorities; and that’s why he and his 
men decide to wreck the ship on a deserted stretch of coastline and take their chances ashore. 

 

August 2001 

The shipping business is full of dodgy customers. The sales agent has seen his share, he’s been in the 
business for a while. This American, now; he’s certainly eccentric, but the gold sample he sent the 
firm tested out pure. Dealing in such large quantities of gold bullion is terribly inconvenient, but the 
shipping firm the agent works for is nearly bankrupt, and the purchase the American is making is 
large enough to rescue it at least for a while. 

But the American insists that the transaction be carried out at sea, aboard a vessel moored in 
international waters. This is not calculated to make the agent feel secure. But he has no real choice. 
Fortunately, the American was accomodating about the agent's request for "companions." But the 
two men the agent hired (out of his own pocket—his employers don't seem to share his anxiety) 
prove scant comfort when the agent steps aboard. The men scattered about the deck are not a 
reassuring lot, they're heavily, openly armed, and they ignore his presence ostentatiously. 

Surprisingly, the transaction goes off without a hitch. The American is the soul of courtesy. He lets  
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the agent inspect and count the gold without any sign of offense or impatience. Encouraged by his 
host's unexpected good nature, the agent hints about future business. Electronic funds transfers, he 
notes, can facilitate this sort of thing immensely... 

"I don't use electronic funds," says the American, "And I prefer that my money change hands at sea." 

The agent senses he's committed a breach of discretion, and shuts up. Eccentric doesn't completely 
describe the customer; the man's sending chills down his back. What kind of businessman doesn't 
use electronic funds, in the twenty-first century? Why on earth go to the trouble of loading all this 
gold aboard a ship and bringing it halfway around the world, exposed to all the risks of storm, 
shipwreck, piracy? (Though he's in a nominally nautical business, the agent is a landlubber at heart.) 

Best not to ask. Definitely best not to ask what use will be made of the ships after they're sold; the 
agent glimpsed some plans on the American's desk, and they didn't look like any specs for fishing 
vessels that he's ever seen. So the agent gets on with business. The gold gets loaded to the agent's 
lighter, and the American signs on the dotted line, just as promised. The last the agent sees of the 
American, he's standing at the railing waving goodbye; the agent isn't sure, but he thinks the 
American is leaning rather heavily on the railing, as if he's suddenly feeling ill. 

 

Eternity 

My name was Edward Teach. You know of me as Blackbeard. 

It’s all very simple, you see. I made a deal. I can be a pirate forever, as long as I remain forever a 
pirate. 

Every coin I spend on land, or on landly purposes, weakens my hold on the world. Every dollar that 
goes into legal business costs me life. 

In this day, it's hard to hide what I am. I have to be able to appear what I’m not; a respectable ship-
owning businessman. Hence the purchase of the fishing fleet: a move that left me dangerously weak, 
spending so much money legitimately. Of course the gold was ill-gotten, the last of my old 
Caribbean treasures stashed away against such a need. The blood that was spilled to amass the hoard 
helped turn aside the effects of doing that much virtuous business, as I calculated. Still, it was a near 
thing. 

I kept a few vessels in the fishing business, enough to deflect any casual inquiry into the state of my 
fortunes. Camouflage for the rest they are; for my lovely smugglers, running drugs and weapons  
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under the noses of the Powers, picking up refugees and drowning them at sea, hijacking oil tankers 
and bleeding them of their precious cargo where no law-abiding man will ever see. And every cent 
they earn me, every crime they commit with only the bitch sea to witness, feeds me and makes me 
strong. 

For all my strength, I fear my days are numbered now. It's grown harder and harder to dispose of my 
cargoes and turn them to cash. Hardly anyone deals in cash anymore; what they call money now is a 
ghost, an idea, a thought. The times, these times that seem to offer so much opportunity to normal 
men, narrow in on me. Banks are closed to me, of course. I have to keep most of my fortune afloat. 
Liquid assets: I'd laugh—if I remembered how. 

My name was Edward Teach. Remember me as Blackbeard. 

 

Tiel Aisha Ansari is new writer who lives in Portland, Oregon. She is a Sufi, ecologist, and martial artist.  
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Article (with Narrative Slideshow) 
 

 
 
by Randall Arendt                                                                     [See slideshow at end of introduction] 

 
If you have ever driven by a development site both before 
and after construction, you will probably have noticed how 
drastically the pre-existing landscape—both natural and 
cultural—has been altered, sometimes almost beyond 
recognition. Very typically, woodlands have been felled, 
hedgerows have been pulled up and cleared away, the 
natural contours of the terrain have been ironed out into 
dead-flat building platforms, drainages have been relocated, 
old houses and barns have been razed. 

Usually not as obvious is the lack of necessity for many of 
those changes, which forever impoverish the community by permanently erasing special features 
that are often impossible to replace or replicate. The loss of habitat, familiar landscapes, and 
character-defining buildings are often the result of indifference by developers and their engineering 
consultants, and ignorance of practical alternatives by local planning staffs and officials who 
approve such proposals, based on outdated zoning and subdivision codes which legitimize this kind 
of corporate and municipal misbehavior. 

Much has been written concerning practical alternatives to standard "cookie-cutter" development 
patterns, particularly those involving residential subdivisions, which alter far more acreage in any 
given year than any other land-use type. 

Readers of this magazine may recall an article that appeared in Issue No. 7 in 2000 ("Designing 
Traditional Neighborhoods Around Natural Features"), where this theme was sounded.  

In that piece, I quoted Raymond Unwin, one of the great leaders of the Garden City movement, who 
in 1911 told members of the Chicago Club, "City planning must be a combination of the art of man 
and the beauty of nature… We therefore preserved the trees and the hedgerows, so the site would not 
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look so bare from the beginning." 

The inspired notion of designing the city as a garden had sadly faded by the late 1920s, but many of 
the underlying premises of the movement were revived and greatly expanded by perceptive 

landscape architects several generations later, most notably 
by Ian McHarg, whose seminal volume Design with Nature 
brought the nascent idea of ecological planning into sharper 
focus for many students and practitioners of his era. Many 
of those ideas have, in turn, evolved into the art and practice 
of "conservation planning," together with its 
implementation tools: conservation zoning and conservation 
subdivision design.  

At the heart of this approach is the idea that the residential 
subdivision design process can be reformed so that such 
developments become a major tool for achieving a 

community's conservation objectives, at no additional cost to developers. In fact, studies have shown 
they save money on expensive site grading and street construction, and that the lots tend to sell more 
quickly and at premium prices. 

These concepts have been the subject of several books—such as Growing Greener and Conservation 
Design for Subdivisions—in which the landscape approach to site design has been simplified into a 
four-step design process easily understandable by lay members of local planning boards, not to 
mention developers and their engineers. The critically-important first step consists of inventorying 
resources worth designing around and preserving, either because they represent daunting obstacles to 
development (such as wetlands, floodplains, and steep slopes), or because they encompass special 
value-adding natural or cultural features that are extremely vulnerable because they are NOT located 
in unbuildable areas. 

The second distinguishing feature of this approach is its commitment to pre-identifying and 
preserving a community-wide network of conservation lands, "linked landscapes", as it were, not 
merely a hit-or-miss collection of isolated green pockets dotted here and there around the township 
or county. 

The following narrative slideshow presents two dozen images capturing different site features that 
have been inventoried, evaluated, designed around, and saved through this common-sense approach 
to land development. Half are located in conservation subdivisions that I have personally designed in 
various landscapes and regions, ranging from New England to the Upper Midwest, and from Texas 
to Florida. These photos are divided into four broad categories: Cultural Features, Natural Features, 
Restoration Examples, and Community Lands & Commercial Applications. As the pictures 
themselves are each worth a proverbial thousand words, captions have been limited to a brief 
statement or two providing background for the reader. 

Further Reading: The central tenets of conservation planning and subdivision design are described 
and illustrated in several free downloadable publications posted on www.greenerprospects.com. 
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Slideshow Follows 

 

Randall Arendt is an author, lecturer, educator, and site designer specializing in land conservation through more 
compact development design. Propelled by outrage at the lamentable state of land-use planning in many parts of this 
country, he is the author of numerous articles and four volumes on this subject, has designed conservation subdivisions 
in 24 states, and has lectured in 46 states and seven Canadian provinces. Randall is an Honorary Member of the 
American Society of Landscape Architects, and a Fellow of the Royal Town Planning Institute in London. Further 
information on Randall, plus numerous free downloadable publications, are posted at www.greenerprospects.com. 
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Sideshow of 25 cultural, natural, and restoration features of conservation 
subdivision design 
     

     Cultural Features   
       

 

Trace 
Lakeland Green, Lakeland, Tennessee 
This ancient woodland footpath, trodden by Native 
Americans well before the appearance of European 
settlers, was encountered on a large property in 
western Tennessee during a site walk I conducted 
with the landowner's son as part of a five-day 
charrette held by Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company 
(DPZ) staff, who had asked me to serve as their 
"designated walker" and their "eyes on nature." 
Many features were identified and located during this 
extensive perambulation, and were very easily 
"designed around" with the flexibility that smaller 
lots give site designers, be they New Urbanists or 
rural conservationists. 
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  

 

 

Stone Wall 
Brown's Farm, Kingston, Rhode Island  
Retaining stone walls in the New England landscape 
would seem to be basic, but it is a true rarity in 
subdivision design in that region, where surveyors' 
convenience and rigid codes regularly combine to 
impose insensitive layouts upon the land. This 
particular example stands out for its creativity in 
lying within a long, broad central green, akin to a 
boulevard median, located in a cul-de-sac setting 
where the looping street neatly wraps around it. 
Another bonus: parts of this wide median/green 
include rain gardens to encourage stormwater 
infiltration and aquifer recharge.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  
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Cellarhole 
Chapman's Woods, Willington, Connecticut  
This stone artifacts anchors the conservation lands to
its farmstead origins in the 18th century. The nearby 
circular well exhibits considerable masonry skill, and 
will be covered with an iron grate to reduce liability 
concerns. We discovered this quite by accident 
during a three-hour site walk, attended by numerous 
Town officials—which is the preferred way to begin a 
design process, a sort of "charrette-on-foot."  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  

 

 

Earthworks 
The Fields at Cold Harbor, Hanover County, 
Virginia  
Many farms near Southern cities contain earthen 
fortifications hurriedly dug and heaped up by Union 
or Confederate forces. Unless they are located within 
a national military park, however, chances are they 
are completely unprotected. When helping Hanover 
County, Virginia write new zoning regulations to 
encourage rural conservation subdivisions, I was 
asked by a developer to draw up a concept plan for 
property adjoining the Cold Harbor Battlefield, 
preserving the earthworks, and enabling him to offer 
the extensive conservation land to the National Park 
Service This is one of twenty such developments 
created since that code was adopted seven years 
ago.  
Update: I recently learned that conservation 
subdivisions in Hanover County have already 
preserved some 4,400 acres of land during the eight 
years since I helped staff write the current 
ordinance.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  
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Ditch and Hedgerows 
West Haven, Franklin, Tennessee  
This drainage ditch, bordered by two lines of scraggly
trees separating open fields, was the only item of 
visual interest in an otherwise featureless landscape. 
Very much to their credit, New Urbanist designers at 
DPZ recognized that, with a bit of editing and 
pruning, these trees could be transformed into 
something much more than the sum of their paltry 
parts. This ensemble now serves as the central 
median in one of the boulevards leading into the 
heart of this new traditional neighborhood.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  

 
 
 

 

Log Buildings 
Chimney Rock, Flower Mound, Texas  
Part of preserving "the view from the road" lies in 
designating conservation areas within the public 
viewshed. A very old log building and the chimney of 
the original farmhouse are all that remain to tie us 
back into this neighborhood's long history. I 
preserved another part of the frontage by creating a 
large ten-acre "conservancy lot," essentially non-
common open space adding to the developer's 
bottom line, while relieving the home association of 
land they would otherwise be obligated to manage.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  
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Farmhouse 
Grande Park South, Plainfield, Illinois  
This plain old farmhouse epitomizes the simplicity of 
much of the vernacular architecture in Kendall 
County, south of Chicago. Not fancy but in good solid 
condition, this structure sits atop a low ridge, 
crowning the horizon, highly visible from the country 
road that passes below. It is being sold with the 
condition that it be restored in a historically 
appropriate manner. Convincing my client that this 
was the right thing to do required several 
conversations, but he eventually saw the merit of 
sparing the structure and turning a liability into an 
asset.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  

 
 
 

Natural Features   
     

 

Trout Lily 
Montgomery Farm, Allen, Texas  
This delicate wildflower, sometimes also known as 
dogtooth violet (Erythronium americanu), derives its 
more common name from the speckles on its leaves, 
not unlike the distinctive pattern seen on a trout's 
body. This specimen springs from the floor of a 
natural woodland garden that has been carefully 
preserved in the heart of a 500-acre development 
north of Dallas. Members of the landowning family 
that hired me to assist with their planning process 
joined me on the walk and readily endorsed the 
suggestion that this forest remnant be spared the 
bulldozer's blade.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  
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Trillium 
Mendon Green, Mendon, New York  
Most woodland wildflowers such as the trillium 
(Trillium grandifolium) blossom in late spring, before 
tree foliage emerges, blocks the sunlight, and shades
the forest floor. With three leaves and three large 
white petals, this plant has long been associated with
the Trinity and the Christian faith. This property in 
upstate New York is blessed with extensive 
woodlands, all of which were saved by locating the 
development on the previously disturbed areas 
devoid of ecological significance: the farmland.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  

 

 

Florida Pinks  
King Grove, Lake County, Florida  
When my landowner client pointed out a patch of 
pinks (Sabatia angularis) on his property, gracing a 
meadow behind his house, the exquisite beauty of 
the plant's structure was not immediately evident, 
but became clear when viewed at close range. When 
visiting meadows and woodlands where choices exist 
regarding the location of development areas and 
conservation areas, landowner input can be critically 
important, particularly during seasons when such 
species are not in bloom.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  
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Azaleas 
The Ridge at Chukker Creek, Aiken, South 
Carolina  
Stands of wild azalea dot a client's property in 
western South Carolina, but fortunately were easily 
avoided because they covered a relatively small 
percentage of her acreage. On another property in 
New England, where about half the land was 
vegetated with mountain laurel, a color aerial photo 
taken just after snowfall helped enormously in 
identifying the stands and designing around the most
significant of them.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  

 

 

Vernal Pools  
The Preserve, Old Saybrook, Connecticut  
These shallow woodland ponds are significant 
precisely because they are ephemeral, appearing 
only during the wetter months. As they are typically 
bone-dry by midsummer, they do not support a fish 
population, meaning that the larvae and young of 
many woodland amphibians (such as spotted 
salamander, spadefoot toad, and wood frog) are safe 
from piscine predators. However, such features are 
not even on the screen of most code writers, and are 
frequently graded over in total ignorance of their 
importance. At this project, numerous pools were 
identified and prioritized according to the richness 
and diversity of their amphibian life, as estimated by 
a specialist in this field.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  
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Grove of Live Oaks  
The Park at Wolf Branch Oaks, Mt. Dora, Florida 
A dentist attending one of my conservation design 
workshops asked me to look at a property he had 
purchased for investment purposes, but which he did 
not wish to wreck in the pursuit of money. An aerial 
photo enabled me to spot the greatest 
concentrations of live oaks in his cow pasture and to 
design around them easily, creating a 13-acre park 
in the center of his 80-acre rural neighborhood.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  

 
 
 

 

Wiregrass and Longleaf Pine Habitat 
Centerville, Tallahassee, Florida  
Consultation with local experts in Florida panhandle 
ecology informed my decision as to which parts of 
this property to designate as a preserve, including 
habitat for gopher tortoises. Money really does grow 
on trees, as 86 of the first 87 lots sold on the first 
day of offering, a record for developers in Leon 
County.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  
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Saguaro Cactus Habitat 
Fairfield, Tucson, Arizona  
Xeriscaping principles limited the size of lots in this 
20-year-old subdivision, and extensive areas of 
native saguaro cactus were the beneficiaries. In this 
example, local regulations did not cause the good 
design, but at least did not impede it either, as is 
often the case with conventional zoning codes.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  

 
 
 

 

Wetlands 
Tryon Farm, Michigan City, Indiana  
Much of the Midwest was historically dotted with 
"prairie potholes," providing welcome rest stops for 
migrating waterfowl. But most of these natural 
watering-holes were tiled and drained as farmers 
gradually extended their areas of cultivation. Experts 
tell us that the majority of wetlands loss in this 
country has occurred not in coastal locations, but 
rather in interior areas such as this. Recognizing the 
ease with which such water features could be 
brought back into existence, developers Eve and Ed 
Noonan re-created several ponds where Mother 
Nature had intended them to be, adding something 
of beauty (and wildlife value) to this new rural 
neighborhood as part of an overall sales and 
marketing strategy.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  
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Trout Fishery 
The Ranch at Roaring Fork, Garfield County, 
Colorado  
With technical advice from Trout Unlimited, a superb 
fishery, which had been utterly destroyed by 
generations of ranching, was restored by a developer 
who had first thought of—and rejected—the boring 
notion of creating a golf course as an amenity or 
"draw." Where cattle once drank, muddied the water 
with their huge hooves, and relieved themselves, 
trout now thrive, attracting buyers who value—and 
pay more for the privilege of living near—this special 
natural resource. 
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  

 
 

 

Prairie Flowers 
Hawksnest, Delafield, Wisconsin  
Large sections of a fifteen-acre central green have 
become a natural garden, planted with native 
grasses and wildflowers by Siepmann Realty, 
arguably the nation's leading developer of 
conservation subdivisions. I took this photo three 
years after the meadow had been planted, truly a 
riot of color, and a haven for honeybees and 
butterflies, during high summer.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt.  
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Prescribed Burns 
Prairie Crossing, Grayslake, Illinois  
An essential part of proper prairie management is 
the annual controlled burn, illustrated here. 
Residents are advised beforehand to make plans to 
be away on the burn date, if they have asthma or 
other respiratory ailments. However, for the 
majority, these burns provide an enjoyable 
educational experience.  
   
Photo by Michael Sands.  

 
 
 

 

Plant Nursery 
Cloverdale Farm, Lake Elmo, Minnesota  
Developer Robert Engstrom has created plant 
nurseries of his own to provide native grasses, 
wildflowers, and trees to his nearby projects, north 
of St. Paul. This nursery supplies needs for several of 
his nearby conservation subdivisions, including the 
one where this photo was taken and another directly 
across the street.  
   
Photo by Robert Engstrom.  
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  Community Lands and Commercial Applications   
   

 

Community Gardens and CSA: Berrying  
Prairie Crossing, Grayslake, Illinois  
Community gardens with individual allotments for 
each family are a popular tradition in Europe, and 
also in some new conservation subdivisions in our 
own country. Here children are seen berrying at 
Prairie Crossing's organic berry farm, in Grayslake, 
Illinois, where the berries are growing through a rye 
cover crop.  
   
Photo courtesy Prairie Crossing staff. 

 
 
 

 

Community Gardens and CSA: Farmstand  
Fields of St. Croix, Lake Elmo, Minnesota  
A variation on this theme is the concept of 
community-supported agriculture (CSA), where a 
farming couple typically leases land from a home 
association and raises a variety of fresh vegetables, 
berries, herbs, and flowers, to be picked (or cut) by 
CSA members, who pay an annual membership fee 
for the privilege. Some parents bring their children to
these "Pick-Your-Own" operations, turning it into a 
family activity, while others prefer to simply stop by 
the farm stand and collect their weekly share of the 
produce.  
   
Photo by Robert Engstrom.  
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Vineyard 
Village Homes, Davis, California  
Add viniculture to the list of agricultural activities 
that can be accommodated in conservation 
subdivisions. This one, built compactly at 4.5 du/acre
overall, saved land for the developers, Michael and 
Judy Corbett, to establish a small vineyard.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt. 

 
 
 

 

Deer Farming 
North Oaks, Minnesota  
Herds of deer roam large fenced areas in this 
conservation subdivision created by clients Doug and 
Mari Harpur, north of Minneapolis. Bred primarily for 
their antlers and secondarily for their venison, this 
operation is one of the more unusual in my own 
experience.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt. 
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Wholesale Tree Nursery 
Indian Walk, Doylestown Township, 
Pennsylvania 
Substituting long-term crops for corn and soybeans, 
the owner of the conservation land in this 
development in the Philadelphia suburbs grows trees 
and shrubs for professional landscapers. Low-impact 
operations such as this, and others illustrated here, 
are best suited for conservation subdivisions, with 
their proximity to residents.  
   
Photo by Randall Arendt. 

 
 
 

 

Equestrian Facility 
Summerfield, Elverson, Pennsylvania  
Rather than burdening the homeowners association 
with the huge weekly expense of mowing extensive 
grassy recreation areas, this developer utilized the 
concept of "non-common" open space. This approach 
also enabled him to enhance his bottom line, not 
simply giving the land away to an association, but 
rather selling it to an experienced equestrian 
operator. Permanent easements and a municipally-
approved management plan ensure that the 
paddocks are never developed, and always kept in 
good condition. 
   
Photo by Randall Arendt. 
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Randall Arendt and Rick Darke 
Allen, Texas  
Our host Randall Arendt, left, with landscape 
designer and garden writer Rick Darke, right, in a 
site feature comprising part of the cultural landscape 
on a project they are collaborating on in Allen, Texas.
   
For more information on conservation planning and 
subdivision design, visit the author's website at: 
   
www.greenerprospects.com 
   
Photo by Rosa Finsley.  
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Article 
 

 
 
by Lucy M. Rowland 
    
Franklinia alatamaha sounds exotic, and it truly deserves to be. Known as the Franklin tree, the lost 
camellia, or the lost Gordonia, it has perhaps the most romantic, mysterious past of any native 
American plant species. John Bartram and his son William discovered a modest grove of this 
unusually beautiful small tree in Georgia in 1765. By 1803, and perhaps a decade earlier, it had 
disappeared completely from the wild. Framklinia only survived due to the Bartrams’ collecting 
plants and seeds as avid horticulturists and propagating them in their Philadelphia garden the last 
quarter of the 18th century. All cultivated plants today descend from one or more of their collected 

specimens. 

John Bartram (1699-1777), a Pennsylvania Quaker farmer, earned 
fame in America and abroad as a botanist and horticulturist during 
the 18th century, when interest in colonial native flora and fauna was 
at its first early peak. He was educated at Darby (Friends) Meeting 
School and taught himself Latin to learn the plant classification 
system. He purchased land on the Schuylkill River near Philadelphia 
in 1728 and established what became America’s first botanical 
garden, still existing with a museum house as Bartram’s Garden. 
John Bartram had many well regarded European friends and 
correspondents in the natural sciences, and in 1765 King George III 
appointed him Royal Botanist for North America—allowing him to 
travel widely throughout the colonies to collect and preserve botanic 
specimens, seeds, and living examples, both to transplant at home 
and send to collectors in Europe. Dr. Benjamin Franklin was his 
close friend and together, along with other scholars, established the 
American Philosophical Society in 1743 “to cultivate the finer arts, 
and improve the common stock of knowledge." 

William Bartram (1739-1823) was John’s third son and would 
eventually become known as America’s first native born natural  
 

 
John Bartram as illustrated by 
Pyle. 
Graphic courtesy Bartram's 
Garden.  
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history artist. He recorded Nature, not as a detached observer, but as someone with strong affection 
and admiration for his subject, seeing it as “sublime,” or majestic and noble rather than savage and 
uncivilized, and he held similar feelings towards native Americans, consistent with his Quaker roots. 
While he enjoyed an educated childhood in Pennsylvania, by the time he was 18 he had moved south 
to the Cape Fear River near an uncle’s home in North Carolina, and operated a trading post until 
1765. 

When King George selected John Bartram to serve as colonial 
botanist, it was not merely honorific. The position brought a 
substantial fifty pound annual stipend, and in 1765 he traveled to 
North Carolina and joined with William for a botanical expedition 
through Georgia and eastern Florida. On October 1, 1765, after 
crossing the Altamaha River near Fort Barrington, upriver from 
Darien, the Bartrams rode through a bottomland between two sand 
hills where they came across a group of small trees they had never 
encountered before.  

John described them thusly in his journal: “This day we found several 
very curious shrubs, one bearing beautiful good fruite [seedpod].” 
This would be the beginning of a story where the ending remains a 
mystery, now more than 200 years later. 

Today, the Altamaha (Al-ta-ma-HA) River is formed by the 
confluence of the Oconee and Ocmulgee Rivers at Lumber City, and downstream joins the Ohoopee 
River. The third largest watershed on the Atlantic coast—covering about 14,000 square miles—it 
winds through the coastal plain of Georgia for nearly 140 miles to Darien, and is considered to be 
one of the best preserved and most unspoiled rivers in the Southeastern United States.  

The Altamaha River has no dams or impoundments, and 
in its considerable length is only crossed seven times, by 
five highways and two railroad lines. In 1991, The Nature 
Conservancy established the Altamaha River Bioreserve, 
encompassing 1.2 million acres, and the Conservancy has 
documented more than 120 rare or endangered species in 
the various habitats, which include longleaf pine, 
hardwood bottom, cypress swamp, freshwater marsh, and 
Spartina salt marsh on the coast. An economically 
important resource since colonial times, freshwater 
swamps extending from the Altamaha’s banks were 
cleared in the late 18th century to grow rice, cotton, and 
sugarcane. In the 19th century, the wide, deep river was a 

natural artery to float cypress, pine, and oak logs to saw mills in Darien. 

From his second natural history excursion in 1773, William Bartram described the mighty Altamaha 
in his book Travels: “But, before I leave the Alatamaha [an alternative spelling], we will proceed to  

  
William Bartram.  
Photo courtesy Bartram's 
Garden.  

   

 
Georgia's Altamaha River.  
Photo by Keith Lazelle, courtesy The Nature 
Conservancy.  
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give a further and more particular account of it. It has its source in the Cherokee mountains, near the 
head of the Tugilo, the great west branch of the Savanna, and, before it leaves them, is joined and 
augmented by innumerable rivulets; thence it descends through the hilly country, with all its 
collateral branches, and winds rapidly amongst the hills two hundred and fifty miles, and then enters 
the flat plain country, by the name Oakmulge [Ocmulgee]; thence meandering an hundred and fifty 
miles, it is joined on the east side by the Ocone [Oconee], which likewise heads in the lower ridges 
of the mountains. After this confluence, having now gained a vast acquisition of waters, it assumes 
the name Alatamaha, which it becomes a large majestic river, flowing with gentle windings through 
a vast plain forest, near an hundred miles, and enters the 
Atlantic by several mouths.” 

John and William Bartram’s 1765 encounter with the 
“curious shrubs” near Fort Barrington in 1765 did not 
include any record that they collected plants or seeds at 
the time, but the foliage turned striking orange, red, or 
purple in the fall, which likely caught their attention and 
laid the path for William’s return a few years later. 

Young William Bartram showed early artistic talent, and 
his drawings of North American flora and fauna were 
well regarded and collected by a host of patrons in 
England, thanks to his father’s ample connections. The 
most influential was Dr. John Fothergill, a London 
physician who was also owner of the largest botanical garden in England. Recognizing William’s 
knowledge and talent, Fothergill became his patron in 1772, funding him for at least two years to 
travel in the southern colonies to collect and send botanical specimens and drawings of flora and 
fauna to him in London. With promise of financial support, William struck out for Georgia in 1773 
and did not return to Philadelphia until 1777. 

Franklinia alatamaha was not the first name assigned to 
the plants described by the Bartrams. Unable to classify 
it during the fall 1765 sighting, they left it unnamed for 
several years. When William returned to the location in 
1773, he referred to it as Gordonia pubescens 
('pubescent' for the hairy fruit), as it closely resembled 
the native evergreen loblolly bay Gordonia lasianthus, 
which also has large, showy flowers and a similar range, 
but is evergreen. William later learned from Dr. Daniel 
Solander, a botanist associated with his patron Dr. 
Fothergill, that in fact the specimen William had sent to 
England was a unique genus. In 1785, in honor of the 
Bartrams’ great family friend Benjamin Franklin, they 

named the genus Franklinia with F. alatamaha, in honor of the majestic river, the sole species. 
Humphry Marshall, who was a Philadelphia botanist and William’s cousin, recorded the change in  

  
Franklinia alatamaha in spring foliage.  
Photo courtesy UConn Plant Database of Trees, 
Shrubs, and Vines.  

   

 
Franklinia alatamaha in fall foliage.  
Photo courtesy UConn Plant Database of Trees, 
Shrubs, and Vines.  
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Arbustum Americanum: The American Grove, and it became official. In England, however, 
botanists followed convention and continued to refer to it by the original name. 

Franklinia and Gordonia are members of the tea family (Theaceae), which also includes the 
camellias, most often seen in cultivation in the United States as Camellia japonica and C. sasanqua, 
although there are about 80 species, including C. sinensis, which is the source of tea leaves. 
Camellias are native to Japan, Korea, and China.  

In 1773, William Bartram wrote in his Travels, “On drawing 
near the fort I was greatly delighted at the appearance of two 
beautiful shrubs in all their blooming graces. One of them 
appeared to be a species of Gordonia, but the flowers are 
larger, and more fragrant than those of the Gordonia 
lasianthus.” Later, he noted that he had first seen the trees, in 
the same location on the previous trip with his father, and “we 
never saw it grow in any other place, nor have I ever seen it 
growing wild in all my travels.”  

Remembering that William Bartram spent many years 
documenting flora and fauna as he later wrote in his Travels 
through North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, 
which were the named colonies, he actually worked his way to 
the Gulf Coast and Louisiana. Apparently William recognized 
the significance that, as perplexing as it seemed, Franklinia 
only grew in a two- to three-acre bottomland along the 
Altamaha River, and that no one else he encountered had ever 
located another grove or individual in the wild. 

Moses Marshall, son of the botanist Humphry Marshall, again 
located the grove near Fort Barrington in 1790 while on a collecting expedition, the last confirmed 
sighting of Franklinia in the wild. 

John Lyon, an English nurseryman, claimed to have found six to eight specimens in 1803, but there 
is some doubt as to the validity of the report. Still, Lyon was a knowledgeable horticulturist and his 
commentary indicated that the species was likely in severe decline by then. Many searches thereafter 
turned up empty, and Franklinia, the beautiful and elusive tree from the Altamaha River, was likely 
extinct in the wild not long after 1803. 

William returned to Philadelphia in 1777 and successfully planted Franklinia, cultivating it in his 
father’s botanical gardens where it grew and blossomed within a matter of a few years. He settled on 
the farm and remained there the rest of his life. He did not continue his scientific or artistic 
endeavors to any great degree, although he published Travels in 1791 (republished in London in 
1792) and it quickly became popular and remained so for decades (Inman, the Civil War deserter 
and protagonist in Charles Frazier’s recent Civil War novel Cold Mountain, carried and referred to 
it). 

  
Franklinia may bloom when its fall 
foliage is brightest, as is the case with 
this tree in Washington state.  
Photo by John and Doreen Anderson.  
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Franklinia produces large, white, fragrant 
symmetrical flowers with a flurry of bright, 
egg-yellow stamens starting in late summer, 
contrasting with the bright green foliage. It 
continues to flower until frost, even while the 
foliage turns red to purple, creating a stunning 
color combination. It grows either as a shrub or 
a small tree, usually less than 20 feet tall. It 
rarely lives longer than 50 years, and often 
much less. It has attractive striated bark and 
frequently grows multiple trunks, although 
single 
(monopodia
l) trunk 
trees occur.  

Franklinia has a notorious reputation for being finicky to establish 
once transplanted, even though it can readily be propagated by 
woody or soft cuttings, or from prepared seed. It is sensitive to 
root rot and, due to its limited gene pool—all plants descend from 
one or a few that were planted in Bartram’s gardens—it is not a 
particularly vigorous plant. It requires enriched, well-drained, 
acidic soil with ample watering during dry periods. It is at best 
moderately drought- and heat-tolerant, yet amazingly it tolerates 
cold and subzero temperatures fairly well. 

Franklinia actually appears to be better adapted to northern 
climates than to the location where it was found by the Bartrams 
in Georgia. While it disappeared more or less by the late 18th 
century from its native habitat, it was successfully propagated in 
Philadelphia, and the oldest documented specimens today are at 
Arnold Arboretum in Boston. These two plants were propagated 
in 1905 from cuttings from a tree received by the Arboretum in 
1884. The larger plant is 21 feet tall and 53 feet wide with eight vertical trunks greater than five 
inches diameter. The smaller is 21 feet by 30 feet with six stems greater than five inches, 
undoubtedly two of the largest, and likely the oldest, Franklinia trees in the world. 

In 1998, Bartram’s Garden undertook a census where botanical gardens and individuals voluntarily 
reported living examples. In this nonscientific census, the top five states were Pennsylvania (559), 
North Carolina (181), New Jersey (157), Virginia (120), and New York (116). Georgia, where 
Franklinia has been assumed to be a native, reported only 58 locations. 

 
The pre-Revolutionary home of the John Bartram, with 
gardens, near Philadelphia. 
Photo courtesy Bartram's Garden.  

  

   

  
Franklinia tree in full bloom in 
Washington state.  
Photo by John and Doreen Anderson.
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While it is unlikely that botanists will ever definitively know why 
the small isolated grove of Franklinia alatamaha disappeared in 
Georgia, there have been several theories put forward. One is that 
the plant declined due to climate change, possibly after “moving” 
south during a previous ice age, and then suffered from a hotter 
climate as the ice sheet receded. Another is that man destroyed 
the trees or habitat. It is possible that the grove the Bartrams 
discovered was no longer genetically diverse enough to withstand 
pathogens or changing conditions. A fourth theory is that there 
was a local disaster such as a tidal flood or fire, but this seems 
very unlikely given the documentation of the site from 1765 to 
1803. None of these theories, however, explains why in their 
extensive travels neither the Bartrams nor their fellow botanists 
ever saw another Franklinia tree elsewhere. 

In addition to its cold tolerance and sensitivity to drought 
(certainly a common event in Georgia), Franklinia has other 
characteristics that are incompatible. For example, the plants 
flower far later in the year than most trees in the eastern 
deciduous forest biome, with the flowers being pollinated in 

September and later, yet the seed pod does not mature for 13-15 months, requiring a second season. 
This would be more consistent if the plant were native to a more northern or generally colder 
climate.  

Franklinia is a member of the tea family (Theaceae), and during colonial times, tea was a highly 
prized commodity in England as well as the colonies. In 1977, Dr. Gayther Plummer, now retired 
botanist and Georgia state climatologist, proposed in a research paper published in the Proceedings 
of the American Philosophical Society that Franklinia was not a native plant at all, but was 
introduced to America, perhaps in the mid 1700s when 
the British were importing plants to England and America 
from all over the globe. He concluded—by evaluating 
circumstantial evidence and through a process of 
elimination—that Franklinia most likely originated in 
Asia. Soil, water, and climate conditions that seem to be 
optimal for Franklinia exist at high altitudes in tropical 
and subtropical climates, with long mild days, strong 
sunlight from October through March, and cool nights, 
and Plummer opined that Franklinia behaves more like an 
Asiatic camellia than a native plant. 

 
A single specimen tree of Franklinia.  
Photo courtesy UConn Plant Database 
of Trees, Shrubs, and Vines.  

  

   

  Franklinia bloom on green foliage.  
Photo courtesy Bartram's Garden.  
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On the other hand, Michael Dirr—author of multiple horticulture 
books and the acknowledged expert on woody trees and shrubs—
believes that Franklinia is indeed a native American plant and was 
not introduced. He supports Frank Galle’s theory that the rise of 
cotton farming in the South ultimately caused the ruination of the 
species. Several botanists have identified an unknown cotton 
pathogen found in soil, perhaps a fungus, that is fatal to Franklinia 
and would have spread widely as it was carried downstream through 
erosion.  

If the grove found by the Bartrams was indeed the last to have evaded 
the pathogen, a small local disaster or suboptimal habitat or 
climatological event would have led to its eradication from the wild. 
Dirr points out that this is presently the case with the newly 
discovered Wollemi pine population in Australia, where fewer than 
100 individuals are known to exist. Even though the location was 

carefully guarded from all but a few scientists, outsiders have since accessed them, introducing a 
potentially deadly pathogenic fungus. Without modern scientific preventive measures, the Wollemi 
pine could go the way of the American Franklinia. 

Hybridization between Franklinia and other genera have been successful, and may yield one or more 
cultivars that perform better and are longer lived than F. alatamaha. Hybridization also introduces 
new genes and increases diversity and vigor, including resistance to pathogens. The time may come 
when attractive, easily grown hybrids will be commercially available, although the Franklinia will 
likely never go out of favor with discerning horticulturists who relish the challenge of growing it. 

In spite of the difficulty in propagating and maintaining Franklinia as a cultivar, its sheer beauty and 
mysterious origins makes it a highly sought after and desirable landscape addition. This year—the 
300th anniversary of Benjamin Franklin’s birth—would be a good time to plant one. 
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Article 
 

 
 
by Ernest J. Yanarella 
    
Introduction 

Nestled along the Sheep River valley in farm country some 20 kilometers south of Calgary, Alberta, 
the quaint Canadian town of Okotoks presents an interesting study in the advancement of 
sustainability. The winner of multiple awards—including the Federal Canadian Municipalities 
Sustainable Communities Award (2000), the Alberta Emerald Award for Government Institutions 
(1999 and 2002), and the International Dubai Award for Top 100 Practices (2000)—Okotoks’s 
sustainable community program, called Sustainable Okotoks, has attracted attention and emulation 
from small towns and communities across Canada and the United States. Town representatives note 
that, however committed it may be to retaining its small-town environment built upon a village 
concept, it is a community and a population on the move—with exciting and evolving plans for 
enriching its heritage and expanding within the bounds of its water supply. The town motto, 
Okotoks: Historic Past, Sustainable Future, serves as warm homage to the past and bold promise for 
the future.  

In early August 2005, I undertook a field study of 
Okotoks’s community sustainability program. In 
the course of this investigation, I interviewed key 
public officials and town planners, spoke with 
everyday citizens and community activists, 
reviewed an extensive array of the town’s primary 
documents and other materials, and toured key 
sites comprising some of the major components of 
Sustainable Okotoks. In this article, I seek to 
clarify some of the strong points and rough edges 
of this initiative and then to draw lessons and 
offer caveats about its possible futures. 

 
Sustainable Okotoks: Native Resources, Promising Developments, and Unresolved Problems 

 
Okotoks is located on the prairies east of the Canadian 
Rockies.  
Photo courtesy Alberta WebRide.  
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The official story of Sustainable Okotoks is the story of an innovative and farseeing municipal 
manager and an in-house planning team with a superior vision of the future. It is also a tale of a 
small town at the crossroads.  

Comparatively, it is a narrative about the distinctive resources of Canadian political culture that are 
often found in such short supply by its friendly 
neighbor and vaunted superpower to its south. 

The origins of Sustainable Okotoks can be traced 
to the appearance and shaping hand of Okotoks 
municipal manager Will Pearce, who joined the 
town in the mid-1980s , exerting increasing 
influence over its contours and direction. Working 
within the confines and possibilities opened by the 
town's need to update its General Development 
Plan and accompanying Land-use Bylaws, Pearce 
took the pressures flowing from significant 
population growth over the preceding five years, 
combined with the opportunity presented by the 
town's regularized planning schedule, to fashion a 
visioning and planning process that would balance 
town initiative and citizen participation into a 
program that became the model for other small towns across Canada. 

One of the most critical decisions affirmed by the wider community was the decision to establish a 
"growth envelope" around Okotoks, limiting town population growth to 25,000-30,000 inhabitants. 
The population cap on this growth boundary was based on calculating the maximum carrying 
capacity of its water supply from the Sheep River. The limit was chosen after reviewing various 
other means of imposing population and growth caps—including Rees and Wackernagel’s 
“ecological footprint" analysis. With carrying capacity integrated into the MDP and Land-use 
Bylaws, planning mechanisms were put in place that permitted the town council and administration 
to achieve control over the overall direction of future development, as well as shape the location of 
industrial, commercial, and residential sites by imposing limits on the size of infrastructure allowed 
in those new development zones. 

The Municipal Development Plan, titled The Legacy Plan, outlines in great detail the many 
dimensions constituting the town sustainability design, including: 

• Downtown development  
• Transportation  
• Parks and pathways  
• Urban forests  
• Shoreline and escarpment areas 

 

 
"Okotak" is the Blackfoot word for "big rock," and the 
town is named after these jutting rocks on the 
Canadian prairie.  
Photo courtesy Alberta WebRide.  
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• Commercial and industrial development  
• Community facilities  
• Schools  
• Financial/utility programs  
• Urban/rural interface  

It proved to be the starting point for any 
appreciation of the ambitions of this 
sustainability plan. For a small town of 11,000 
inhabitants, the MDP exhibits great 
sophistication and promise as a framework for 
community sustainability. It also sets targets to 
evaluate the success of the plan and to assay 
whether it is being properly implemented. 
Among the list of targets specified, two stand 
out:  

1. Increasing the town's industrial/commercial 
assessment base to 22 percent of the total tax 
assessment at build-out to ensure, among other 
things, that the town's sustainability program 
can be adequately financed over the long term. 

2. A goal of 30 percent non-traditional dwelling units to foster diversification of housing options that 
would allow single-parent families, unmarried individuals, senior citizens, and lower-income 
families and wage earners to find a place in the sustainable community of 2020 and beyond. 

In partnership with the Municipal Development Plan, the Town of Okotoks’s Land-use Bylaws serve 
not only to fill out the details and implications of the municipal development blueprint, but also 
function as a set of land-use regulations and building restrictions. The Bylaws strengthen the hands 
of town planners and administrators in their effort to ensure that the "growth envelope" established 
by the cap on population would not be compromised by mounting population growth and 
commercial pressures.  

Day One 

I drove into Okotoks on Tuesday morning, August 9th, greeted by the signpost at the town entry way 
on Highway 2A. As I entered the town, I was surprised by the significant residential housing 
development apparent on the outskirts of Okotoks and the surrounding commercial sprawl of this 
small Alberta community of 15,000. Much of the housing stock was new or built within the last five 
years. Architecturally, it struck me as beautiful, energy-efficient, and largely free of the row upon 
row of ticky-tacky designs that folksinger Malvina Reynolds castigated in song and lyric. Even 
apartment complexes, rich in primary colors, were aesthetically pleasing.  

 

 
Color is used liberally on the multifamily homes in Okotoks.
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.    
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The surrounding commercial landscape, on the other hand, 
was something else.  

What seemed lacking was a noticeable land-use plan that 
would match the community's commitment to a no-growth 
policy once it builds out to the 25,000-30,000 population 
estimated to be the maximum carrying capacity of its water 
supply.  
 
Then I tried to find downtown Okotoks. Driving into the town, 
I was urged by road signs along Highway 2A to "experience 
downtown." That proved no mean feat. As Highway 2A 
morphed into Northridge and then Southridge Drive, I had real 
problems finding the historic downtown. It took two local 
citizens—one a Tim Horton's employee, the other literally a 
soccer mom—to offer directions that accurately took me to the 
town "center."  

Once there it took 5-10 minutes to track down 
the Town of Okotoks offices and the 
community's library. I learned from Alyssa 
Berry, the new corporate communications 
officer, that during June 2005 Okotoks had 
suffered three floods of the Sheep River along 
the downtown's Elizabeth Street and Riverside 
Drive and South Railway Street that damaged 
its underground sewer line below the river. As 
a result, fairly extensive—and expensive—
repairs were underway.  

Meanwhile, I was told, a major upgrade of the Okotoks wastewater treatment facilities at the end of 
the downtown area was taking place. This wastewater enhancement was being performed through a 
partnership between the local government and EPCOR, a private firm that would take over 
management of the community's wastewater operations once improvements were completed. Ms. 
Berry also informed me of Drake Landing, the first completely solar residential development in 
Canada that was being constructed northeast of town, along 32nd Street. Along with the recycling 
center, those two sites were on my docket for afternoon stops.  

The afternoon visit to Okotoks’s Recycling Depot was eye-opening and heartening. When I arrived 
there, I found the facility a beehive of activity. Six cars were in the parking lot and their drivers and 
in some cases families were busy unloading, separating, and depositing plastics, glass, paper (mostly 
newspaper), and sometimes cardboard. Simultaneously, town trucks were unloading newspaper and 
cardboard,  

 

 Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella. 

   

 
Fast food restaurants at the edge of town.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.    
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which were then put into recycling 
machines (a glass crusher, a cardboard 
compactor, and a newspaper bailer) and 
transformed into shattered glass, four-foot 
square bales in the case of cardboard, or 
into large bins of shredded paper. The paper 
is eventually sent to nearby Calgary or 
Edmonton, where it is made into insulation 
or the paper cover on wallboard; the 
cardboard is shipped to Tacoma, 
Washington, where it is recycled into 
various uses; and the glass is trucked to a 
glass recycling plant in Vancouver, B.C., 
where it serves a variety of purposes—
including as a wood substitute.  

Darryl McDonald, the recycling center's manager. appeared in the parking lot while I was busy 
taking photographs. Obviously curious about my actions, he asked my name and what my interest 
was. I readily answered his questions. When he determined that my purpose was educational and 
benign, he offered to give me a tour of the facility.  

Mr. McDonald became manager of the 
recycling program two months ago after 
working in garbage collection. It was 
obvious that he was proud of the operation, 
especially so because of the weight local 
recycling took off the town's landfill. 
According to McDonald, residents recycled 
over 1,500 tons—120 tons more than the 
previous year, of paper products, plastics, 
and glass that would otherwise have been 
buried in the landfill in 2004. Since the 
town does not pick up recyclables at the 
household or commercial curb, the 
Recycling Depot depends upon the 3-r 
("reduce, reuse, recycle") ethic of local 
citizens to individually separate out 

recyclables and personally transport them to the facility. In the case of plastic receptacles, the 
recycling center requires residents to remove labels and clean them before depositing them in 
appropriate canisters onsite.  

My observation was that Okotoks citizens were very conscientious about recycling—at least those 
who I witnessed dropping off recyclable products. By doing so, these collective efforts save them 
$25,000 to $30,000 that it would otherwise cost for the depot to hire another worker to do this labor.  

 Town of Okotoks hostoric town offices.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella. 

   

 
Okotoks Recycling Depot, the hub of Okotoks' sustainability 
initiatives.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.  
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This Okotoks Recycles mural is located in the town's Recycling Depot.  

Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.  

Okotoks is serious about recycling. City garbage collection workers are bound by local regulations 
to pick up no more than three bags of garbage per week from each residence. The public information 
message justifying this ordinance underlines the point that if residents are having a hard time living 
within this limit, they should look to recycling to solve this situation. 

Although the wastewater treatment facility adjoined the recycling operations on 32nd Street, I 
decided to forego the plant until the following day due to the heavy truck traffic in and out of the 
area. Instead, encouraged by the my conversation with Mr. McDonald, I decided to drive a couple 
miles up 32nd Street to investigate Drake Landing, the neighborhood touted as the Canada's first all-
encompassing solar energy housing 
development.  

While the sign heralding the development 
site of the new neighborhood was 
impressive, the site itself was only in the 
incipient stages of layout and construction. 
The few houses that were almost 
completely built seemed undistinguished 
architecturally and the density and layout of 
the row housing suggested little in the way 
of land-use innovation or novelty. The 
project, however, stands out in two 
respects: 1) in the primary and secondary 
solar energy technologies that are designed 
into each home; and 2) in the coordinated 
way in which thermal energy is used to tie 
renewable energy production of the 
individual houses into a whole.  
 

 
So far, the only development at Drake Landing is the sign, 
though even that is quite promising.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella. 
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The most disturbing thing about the development is that it is located amidst a number of other 
conventional housing developments (e.g., Crystalridge and Crystal Green) several miles northeast of 
the downtown center of Okotoks. Given the extensive land surrounding Okotoks historically given 
over to farming, Okotoks is both blessed and cursed with plenty of flat land in which to expand. As a 
result, there seems to be little incentive to build housing or mixed-use buildings contiguous with the 
downtown area. Large housing tracts are increasingly taking their entropic course and becoming 
clustered satellites (suburbs?) of the old town center. It has been an American (and Canadian) truism 
that where residential growth goes, commercial development and large churches are sure to follow. 
It will take powerful community unity and stringent, legally unchallengeable zoning and other local 
regulations to prevent this land-use pattern from recurring.  

The spread of commercial development of 
Okotoks to the south, and residential 
development to west, north, and northeast of 
the historical downtown, points to the absence 
of a transportation component in the town's 
sustainable development strategy. Small as it 
is—or rather has been—Okotoks has not seen 
the need for any kind of public transit to curb 
or at least complement the private automobile. 
Yet as Okotoks’s population spreads out, some 
kind of public bus service tying the town 
together will become necessary. However, 
there are no guarantees that public 
transportation will be popular or even 
patronized because the residential areas that it 

would likely tie the downtown to are, for the most part, predominantly populated with new, young, 
and upwardly mobile individuals and families—which is to say precisely the constituency least 
likely to be lured to bus riding. 

Examining the policy lay of the land during this first day, I concluded that I would be much happier 
if there were more links in Okotoks’s sustainable development program to agencies in its civil 
society. No independent group or organization seems to have been the catalyst to its community 
sustainability venture, as has been the case in other North American towns and cities. The closest is 
a set of references to the Healthy Okotoks Coalition, which may or may not still be active. 
Sustainable Okotoks thus lacks any strong and enduring community-based check or monitor on local 
government activities. As interest group and other political pressures mount for thin or cosmetic 
sustainability passing itself off as realistic adjustments to the apparent juggernaut of continuing 
explosive residential and commercial growth, Okotoks will lack a powerful and vigilant community 
agency to thwart these assaults.  

A key player in the ultimate outcome of this energetic and earnest local sustainability project will be 
youthful demographic group of the population being lured to Okotoks and the mature and aging 
adult demographic group that was there at the inception of Sustainable Okotoks.  

 
The Okotoks Community Library.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.    
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If the younger constituency is drawn to 
temptations to make Okotoks over into a 
modern city with urban attractions and 
amusements, it is likely to prove a negative 
force in maintaining the project's overriding 
commitment to a "no-growth" policy once 
the carrying capacity of its water supply is 
reached at around 25,000-30,000 residents. 
If the commitment of the aging adult 
population flags or is overwhelmed by the 
influx of young professionals seeking an 
urban scene and entertainment hub that 
approximates a mini-Calgary, all bets are 
off on the realization of Okotoks’s local 
sustainability vision.  

By the end of the first day, I remained convinced that these negative tendencies are only 
possibilities, though imaginable ones. My hope was that the goodwill and dedication manifested in 
the enthusiasm of solid waste services foreman Darryl McDonald and the practicality and 
persistence vis-à-vis the Okotoks sustainability vision demonstrated by local citizens bagging their 
three units of garbage per week and driving their separated recyclables to the facility, will prove 
enough. 

Day Two 

Certainly one of the bright spots of the Okotoks sustainability initiatives is the progress in advancing 
a routinely underdeveloped component of overall sustainability—i.e., cultural sustainability. On my 
second day, I developed a real appreciation for the small, but palpable, strides in this realm. One 
manifestation of cultural sustainability is the Cultural Station, located in the former Okotoks railway 
station. Even though the train does not stop there anymore, local artists and crafts people do—
showing their artwork in viewings publicized through various outlets to the entire community. 
During early August, the Cultural Station was promoting the Art Walk, an unguided tour of 
downtown businesses. In addition to acquainting tourists and residents with the talent of local 
artisans, the tour draws them to businesses in the downtown core. Unfortunately, some months there 
are not enough artists or local interest. These activities, though, are critical to the establishment of a 
culture of sustainability (local arts and crafts, public education, community celebratory practices) for 
robust and long-lasting public policy innovations. 

Having missed the opportunity the day before to visit the Okotoks Heritage House next door to the 
Cultural Station, I made it my first stop today. One unexpected dividend was the chance to study an 
impressive exhibit of photos and text reviewing the impact of the three floods that took place along 
the Sheep River valley, hitting Okotoks and other communities along its path. As one panel revealed, 
the breaching of the Sheep River's banks had occurred five times previously in the twentieth century 
(1902, 1915, 1932, 1963, and 1995). The latest floods engulfed the downtown corridor and for a  

 Sorting recyclables is a manual process at the Depot.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella. 
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time even closed off traffic to the Southridge Drive commercial domain. Despite the long legacy of 
flooding and the recent calamity, which resulted in $5 million in infrastructure damage alone, no 
long-term solution has surfaced.  

Instead, most public work has focused on 
clearing and restoring the river's channel, 
replacing the sewage line that was ruptured 
by the flood, and cleaning up the mud and 
other detritus swept onto public and 
commercial property in the downtown 
district. The visual and informational 
exhibit underlined the fact that the 
waterway that sustains the lives of those 
who inhabit its valley also periodically 
threatens its economic well-being and 
public health and safety. 

The second display was "Okotoks: Gateway 
to the Oilfield, 1913-1952." Through old 
photographs, memorabilia, records, and 

other textual material, the exhibit highlighted the central place of Okotoks in the discovery and 
exploitation of oil reserves in the Turner Valley, to the town's west. The Turner Valley oil reservoir 
turned Okotoks into a crucial trade and transportation hub—one that brought considerable economic 
progress, producing a stratum of local business people who became wealthy and influential scions of 
the town and region. When these nearby fields began to peter out, more extensive and profitable oil 
stores discovered in Leduc and Redwater overtook Turner Valley , quickly erasing virtually all 
traces of its positive impact upon Okotoks's economy. 

The high point of an already rewarding visit to the Heritage House was a lively and highly 
informative conversation I had with “Molly 
Green,” a local resident and environmentalist 
who was visiting the museum. (The young 
woman called “Molly Green” preferred 
anonymity. Her actual name has been changed 
to respect her wishes.) Intrigued by my 
purpose in coming to Okotoks, she expressed 
her latent, but rising anxieties about the likely 
fate of Okotoks’s sustainability program. 

 
The Crystalridge subdivision is typical of new, front-loaded 
residential development that is becoming more common in 
Okotoks.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.  

  

   

 Condo development near downtown Okotoks.  
Photo by Wayne and Denise Chaulk. 
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Interestingly, Ms. Green's doubts and apprehensions squared with 
many of my tentative findings. In response to my worries over the 
depth and staying power of the public's commitment to Okotoks’s 
sustainability vision, she indicated that she sensed increasing 
disenchantment among residents over the long-term future of 
Sustainable Okotoks. Her ambivalence toward the course of the 
sustainability initiative and the prospects for realizing its 
objectives was influenced and chastened by recent developments 
in High River, Okotoks’s historic rival in the region.  

According to her, High River had been the area's dominant 
economic force in the area, benefiting from a larger and more 
durable public infrastructure than Okotoks. Its more mature 
political and civic base, Ms. Green noted, was evidenced in its 
quicker and more sophisticated response to the June 2005 area 
floods. High River's problem, according to her, is that in recent 
years its political direction has come under the sway of pro-
development interests that have managed to strike deals with city 
officials that now threaten to turn High River into what 
sociologist Harvey Molotch has termed a "growth machine," by 
unseating controlled growth incumbents in the town's planning 
and administrative office. She derived some hope from the 
emergence of land trust organizations in Okotoks (e.g., the Sheep 

River Land Trust) that may blunt efforts at converting increasingly high agricultural land values into 
land speculator dreams of expanding residential tracts and commercial developments. Her major 
fear, though, is that land trust groups are not enough alone to stem the tide of housing and business 
development rampant northeast and south of the downtown corridor.  

By contrast, Okotoks corporate communications specialist Alyssa Berry appeared far more sanguine 
about the prospects of the town's future. The progress of the sustainability vision, which originated 
with Will Pearce, is on track, she says, and the goals and limits of the master plan to restrict further 
population growth above 25,000 to 30,000 inhabitants are well understood by local citizens, land 
developers, and construction company owners. Since the plan's ratification by the town council and 
mayor in 1998, the Town of Okotoks has surveyed residents about their feelings and attitudes toward 
means and goals of the program. With each new survey, strong public support for Sustainable 
Okotoks has either held firm or increased almost without exception. For Ms. Berry, the checks and 
constraints built into the sustainability plan are sufficiently well entrenched in the local community 
that the erosion of community sentiment is unthinkable. 

Whether these views amount to complacency, hubris, or reasoned self-confidence borne of solid 
evidence is uncertain. As a political scientist and long-time community activist, I will say that the 
capacity for the future to surprise us when we least expect it is great—and alarming—in personal life 
and in politics. Such foreknowledge should prompt public officials to work hard now to build up 
reserves of public goodwill and support for Sustainable Okotoks, and to find ways to root its  

 
The Okotoks Heritage House is the 
original Welch House, the town's 
most famous of residences.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.  
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animating purposes in autonomous community organizations, lest misfortune happen. Many a well-
intentioned public program has been overturned by outrageous fortune and a tenacious, well- 
financed, and single-minded coalition of private interests identifying its shortsighted vistas as the 
common good.  

The self-assured public officers of Okotoks would do 
well to begin running scared and looking over their 
shoulders for signs of eroding political support and rising 
oppositional elements generated by changing 
demographics and conflicting interests and cultural 
lifestyles. They should, in the process, find more fortified 
and dependable means to assure that—as the cap on 
population growth determined by its water supply's 
carrying capacity approaches—the majority support in 
the community and on the town council is not replaced 
by formidable political alliances and an alternative vision 
that supplants the grand vision of Sustainable Okotoks. 
For not only is the adage that "misfortune happens" an 
enduring one; no less long lived is the maxim that "the 
work of politics is never done."  

The Okotoks Sustainability Strategy: Lessons and 
Caveats 
One of the ironies of Okotoks early twentieth century 
economic history is that for nearly four decades it was 
the gateway to the nearby Turner Valley oilfields. From 
1913 to the early 1950s, Okotoks’s economy was heavily 
invested in supplying and transporting a range of oil rig 
equipment and secondary products to the fields. As a result, its economic fortunes were importantly 

tied to the vicissitudes of the regional—and 
international—oil industry. Today it is forging 
a way for its citizens and more recently for 
Calgary, the metropole to its north, to move 
beyond diminishing fossil fuels and profligate 
energy and other natural resource consumption 
into the Age of Sustainability. 

Much of the original enthusiasm that set 
Okotoks on a path toward sustainability 
remains embedded in community sentiment 
and institutional practice. But questions and 
doubts have begun to surface within the local 
body politic. In the coming years, more will be 
called upon its concerned citizenry and its  

 
A display on Okotoks's history in the Heritage 
House.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella. 

   

 
A model oil rig like those found around Okotoks in the early 
20th century.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.  
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dedicated town leaders and administrators if the powerful forces operating in their midst, and gaps in 
their sustainability blueprint, are not to divert this bold experiment from achieving its highest 
aspirations.  

As native Okotokans seek to engage and overcome these challenges looming on the horizon, they 
and we should ponder the following lessons and caveats:  

Lessons 

1. Build up political currency and take out more than a little policy insurance at the beginning of the 
sustainability initiative.  

At the very outset, Will Pearce and his planning adhered to the adage: worry at the front-end, not the 
back-end, of community sustainability programs when seeking to check the long-term growth 
pressures and demographic conundrums that may later subvert the sustainability goal. Thus, various 
planning actions were found and implemented to thwart leapfrogging the growth boundary. For 
example, one major step taken was to downsize the publicly supported infrastructure of development 
within the boundary so that public infrastructure (utility lines, water and sewer pipes, roads) did not 
in effect subsidize development outside the growth envelope. Once Sustainable Okotoks was 
adopted, the size of water and sewer pipes were diminished as they approached the town limits. 
Developers could no longer tap into oversized pipes formerly laid by the municipality, thus imposing 
an added financial burden on any land speculator by forcing the developer or contractor to pay for 
oversized piping as a cost of new development outside of the boundary. Another example is the 
negotiation of a 20-year intermunicipal development plan with the Town of Foothills. The agreement 
both fosters clustered rural development around Okotoks and obviates Okotoks’s need to provide 
water and sewer to rural development projects in Foothills by 
checking commercial and residential developments that 
could not meet Foothills' rurally zoned regulations already in 
place. 

2. Gain citizen and other stakeholder buy-in to sustainability 
policy and programs at the beginning of the enterprise. 

Starting with the Okotoks’s vision document inherited from 
the previous Municipal Council, the municipal manager and 
his planning group engaged in a regular dialogue with 
Council members to ensure that as the vision of Sustainable 
Okotoks unfolded, Council members would be well-versed 
in what the vision meant and what policy implications would 
flow from it. In these informal sessions, options were laid 
out, the pluses and minuses of each proposed program were 
spelled out, and eventually a consensus was reached among 
the progressive Council and mayor.  
 

 Okotoks is the Gateway to the Oilfields.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella. 
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Two other key facets of this early planning effort were: 

• A public education campaign mounted in the weekly newspaper, Western Wheel, to inform 
citizens of the Council's understandings of the planning vision  

• The instituting of periodic polling of local citizens regarding attitudes toward the town and its 
future.  

Newspaper articles were supplemented by inserts in utility bills and other venues to "test the waters" 
of community sentiment toward the Sustainable Okotoks vision. Beginning in 1997-98, the 
community surveys evidenced widespread public concern for the potential loss of Okotoks’s small-
town character. They also revealed strong support for taking a new course in municipal policies that 
embraced controlled growth. Along with public hearings and ongoing town council meetings, the 
community surveys became an integral and regularized element of Sustainable Okotoks—serving as 
a tool for gauging public sentiment on planned programs and policies convergent with its vision and 
general goals. Despite the fact that the initial process was formulated and guided by a four-member 
staff within the town planning office, this small, in-house team eschewed the idea of instituting a 
municipal task force in favor of launching an intensive and open citizen participation process in 
order to avoid tendencies toward top-down technocratic decision making.  

3. Find a sustainability yardstick for sufficiency early and build the entire program around it. 

The decision by its policy advocates and planners to organize the multi-faceted sustainability 
program around the carrying capacity of the Sheep River proved to be a simple, compelling, and 
ingenious move. By anchoring Sustainable Okotoks to the limits of its local water resource, Pearce 
and his planning cohorts were able to fashion a sustainability metric that was readily understandable 
to the wider public. It also proved compelling in the rising global battle for control over what 
Fortune magazine called “blue gold” and claimed might be the twenty-first century equivalent to oil 
in the last century. Further, the metric allowed Okotoks to tie virtually all of the other components of 
their planned strategy (e.g., downtown development, parks and pathways, urban forests, shoreline 
and escarpment protection) to the population cap that flowed from the river’s maximum yield. In the 
eyes of Okotoks inhabitants, the Sheep River could be easily recognized in all its expressions: as a 
source of recreation, an environmental resource, an historical touchstone, a cultural and aesthetic 
symbol, a public trust—and as a sustainability yardstick.  

4. Act locally, but plan globally. 

Early on in the unfolding of Sustainable 
Okotoks, plans were set in motion to take 
full advantage of the promises and 
possibilities of solar energy and 
architecture. A number of noteworthy solar 
and energy conservation projects were 
undertaken, including the solar water 
heating system at the Swindells’ pool, the  

 
Okotoks's Cultural Station is located in the town's former 
railway station.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.  
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solar ice resurfacing system at the Murray and Piper community arenas, the solar heating system at 
the Recycling Center’s cardboard bailing building, and the solar wall heating system at the 
Operations Center. These and additional energy conservation projects were no mere alternative 
energy showcases. They were directly linked to a long-term interest by town designers in building a 
sustainable town whose energy use and efficiency would contribute to its ability to trade carbon 
credits accumulated from these reforms and renovations in an anticipated emissions trading market 
regime instituted by the Kyoto Protocol. While acting locally to reduce its energy usage and 
environmental load, its farseeing planners took account of the productive role that its town 
sustainability activities might have upon the larger international scene in alleviating a daunting 
environmental problem. 

5. Recognize that politics “ye shall always have.” 

For a group of planners who by training and tradition should have been oriented toward top-down, 
technocratic planning, Will Pearce and his team proved to be extraordinarily politically savvy. I have 
already pointed to their decision not to urge town leaders to convene a task force, but rather to 
launch a broad public education and citizen participation campaign as the vehicle for initiating 
Sustainable Okotoks. In addition, these uncommon town planners showed their adeptness at 
politicking in two other respects.  

To illustrate, starting in 1997 with the Okotoks’s vision document inherited from the previous 
Municipal Council, the municipal manager and his planning group engaged in a regular dialogue 
with Council members after its meetings in order to ensure that as the vision of Sustainable Okotoks 
unfolded, the Council members would be well-versed in what the vision meant and what policy 
implications would flow from it. In these informal sessions, options were laid out, the pluses and 
minuses of each proposed program were spelled out, and eventually a consensus was reached among 
the progressive Council and mayor.  

A second example has to do with their skillful use of 
the community surveys used to gauge community 
sentiment about growth and development issues. 
These periodic surveys were generally performed a 
year before municipal elections and the results—
always supportive of the vision—were released and 
publicized by the planning office a couple months 
before voting, to help influence of the outcome of 
elections. Because Council candidates were made 
aware of community sentiments supporting the 
program, the lure of rampant development 
campaigns was minimized and as a result pro-growth 
candidates almost invariably fared poorly in local 
contests. 

6. Culture is culture and politics is politics, but often 
in social life, culture is politics. 

 
A conceptual, illustrative plan for a sustainable 
Okotoks.  
Graphic courtesy Sustainable Okotoks.  
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An important bulwark against flagging community enthusiasm and general backsliding in political 
support for Sustainable Okotoks’s long-term aspirations is a robust and vibrant culture of 
sustainability. The pioneers of the local sustainability program intuitively sensed its importance by 
supporting the conversion of the old train station into an arts and crafts center, and the translation of 
historic preservation sensibilities into the government-supported heritage and archives facility. These 
fledgling operations show great potential to grow their agendas to dovetail with aspects of the town's 
sustainability initiatives, as the recent arts and crafts invitation to community artists by the Cultural 
Station and the 2005 flood exhibit at the Heritage House foreshadow. Recognizing that a local 
culture of sustainability is a vital resource in community politics, Okotoks might consider some of 
the public education programs that were instituted by the Hamilton-Wentworth Vision 2020 
program, such as its annual Sustainable City Day celebration, its Citizen Summits to maintain a 
continued dialogue between citizens and public servants on the course of local sustainability, its 
public education activities directed to children and young people, and its other programs to 
periodically revitalize and rejuvenate interest, enthusiasm, and community understanding of the 
animating purposes of the original program.  

Caveats 

1. Everything is connected to everything else. 

A genuinely sustainable town is a community where everything hangs together in a whole cloth. A 
visitor to Okotoks cannot help but be impressed by the many policy initiatives deployed by town 
government since the formulation of Okotoks’s sustainability strategic vision. In spite of its central 
thrust (building up only to its water supply's maximum carrying capacity) and its many components, 
Sustainable Okotoks strikes one as a community program whose individual threads have not yet 
been woven into a single tapestry. A recycling ethic generated by local regulations has seemed to 
become rooted into its local culture. Solar energy has been showcased in a number of individual 
projects using advanced technology and best practices. Wastewater treatment has been upgraded and 
informed by a conservation/energy efficiency sensibility.  

What seems to be lacking, however, is a sense 
of wholeness and coherence of the parts. 
Moreover, one missing piece of the 
sustainability picture-puzzle noted above is the 
roads and transportation component. Part of 
the task of bringing coherence to the town's 
sustainability vision is to think each of these 
elements in relationship to the other. How, for 
example, do solar energy and conservation 
projects contribute to sustainable water policy? 
How can instances of cultural sustainability 
contribute to strengthening an ethic of resource 
conservation and recycling? These are issues 
both for the most searching policy inquiry and 
for the widest possible community dialogue. 
The future of Sustainable Okotoks depends 

 
Okotoks Recycling Depot contains not only facilities to 
recycle, but also educational information. 
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella.  
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upon answers to these queries. 

2. Sustainability must be a democratic policy “revolution in permanence.” 

Between the economy and formal government lies the welter of civic organizations shaping and 
enriching the everyday lives of inhabitants as members of a community. A survey of Okotoks’s 
social landscape would show a dense and overlapping network of social and civic groups inhabiting 
its civil society. Conspicuously absent, at least until recently, has been the formation of such 
independent groups and organizations organized around or contributing to the evolution and 
evaluation of the town's sustainability programs. It may be tempting in a country like Canada—
where the tradition of civil service and local management is strong and where its administrators and 
planners are, as a rule, better educated, more cultured, and more politically savvy than their 
American counterparts—to depend upon these instruments of good government and efficient 
administration.  

If the public officials and planning advocates of Sustainable Okotoks are to be balanced by strong 
community-based civic organizations that can root its objectives and promises in community life, 
such citizen agencies of democratic voice and constructive political change must be encouraged, 
cultivated, and even tolerated by local governance and administration of the program. Sustainable 
development is a transgenerational process that must involve new generations of citizens in the 
enduring processes of nurturing an active and living sustainability culture and embracing the 
political commitments and ecological values that will infuse their everyday lives. In this sense, 
community sustainability cannot be a one-time, one-generation decision; it must be a living practice 
and a permanent revolution in character and 
habit, outlook and practice. 

3. The center must hold. 

Gertrude Stein immortalized Oakland, 
California, in the popular imagination many 
years ago through her comment that "there is 
no there there." A nagging shortcoming of 
unfolding plans to revitalize the Okotoks 
downtown is the absence of a town center or 
public square from which the rest of town 
radiates. The initial impression a visitor gets 
when touring the town by automobile is that 
the historic tendency under the present growth 
regime has been an entropic plan to scatter 
community centers and commercial and residential development further and further away from the 
downtown anchor. On the other hand, the old town area bounded by the new library, the Town Hall, 
the Heritage House and Cultural Station suggest incipient possibilities for redevelopment that could 
produce a recentralized focus to the town. I would argue that the sustainable future Okotoks’s motto 
proclaims wants and needs a public square to realize its plan and ambitions by stitching together the  

 
Big-box grocery stores and other strip mall retailers 
encroach on the edges of Okotoks.  
Photo by Ernest J. Yanarella. 
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residential development in the northeast along Highway 32, and the commercial and residential 
growth along Southridge Drive.  

4. Balance the dream of walking pathways with the imperative of publicly-supported transit lines, 

In creating a center that can hold the vision of Sustainable Okotoks together, a carefully planned and 
town-subsidized public transit system whose central route takes passengers through the historic town 
center could play a critical role in boosting the downtown's business community and enhancing the 
town's civic life. As Pearce acknowledged, the Municipal Development Plan was based on the 
general guideline that the sustainable community be designed so most inhabitants can walk to meet 
their daily needs and have easy access to a pathway system that facilitates that goal. While not 
populated by empty street-level shops, it is my impression that the survival of the downtown corridor 
as a magnet for local citizens remains precarious.  

The ambitious pathway system being put in place by the community is certainly a valuable resource 
for advancing its sustainability plans. Still, future road construction and public transit planning are 
two areas where citizens, elected officials and representatives, and town administrators need to open 
up a community conversation, lest the crush of increased automobiles and the lifestyle preferences of 
a changing demographic force transportation policy decisions that are contrary to a larger and more 
coherent sustainability design.  

Conclusion 

A retrospective glance at Okotoks’s sustainability 
plans suggests the wisdom of John Todd's adage 
that "elegance of solution will be predicated on 
uniqueness of place." Having embarked on a 
journey to local sustainability beginning in 1998, 
the Town of Okotoks has come to a juncture 
where it now needs to seriously evaluate its 
overall vision of a sustainable future and the 
various elements it has put into place for realizing 
it.  

Its local resources of farseeing public servants, 
effective administration, and commitment to the 
long term are readily apparent. These abundant 

resources have emerged from its distinctive history, traditions, and attachments to place. The Sheep 
River has been something of a unifying symbol to its underlying vision of a sustainable future and 
the carrying capacity of its waters as a cap of future population growth.  

As Okotokans turn their eyes and thoughts to the evolving landscape of the local community, it 
seems clear that they will need to draw upon native resources again to reshape and refine that 
vision—to take account of the strengths and shortcomings of the policies and decisions apparent in 
the first phase of implementation of the strategic vision. 
 

 
Residents and visitors gather outside Okotoks's historic 
Welcsh House for a community event.  
Photo courtesy Town of Okotoks Museum & Archives. 
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Though the elegance of their solutions to the cultural, transportation, and other challenges ahead will 
no doubt be predicated upon their unique appreciation of their sense of place, I believe they have 
many valuable insights to share with other small towns and communities in Canada, the United 
States, and elsewhere.  
 

Funding for field work in Okotoks, Alberta, was provided through a follow-up Program Enhancement grant by the 
Canadian Embassy’s Canadian Studies Program, 2004-2005. The generosity of this funding agency is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
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Article 
 

 
 
by Karen Hillson 
    
Each time you watch a lemon-yellow 
Cloudless Sulphur flutter through your yard, or 
rush to get a glimpse of a Western Pygmy Blue 
perched atop a saltbush, you are witnessing a 
miracle. An adult butterfly may be the sole 
survivor of hundreds of siblings; it has eluded 
a host of predators both large and small, and 
has but a week or two to find a mate so its 
progeny can begin the cycle anew.  

The lifestyle of the scaled and beautiful is a 
hazardous one, but the urban gardener can 
provide a nurturing habitat with cultivated 
native plants and a few weedy patches. 

Butterflies are often observed nectaring at 
flowers. Not all butterflies require nectar; 
however, all need their foodplant, the plant the 
caterpillar eats before it forms a chrysalis. While 
many nectar plants are sold at nurseries, some 
foodplants are not always available. Aristolochia 
watsonii (desert pipevine), for example, the 
hostplant for the gorgeous Pipevine Swallowtail, 
was not sold at native plant sales until recently. 

Saltbush (Atriplex canescens and Atriplex 
lentiformis) is extremely drought-tolerant, an  

  Pipevine Swallowtail. 
Photo by Karen Hillson.  

   

 
American Lady on butterfly bush, Buddleia davidii. 
Photo by Karen Hillson.    
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ideal choice for the arid zone of the garden. The foodplant for what may be the world’s smallest 
butterfly, the Western Pygmy Blue, saltbush is 
 
sometimes available at nurseries. This tough shrub requires little or no supplemental water after the 
first two years, and pruning is unnecessary. Its silver leaves make it an attractive addition to a 
moonlight garden. Plant a few saltbushes and in September you may discover dozens of tiny copper-
winged jewels flitting through your garden! Children enjoy looking for the minute grayish-green 
caterpillars that are a perfect match in color and texture for the leaves. Their camouflage is so 
effective that often the only way to find them 
is to seek out the ants tending them. 

It is surprising that more gardeners do not plant 
native sennas, such as Senna covesii, Senna 
leptocarpa, and Senna wislizenii; they are 
hostplants for cloudless sulphurs and sleepy 
oranges. Be sure to select an indigenous senna, 
and not an Australian species, for the exotics 
are almost always poisonous to the young 
caterpillars.  

Although most native sennas are dormant in 
the wintertime, Senna purpusii is the glorious 
exception. This unusual senna bursts into 
bloom in October, and will brighten the garden 
all winter long if the weather is mild. The 
yellow flowers create a striking contrast 
against the dark blue-green leaves. 

Most gardeners vigorously object to weeds, but 
they play an important role in the life cycle of 
many butterflies. To attract different species, 
consider designating some areas of the garden 
as “no-pull” zones. Painted Ladies and 
American Ladies, for example, lay their eggs 
on cudweed. The caterpillars sew themselves 
into the leaves of their hostplant to protect 
them from predators. Plant lantana for nectar 
and you will be rewarded with daily visits from 
your lovely ladies. 

Sara and ‘Pima’ Desert Orangetips utilize wild 
mustards as foodplants. Many plants in the 
mustard family are considered common weeds, 
and are hastily removed. You may decide to 
leave some mustards untouched if you wish to 

  American Lady caterpillar on cudweed.  
Photo by Karen Hillson.  

   

 
Cloudless Sulphur on Anisacanthus quadrifidus var. 
wrightii. 
Photo by Karen Hillson.  
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see this dazzling harbinger of spring. 

The palette of plants that lure butterflies may 
surprise you: Common Checkered Skipper 
caterpillars feast on silvery globemallows; the 
offspring of Monarchs and Queens prefer the 
green needle-like leaves of pineleaf milkweed; 
Gulf Fritillaries lay their eggs on twining, 
climbing passionvines. 

Attractive, economical, and beneficial to the 
environment, butterfly gardening may play a 
significant role in the future of horticulture. 
Arid-adapted perennials and shrubs support 
wildlife with little watering and minimal care.  

Varying colors, leaf textures, and forms can be 
incorporated into a variety of landscaping styles. 
A kinetic element is added to the garden by 
fluttering, dipping and soaring butterflies. 
Children can learn about the natural world by 
exploring the habitat with parents and teachers. 
For gardeners of all ages, each new season brings 
the anticipation of still more discoveries in a 
delightfully mysterious world. 

For more information on butterflies and butterfly 
gardening in your area, visit the North American 
Butterfly Association website. 

   

   

 
Karen Hillson is an art historian in Tucson, Arizona. She received her doctorate from the University of California, Santa 
Barbara. She is a past president of the Southeast Arizona Butterfly Association and the editor of Butterfly Gardener.  

  Queen butterfly on jojoba.  
Photo by Simmons Buntin.  

   

 
Winter-blooming Senna purpusii. 
Photo by Karen Hillson.    
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Review: Poetry in Context, in Craft 
  
Simmons B. Buntin reviews Murder Ballads, poems by Jake Adam York  
    

There continues to be much discussion, both in established 
literary journals and real-time blogs, on the role of context in 
poetry. The question, fundamentally, is whether individual poems 
should (or perhaps must) be read in context—whether their 
settings (physical, political, emotional, spiritual) matter in the 
overall “success” of the poem. It’s broader than that, of course, 
and is a question that can be applied to any artistic medium. Yet 
with poetry’s tight-knit language and concentration on form, and 
readers’ penchants for singling out individual poems, context is 
an especially relevant question. 

So let me answer it straight-out: Context matters, but good poetry 
is not bound by it. Jake Adam York’s Murder Ballads—a 
collection of 35 poems in four parts, published by Elixir Press—
is a book where context matters. But the finely-crafted poems—
what Shenandoah editor R.T. Smith rightly calls York’s 
“demanding poetic”—are not bound by that context. 

Take, for example, the opening lines in the poem “Negatives,” one of the strongest poems in the 
collection, both in context and poetic: 

You cannot see the body 
each eye fixes, the focus 

of the plume that angles every head, 
John Lee, curling skyward 

from the fire, 
a town’s worth of bullets 

searing white in the char 
that was a man, gunned down 

From the poem’s final section, “Negatives” is a poem inspired by the image of a postcard, shared as 
“Townspeople gathered for the burning of John Lee, August 13, 1911, Durant, Oklahoma. Gelatin 
silver print. Real photo postcard. 5” x 3”.” In this as in other poems, we learn two important truths 
about Murder Ballads and York himself.  

First, York is a photographer, so approaches scenes and his resultant verse with an eye trained like a 
camera, but deeper still and often, as in this poem and others like “Doppler” and “Double Exposure,”  
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exposed multiple times, lighting skewed and therefore more enlightening.  

Second, York is deeply Southern, borne from and struggling with all its historical implications. The 
poems of Murder Ballads, then, explore the often brutal history of York’s Alabama and of racial 
violence across the South, especially during the twentieth century, and how we come to terms with 
that history. Or, just as often, how we do not: 

But to take you out, the hands 
sudden from the tight, dark heat, 
and beat you with a wire 
spun from the kind of steel 
you had begun to forge in the shaft, 
to return your muscles’ work this way 
till you were red as ore, and then 
to tie and dip you in a laundry vat 
and boil the hair from your body 
as if it were any pig, and then 
call it suicide, as if you had done this  

—from “Elegy for James Knox,” who was murdered in Birmingham, Alabama in 1924. The poem 
ends— 

as I think of you, 
a small, hard strip of Alabama 
that’s losing, that’s turning back 
red as the clay that buries it all— 
was it ever, will it ever be, enough? 

Murder ballads, after all, are “those anonymous folk songs with inevitably catastrophic narratives 
transplanted from the Old World and adopted to the New,” the book’s introduction by the poet Jane 
Satterfield tells us. With York’s poems, however, there is no anonymity; there is instead a clear 
voice, singing in its dark context, singing of the catastrophe of individual deaths and the 
consequential catastrophe of community. How we bring ourselves back from the history and the 
places “where the nightsweats run/ to the river and under the bridge,/ and whole towns shiver” as in 
these lines from “As Water,” is the question to which all of these poems so ably respond. 

Clearly, the poems of Murder Ballads are not to be read lightly, nor quickly. Rather, like a complex 
documentary or a compelling biography, they are to be read carefully, critically, and yet delicately, 
for the subject matter is both difficult and delicate. And then these poems want to be discussed 
across the full spectrum of places where we regularly converse: from the colorful streetside café to 
the shadowed corners of our mind. “Tell me,” they make us ask, “how do we examine the actions of 
our past, the guilt of our present? And what of the future?” And they answer: “Through the art of 
poetry.” 

So while context matters, good poetry is not bound by it. Each poem that fits so well into the whole 
of the book also stands solidly on its own. For as true to place and emotion and context as these 
poems are, they are just as true to the languages and forms of poetry. That is, York’s poetry is honed,  
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lyrical, visceral: 

Because they lived near the signal tower, 
voltage purring like a church 
before the preacher starts, 
or because she’s talking 
in the very middle of the noise, 
the doctor says to pray, 
to radiate The Word of God into the boy 
and recall each fallen cell 
to the righteous body…  

That from “Radiotherapy,” and this from “Hush,” the haunting and subtly driving first poem: 

It’s just the wind, she says, 
and not the cigarette pull 
of a stranger in the roadside weeds, 
the wind, and not the ember burrowing 
like a mite in a dead bird’s wing 
or your fear that the weeds will catch 
and it won’t be wind any more, 
the wind, and now the shadow 
blazing brush toward the few 
still-lit windows that glow 

There is an unsurpassed richness of craft and lyrical beauty in the poetry of the best Southern poets. 
Think James Dickey, R.T. Smith, Andrew Hudgins, and Rodney Jones. Now add Jake Adam York to 
that list, for the poems of Murder Ballads are whittled from the same bones, drawn from the same 
marrow. They run thick and sweet with the same blood, red as Southern clay and just as stained: 

George Wallace at the Crossroads 

After losing the 1958 Alabama Democratic Guernatorial 
Primary, Wallace is said to have disappeared for a month, 
returning to declare that he’d “never be out-niggered again.” 

No guitar. Just the one, quivering string. 
Abnegated gut begun to hate itself. 
The throat’s weary chords, his hands, 

I enter by whiskey, set to 
work, retune the flesh. 
My favorite music rises. 

Everything I touch holds the song 
already. The fallen star’s 
swallowed question. Hot night wind. 
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This body’s never quiet. 
It sings like a fire. 
As he walks off, toward Montgomery, 

they fall again. The whole state 
burns in the light. 
 

Murder Ballads is planted with poems of the deep South, a garden filled with the thorns of deceit and 
hatred and murder. Its verse-filled vines travel well beyond, to Oklahoma and Colorado, to the 
shuddering secrets of our own selves. And gloriously, like a profusion of morning glories, like 
sunflowers that share their sudden radiance, we are all revealed, and in that revelation there is a 
certain truth—the kind that does not allow us to turn away from the ugly, the terrible. These ballads 
could only be sung through the eloquent pen of an honest poet, a poet who in exploring the past 
exposes the present, a poet whose work is important both in context and in craft, a poet by the name 
of Jake Adam York.   
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Review: The Human Hand of Eden  
 
Todd Ziebarth reviews Imagining Eden: Connecting Landscapes by Lyle Gomes  
    

In Imagining Eden: Connecting Landscapes, Lyle 
Gomes presents the results of a 15-year photography 
project that took him to various public and private 
gardens in American and Europe. The black-and-
white photographs on display capture various attempts 
to recreate the lost paradise of Eden in the here and 
now, with subjects ranging from Central Park in New 
York City to Jefferson’s Monticello in Virginia to 
Rousham Park in England. 

As I viewed Gomes’s excellent work, two things 
became clear. First, the sense of mystery in many of 
the photographs is provocative. What’s on the other side of that turn in the path in Riverway Park in 
Boston, in that road straight ahead in the Presidio in San Francisco, across that bridge beyond the 
frozen pool in Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, D.C.? 

 
San Francisco Presidio # 1, 1989 

Second, the images of paradise on display aren’t of nature as wilderness, but are rather of nature 
tamed and shaped by the human hand. Each photograph adeptly captures this coming together of 
nature and man. Sometimes, it is as simple as a couple of benches and a clearing through the trees in 
Rousham Park in England. Other times, it is more apparent, such as a winter view in Central Park, 
with glimpses of skyscrapers in the misty background. 
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Veduta, Villa Serbelloni, Bellagio, Italy, 2002 

In addition to Gomes’s wonderful photographs, related quotes are interspersed throughout the book 
as guideposts to these man-made attempts at recreating paradise. Here’s one from Major W.A. Jones 
in 1883 that captures the thinking behind these attempts:  

Sir: I have the honor to submit a detailed plan for the cultivation of trees upon the Presidio 
Reservation. I have given the matter considerable attention and treated it largely because it is one of 
both importance and interest . . . [The] project is perfectly feasible, provided it be treated 
systematically and with forethought. If it be worth while to plan trees on the Reservation at all, they 
should be planted effectively, and not dumped into the ground by the thousands at random. 

 
Frozen Pool, Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D.C., 2004 

It is worth noting that the book opens with an excerpt from Milton’s Paradise Lost, and an 
introductory essay by UCLA geography professor Denis Cosgrove. Both of these may be skipped—
that is, unless you are a fan of seventeenth-century poetry or a geography history enthusiast. Milton 
remains one of the two most impenetrable authors I have read (the other being American philosopher 
John Dewey). Cosgrove’s introduction was clearly not written for the lay reader and is a missed 
opportunity to set the stage for what is to come for those of us outside of the academy.  

Imagining Eden ends, however, with an informative interview with Gomes that provides some 
perspective on the thinking behind the photographs. 
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He has a masters degree in public administration and a masters degree in urban and regional planning. 
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Review: Desire as Beauty  

Terrain.org reviews Tracking Desire: A Journey after Swallow-tailed Kites by Susan 
Cerulean  
    

“To me,” says Susan Cerulean, “kites are about surprise. Mystery. 
Being gifted.” But what they are really about—what her book is 
about—is beauty. From the author’s name to the illustrated front 
cover to the writing within, Tracking Desire: A Journey after 
Swallow-tailed Kites is a beautiful collection of interconnected 
essays, often personal, always accessible. 

The book begins with “Origin Moment,” an introductory story not 
only about the first time Cerulean saw a swallow-tailed kite over 
South Carolina’s Edisto River—“how that bird swung into view 
and hung over me, suspended like an angel, so starkly black and 
white, with its wide-scissored split of a tail”—but also a review of 
the ecological and spiritual pursuits, and challenges, of the 
extensively migratory bird of prey.  

Much of the book is dedicated to Cerulean’s pursuit of kites, both 
scientifically—most notably through field trips and conversations 
with Dr. Ken Meyer, a biologist at the leading edge of swallow-
tailed kite research—and aesthetically, as she travels from her 
north Florida home south to the Everglades and west to Louisiana, and beyond. 

In the second essay, “The Roost,” she lays out her personal plan and, largely, the initial context of 
the book: 

I wanted to learn for myself, in person, what kites needed, what their bottom line was. I had to know what the 
essentials of their life requirements might be. If we could only isolate those needs into discrete packages, I 
thought, as I had learned in college biology classes—what do they need to eat? What habitats do they require to 
nest, to migrate, to forage, to overwinter? How do we protect them from predators, and by the way, what are 
their predators? If these things were known, then it would just be a matter of management. Then we—the lovers 
of kites, of all that is rare and wild—could see to each of those requirements, ultimately keeping safe the species 
as a whole, no matter what else happened in Florida. 

In her pursuit, she excels. And just as kites are surprising to Cerulean, so there are passages in 
Tracking Desire that are surprising, unexpected, and brilliant. Though they may not, on the surface, 
appear to be central to her pursuit, they are central to her journey, as she explores her family and 
personal history as well as her impact—our impact—on the environment around us. And they are 
inexplicably intertwined with the facts and observations of her pursuit: 
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Mile after mile, Florida, and living in Florida offered up as effortless, at the expense of whatever 
lived here before. And yet every one of us, a staggering nine hundred new residents each day, arrives 
eager to embrace our new place, even if we don’t know what it really is or once looked like. 

Just as I was when I first moved to St. Petersburg from New Jersey in 1970 to attend Eckerd 
College. Just as my grandparents Alice and Charles Isleib never looked back once they relocated to 
Bradenton in 1959 to live out their remaining decades under a warm sun. 

How did we get here? What is it about us—my grandparents and me—that allowed us to slip loose 
so easily from the northern New Jersey soils that bred us, the family left behind, the communities, 
the familiars? Was it Florida that seduced us or New Jersey that let us go? Is it, was it, a failure of 
our own ability to stay in place, a rent in our spirits, or might we have been drawn here for some 
necessary purpose? 

And the ramifications, directly presented: 

It’s not so much of a problem that we want to come and embrace this place; it’s how we do it, how it’s done for 
us. For so much of Florida is build on the dead: the killed bays, the razed scrublands, the buried-alive gopher 
tortoises. We must close our eyes to loss in order to live orderly, guilt-free lives in these places. We assume the 
best, believe the cheerful corporate literature. We are pleased with the descriptive names of our streets and 
malls and subdivisions: the Oaks Mall (tress cut down); Turkey Run (turkeys gone), and so forth. We are guilty 
first of ignorance, second of strong self-preservation instincts, third of laziness; the land and its wild creatures 
always lost under this scenario. 

Tracking Desire has a keen sense of literary timing, as well, invoking quotes from the likes of poets 
Linda Hogan and Adrienne Rich. And at the same time, Cerulean’s words are poetry even among 
scientific study, as in this passage in “Searching for Swallow-tails,” in which she actively 
participates in a kite radio-tagging trip: 

A cool rain began as Megan rappelled down the brilliant rope. I could see how she’d wrapped the rope around 
her leg as a break, controlling the speed of her swift descent with a leather glove on her right hand. Faces 
upturned, we watched her. Rain fell into our eyes, rain from far higher than the nest and the young bird, from 
higher even than the adult kits that now hung noiseless in the air. 

Like Aldo Leopold, who in the classic A Sand County Almanac explores and details and in turn 
evokes and transforms both himself and the reader, Cerulean also tracks her desire for the restless 
bird with her restless self, evoking and transforming, both in passages of a largely inward focus— 

It was still early enough in the evening, so I gathered my son, my niece, and my nephew, and we walked a long 
time toward sunset. Under the wide sky, red bellies of storm clouds washed the clay surface of the road, the 
children, and the rain puddles into all one pink, all one joyfulness. David ran to me, offering a feathery globe of 
dandelion flower. I blew and blew the winged seeds, asking fiercely of each wild weedlet that it grow me into 
more passionate, intimate living. 

—and in passages that draw the clear relationship of ourselves to our wider place, and our 
responsibility in that place: 
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I began traveling after kites with what I thought was a simple intent—to be close to a bird I had loved for 
twenty years. But the story that has unfolded goes beyond the natural history of the swallow-tailed kite: it is the 
natural history of us, in south Florida, us as North Americans in the early twenty-first century. The story 
penetrates how I perceive and satisfy my own needs. It includes the way I live my life, the size of my house, the 
food I eat, the things I buy, the way I travel. I chose kites, or they have chosen me, but I could have selected the 
monarch butterfly or the parula warbler or a Florida black bear or a Haitian sugarcane worker to serve this story. 
Each creature is linked to every other in the intricate web of life. The lives of the migrant workers who harvest 
the sugarcane outside my car window are just as degraded as are those of the kites who breathe the agricultural 
pesticides; as are the rivers and lakes that receive the cane’s nitrogenous wastes; as are the teeth of our children 
and ourselves, who eat sixty-eight pounds of sugar each and every year; as are the souls of the rich few who get 
even richer off all the rest. 

At its end reached all too soon—Tracking Desire is only 179 pages, including end notes and 
acknowledgements—the book is both a field guide to swallow-tailed kites, and a poignant call for 
their protection: for the protection of their vast ecosystems, especially in Florida. But as the passage 
above so eloquently states, it is also a thesis, elegantly scribed, on the need for whole-scale change if 
in fact we want to save the kites, save ourselves. And that change starts with knowledge—“If you 
have not learned when an animal might be present or absent, nor its name, nor any of its habits, then 
you can hardly expect to base decisions on its appearance or activities when you do happen to see 
it,” she says. Both knowledge and wisdom—their own necessary beauty—are the welcome gifts of 
Tracking Desire: A Journey after Swallow-tailed Kites, by Susan Cerulean. 

 


